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"Nothing can now be believed which is seen in a newspaper.
Truth itself becomes suspicious by being put into that polluted
vehicle. The real extent of this state of misinformation is
known only to those who are in situations to confront facts
within their knowledge with the lies of the day."
- Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826)
Author of the Declaration of Independence
3rd President of the United States
From: Letter to John Norvell, 1807
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The Anti-New York Times for select readers. He is also the author of:
 The Bad War: The REAL Story of World War II
 Planet Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order
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Isn’t Telling You About Russia.
 The Real Roosevelts: An Omitted History
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INTRODUCTION
Since its founding in 1851 by Republican Henry Jarvis Raymond, The NY Times
has been a big player in shaping public opinion. But it was not until 1896 that the
Times took a turn to the internationalist Left when it was purchased by a GermanJew named Adolph Ochs. In 1897, Ochs himself would coin the paper's now
famous self-serving slogan, printed on its masthead every day ever since: "All the
News That’s Fit to Print”.

Adolph Ochs

Ochs‘ daughter married Arthur Hays Sulzberger, who
became publisher when Adolph died. Ochs‘ great
grandson Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, Jr. is the publisher of
the NY Times today. So, for 1.2 centuries, America‘s
most influential propaganda sheet has been in the hands of
the same Zionist-Marxist family. Count on The Times to
promote
big
government,
Globalism,
phony
environmentalism, Israel, the Fed, and endless wars.

Just how powerful is what your fighting author likes to refer to ―Sulzberger‘s
Slimes‖? The erudite writer Gore Vidal may have been a morally degenerate
sodomite who was wrong about many things, but his reference to the Slimes as
―the Typhoid Mary of American journalism‖ was as spot-on as it was witty. One
need only glance at the morning headlines of ―the paper of record‖, and then take
note of how the superficial infomercials known as ―the Nightly News‖ will so
often pick up on whatever front page fairy-tale that the Manhattan Mendacity
Machine spun that very same morning.
Like some journalistic plague; the virus of lies, half-truths and cherry-picked data
then infects the unguarded minds of the whole country, and indeed, the world.
Such is the indisputable power and undeserved ―prestige‖ of this dreadful
―Orwellian‖ institution.
The Anti-New York Times was originally established as, and still is, a pay-toview daily sub-page of TomatoBubble.com. Beginning in 2015, the collected
rebuttals to the Slimes‘ Spin were published in Quarterly book format – which you
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now hold in your hands. To best understand the bare-knuckled and often humorous
rebuttals, it is recommended that readers also purchase and study, Planet
Rothschild: The Forbidden History of the New World Order. That will give you a
firm grounding in REAL history while The Anti-New York Times informs you of
the contemporary world which had grown out of that tragic history.
When gathered in one place, the rebuttals expose The Slimes as a deceitful naked
Emperor. If the Slimes is the disease of deception, let The Anti-New York Times
be your antidote of truth.

REBUTTED BY
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JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Fire Engulfs Luxury Dubai Hotel, Forcing
Evacuation of New Year‟s Crowd
By HALA DROUBI

A 63-story luxury hotel in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, burst into flames on
Thursday evening. Over a dozen people were reported to have been injured.

REBUTTAL BY

Throughout a very windy New Year's Eve, a gigantic fire raged throughout the
middle and upper floors of this 63-story luxury hotel in Dubai. The images of the
skyscraper torch are truly stunning. But unlike the 110 stories-tall World Trade
Center # 1 (said by the government's "experts" to have been pancaked and
pulverized due to "fire melting/buckling steel") -- and unlike the 110 stories-tall
World Trade Center # 2 (said by the government's "experts" to have been pancaked
and pulverized due to "fire melting/buckling steel") -- and unlike the 47 stories-tall
World Trade Center # 7 (said by the government's "experts" to have been pancaked
and pulverized due to "fire melting/buckling steel") -- the basic structure of the
'Address Downtown Dubai' Hotel remained intact.
It's a miracle!

The Big THREE skyscrapers of 9/11 (including Building 7 which was NOT
struck by any plane) all collapsed into instant rubble and dust -- due to "fire"
(rolling eyes).
9

But the Dubai Hotel, although suffering a much bigger (and we do mean MUCH
bigger) fire than any of the three World Trade Center Buildings, remained standing
as strong as ever and ready for restoration. If the 9/11 Omission Report is to be
believed, this was not supposed to happen. As Dr. Albert D. Pastore sarcastically
observed in his 2003 epic, 'Stranger Than Fiction: An Independent
Investigation of 9/11 and the War on Terrorism':
"Now that we know that all one has to do to bring a skyscraper straight down is set
a fuel fire in it, the well trained experts who work for demolition companies should
all be out of a job by now."

Dubai -- the fire and the day after
The Dubai disaster is not the first case of a post 9/11/2001 skyscraper surviving a
massive fire without collapsing. In 2005, the Windsor Building in Madrid, Spain
burned to a red-hot crisp from top-bottom, yet remained mostly intact - with its
inner core still strong enough to support a heavy crane on the roof.
In China, 2009, the Beijing Television Cultural Center fire lit up the night sky for
hours. Again, no collapse.
Shangai China, 2010, high-rise apartment building -- toasted to a crisp, but no
collapse.
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Madrid -- the fire and the day after

Beijing -- the fire and the day after

Shanghai-- the fire and weeks after
How is it possible that Boobus Americanus and Boobus Europithicus, even after
seeing these images on the nightly news, have not paused to ask themselves: "If
fire brought down the Twin Towers of New York, then why didn't the Dubai Tower
collapse after a much more intense and longer fire?" Is it that bloody complicated
to see the inconsistency here? Are they so lazy, brain-dead, and sports /
entertainment addicted that they can't figure out 2 + 2 when the equation is placed
right in front of their bewildered faces? WTF!!!
11

The official story of 9/11 is a children's Fairy Tale that even a retarded child should
be able to see right through -- and yet -- the boobs go along worshipping the
anniversary day with cheesy remembrances and admonitions to "Never Forget".
The esteemed blogger John Kaminski was spot-on when he recently referred to
9/11 as "the chicken bone stuck in America's throat". Indeed, as is the case with
World War 2, unless and until the world wakes up to 9/11 truth, there will never be
a true understanding of the ongoing horror show in the Middle East and the related
drive for World War 3 and a New World Order.

A few more: Brazil (1972) / Los Angeles (1988) / Russia (2013)

Boobus Americanus 1: That was some fire in Dubai, eh?
Boobus Americanus 2: It sure was. Lucky for them the building didn't collapse
like the Twin Towers did.
***
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"It wassn't luck -- it was physicss! Issraeli bombss and U.S. energy weaponss took
down the towerss on 9/11-- you sstupid %$@#*&"
(Oh well. Your cult followers will be happy to see that your New Year's resolution
to refrain from foul language didn't last long.)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Xinjiang Seethes Under Chinese Crackdown
By ANDREW JACOBS

The Chinese government has introduced unprecedented measures aimed at
shaping the behavior and beliefs of China‟s 10 million Uighurs

REBUTTAL BY

The author of this putrid piece of anti-China propaganda, Andrew Jacobs (cough
cough), is the Slimes correspondent based in the Beijing bureau of the New York
Times. In 2002, Jacobs was part of a team of reporters that won the notorious
Pulitzer Prize for Public Service for coverage of the September 11 attacks in
Manhattan. Just those facts alone, dear reader, tells us all we need to know about
the Globalist agenda and anti-China bias of Mr. Jacobs.
In case you need any more convincing as to what this seditious scribbler is really
all about, have a look at his twitter page linked below (do that later). It's nothing
13

but a 24/7 anti-China operation -- pure 'Yellow Journalism' that would have made
Spanish-American War instigator Joseph Pulitzer (cough cough) very proud.

https://twitter.com/andrewjacobsnyt
If the big bad Chinese are as indeed brutal as Jacobs claims, then why do Chinese
authorities allow him to stay there and export anti-Chinese attacks? China has
indeed banned the subversive New York Slimes from circulating within China's
newsstands and cyberspace; but Jacobs himself has not been booted out -- though
he ought to be!
This front-page attack ad, based solely on Jacobs' claims and unverifiable
sources, marks a clear escalation of the war against China (Russia's buddy). Let us
rebut some of the most damaging excerpts. Hazmat suits on -- into Jacobs' cesspool
we go!

1- Andrew Jacobs (right) speaks with the Director of the US-Asia Law
Institute, Jerome A. Cohen (cough cough) about "the challenges facing
journalists in China".
2- Sulzberger's mouthpiece in "oppressive" China never stops trashing the
Chinese government -- while being comfortably based in China!
*****
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JACOBS: Families sundered by a wave of detentions. Mosques barred from
broadcasting the call to prayer. Restrictions on the movements of laborers that have
wreaked havoc on local agriculture. And a battery of ever more intrusive ways to
monitor the communications of citizens for possible threats to public security.
ANALYSIS: That sounds pretty damn bad -- but nowhere in the body of this piece
does Jacobs present any real evidence of these allegations. And nor does he even
attempt to present the Chinese government's version of events (except
cosmetically). The bewildered boobs who worship the Slimes are expected to
blindly take Jacobs' word for it -- and they will!
JACOBS: A recent 10-day journey across the Xinjiang region in the far west of
China...
ANALYSIS: A "10-day journey" - undertaken by who? Answer: By Jacobs!
JACOBS: ... revealed a society seething with anger and trepidation ....
ANALYSIS: "Revealed" to who? Answer: To Jacobs!
JACOBS: as the government, alarmed by a slow-boil insurgency that has claimed
hundreds of lives, has introduced unprecedented measures ...
TRANSLATION: The CIA's mercenary terrorists are wreaking havoc and inciting
China's Muslims (Think ISIS, Al Qaeda et al)
JACOBS: ... aimed at shaping the behavior and beliefs of China‘s 10 million
Uighurs, a Turkic-speaking Muslim minority that considers this region its
homeland.
ANALYSIS: Bull-Shine! Islam, (as well as Buddhism and Christianity) is, with
the government's blessing, flourishing in China. It is only the western-backed
terrorist elements that the Chinese are cracking down upon. Here -- from
"mainstream media" sources:




Huffington Post: Islamic Revival in China
Time Mag: If China Is Anti-Islam, Why Are Chinese Muslims Enjoying
a Revival?
Wikipedia: In modern-day China, Islam is undergoing a revival
15

Contrary to Jacobs' lies, thriving mosques, both old and new, can be found
throughout an increasingly religious China. Stay away from CIA / MI6 /
Mossad terror groups and the Chinese authorities won't bother you!
JACOBS: Driving these policies is the government‘s view that tougher security
and tighter restraints on the practice of Islam are the best way to stem a wave of
violence that included a knife attack at a coal mine that killed dozens of people in
September.
ANALYSIS: Jacobs seems to "forget" the long and sordid history of the CIA in
recruiting and funding these types of mercenaries and terrorists (Afghan
Mujahadeen, Al Qaeda, ISIS).
JACOBS: The tough security measures are on full view for travelers as they stop
at the ubiquitous highway checkpoints that slow movement across this rugged
expanse of deserts and snowy peaks.
ANALYSIS: "Ubiquitous highway checkpoints", eh Andy? So say you. Been to an
American airport lately, ass-wipe? The lovely and gracious Mrs. King II can tell
you how she recently, prior to boarding a plane for a recent work-related trip, was
ordered to remove the "suspicious" plastic boot-cast on her left foot and limp
around in order to "prove" that she really was recovering from a broken foot!
Thank God your protective reporter here wasn't there to witness the spectacle; or
I'd probably be in a FEMA camp by now.
JACOBS: As heavily armed soldiers rummage through car trunks and examine ID
cards, ethnic Uighur motorists and their passengers are sometimes asked to hand
over their cell phones so that the police can search them for content or software
deemed a threat to public security.
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ANALYSIS: So say you, Jacobs. Very well -- even if true -- it is the CIA's dirty
war that is killing Chinese civilians that has prompted such precautions.
JACOBS: In addition to jihadist videos, the police are on the lookout for Skype
and WhatsApp, apps popular with those who communicate with friends and
relatives outside China, and for software that allows users to access blocked
websites.
ANALYSIS: Again, even if true (with a piece of lying filth such as Jacobs, one
should never concede anything), the "crackdown" on social media and various
apps must be viewed through the prism of the CIA's known use of social media to
attack and incite gullible college students.
JACOBS: ―All of us have become terror suspects,‖ said a 23-year-old Uighur
engineering student....
ANALYSIS: There it is! Right on cue. A nameless "student" -- historically the
favorite target of the western clandestine services.
JACOBS: ... who said he was detained overnight in November after the police
found messages he had exchanged with a friend in Turkey. ―These days, even
receiving phone calls from overseas is enough to warrant a visit from state
security."
ANALYSIS: Turkey, eh? The Eurasian tip of NATO's spear, headed-up by that
double-dealing scumbag Erdogan. Play it Church Lady:

Erdogan's dirty game of dealing with Russia and China while taking orders
from the U.S. / Israel Axis is now plain for all those with eyes to see.
JACOBS: Here in Kashgar, the fabled Silk Road outpost near China‘s border
with Pakistan and Afghanistan, officials have banned mosques from broadcasting
the call to prayer...
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ANALYSIS: So say you, Jacobs. Care to provide any evidence of this "prayer
ban"? Or how about China's rebuttal to this allegation?
JACOBS: Southeast of Kashgar, shopkeepers in the city of Hotan seethed over a
government decision to outlaw two dozen names considered too Muslim, forcing
parents to rename their children or be unable to register them for school, according
to local residents and the police.
ANALYSIS: So say you, Jacobs. But can anybody confirm these conversations
you had with "local residents and the police."
By the way, from whence comes this sudden love and empathy for Muslims, eh
Jacobs? Any other time, you and your Tribesmen are bashing them as terrorists and
Jew-haters.
JACOBS: And farther north in Ghulja, ...a pair of unemployed college graduates
fumed about a crackdown prohibiting young men from wearing beards and women
from veiling their faces. Those who ignore the rules are sometimes jailed, resident
said.
ANALYSIS: Recent "college graduates", eh? (rolling eyes) Do these "unemployed
college graduates" have names?

The "local residents" and "policemen" and "unemployed college graduates"
of Jacobs' warped imagination.
JACOBS: “The state‟s ability to penetrate Uighur society has become
increasingly sophisticated and intrusive,” said James Leibold, an expert on
China’s ethnic politics at La Trobe University in Melbourne, Australia.
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ANALYSIS: Liebold, eh? As in LIE-BOLDLY. Is it just our imagination, or does
the list of "experts" on China, Russia, Iran and Syria seem to read like the guest list
for a Bar Mitzvah?
JACOBS: (Quoting Lie-Boldly) ―But while these new measures allow the party to
nip a lot of problems in the bud, they also foster new forms of alienation and
violence that ultimately weaken the party‘s legitimacy and rule."
ANALYSIS: Lie-Boldly reveals the game here. The CIA's agents in China want to
provoke a government reaction -- which in turn will be propagandized to rile up
the simple-minded locals with tales of "oppression".
JACOBS: After 43 people were killed in a pair of attacks in the regional capital,
Urumqi, in 2014, Beijing began a ―strike hard special operation‖ that it says has
dismantled nearly 200 terrorist groups and resulted in the execution of at least 49
people. The state news media describes those caught in the crackdown as terrorism
suspects or separatists seeking an independent Xinjiang, and blames recurring
violence in the region on jihadists influenced or directed by agents overseas.
ANALYSIS: China is under a very serious and deadly form of unconventional
attack from the West.
JACOBS: Foreign journalists seeking to examine such claims face a gantlet of
challenges. Officials in Xinjiang seldom respond to interview requests.
ANALYSIS: That's because officials know that foreign journalists (CIA) are part
of the problem!
JACOBS: Last week, Beijing expelled a French reporter for an article that
criticized its harsh policies in the region.
ANALYSIS: Good on China. Too bad they haven't expelled you, Jacobs.
JACOBS: Nervously rearranging the painted tambourines and traditional carved
knives in her family‘s tiny gift shop, a young woman in Urumqi wept as she
described families torn apart by the recent detentions. .
ANALYSIS: Does this "nervous" young woman have a name?
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Anti-China Professor LIE-BOLD and the invisible Chinese Muslim woman (with the
"painted tambourines and traditional carved knives" -- rolling eyes --) also
contributed to Jacobs' front page attack ad.
JACOBS: Experts outside China, however, say much of the bloodshed here is
fueled by local grievances, among them job discrimination against Uighurs,
endemic poverty and a widespread belief that the flood of Han migrants to the
region is part of a government plan to dilute Uighur identity.
ANALYSIS: "Experts outside China"? How did they become such "experts" if
they are "outside China"?
JACOBS: ―What we’re seeing in Xinjiang is homegrown self-radicalization that
is made worse by repressive policies and an attempt to hollow out Uighur culture
and religious practices,‖ said Nicholas Bequelin, East Asia director for Amnesty
International.
ANALYSIS: Amnesty International, eh? In spite of its occasional soft shots at the
CIA (for 'sheep-dipping' purposes) Amnesty International actually works with the
CIA and the British MI6.
JACOBS: Most Uighurs, especially the educated and the middle class, have little
interest in pushing back against Beijing, and not just because they are afraid.
Abdul, 30, a home furnishing salesman who frequently travels across China for
work, said:
―Here in China, we are 56 minorities living together in peace,‖ he said, echoing
the propaganda that blankets billboards across the region.
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ANALYSIS: "We are 56 minorities living together in peace." -- A wee little
priceless diamond of truth buried beneath a pile of filth.
JACOBS: But later, over a meal of lamb and fragrant rice ...
ANALYSIS: "Lamb and fragrant rice?" --- "tambourines and carved knives?"
This is starting to read like cheesy literary fiction (because it is!).
JACOBS: he angrily described how the police, alerted by hotel clerks, almost
always visited his room when he was on business s trips.
ANALYSIS: Did you catch that? After inoculating us with a small bit of "the other
side of the story", Jacobs instantly neutralizes it with a hard smear -- a classic
journalistic trick.
JACOBS: Then he paused, glanced behind his shoulder, and leaned forward. ...
ANALYSIS: Oh the bloody drama! What a page-turner!
JACOBS: (quoting "Abdul") ―To be honest, these days, the government‘s policies
make me so sick in the heart that I sometimes wish I wasn‘t Chinese.‖ he said.
ANALYSIS: Sure he did Jacobs. Suuuure he did.

*****

Jacobs' entire story is based on faceless experts, CIA professors based
"outside of China", and unverifiable conversations with unverifiable people:
"Psst. Mr. Jabobs -- I sometimes wish I wasn‟t Chinese.....this lamb is really
tasty, by the way”
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today by
Pulitzer Prize winner, Andrew Jacobs. He travelled across one of China's
provinces and recounts a shocking tale about the government's brutal crackdown
on its Muslim minority.
Boobus Americanus 2: China's human rights record is utterly shameful. The Dalai
Lama can't even return to Tibet.

***

"You frickin' ssimpletonss! The Dalai Lama iss CIA sscum, and Jacobs probably
is too."
(Indeed, Sugar. That phony Dalia Lama is about as "holy" as the Commie Pinko
Pope.)
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JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Armed Militia Vows to Continue Occupation at
Oregon Refuge
By KIRK JOHNSON and JACK HEALY

The occupiers are protesting the government‟s treatment of two ranchers
ordered to report again to prison for arsons in 2001 and 2006.

REBUTTAL BY

This article actually merits an 'A-' for content; but an 'F' for the all-important but
manipulative headline. First of all, there isn't really the type of "occupation" of
Federal Buildings that you may have imagined after hearing the breathless talking
heads of the Electronic Idiot Box; or after having glanced at the sensationalist
headlines of any of America's major Jewspapers.

Don't believe the hype.
From the body of the article itself:
"The armed anti-government group seized empty administrative buildings on a
federal refuge for wildlife."
Yes, technically they are "Federal Buildings" -- but until actually reading this
article in full, even your ever-skeptical reporter here was under the impression that
a gang of militiamen had stormed an important office building in Portland or
23

something. That's not the case. During working hours, these very secluded
buildings near Burns, Oregon are very lightly staffed.
Regarding the sub-headline, the two ranchers (whose arrests triggered the protests)
did not exactly commit "arson". Again, the body of the text sheds light on this
matter:
"Three years ago, Dwight and Steven were convicted of lighting fires, in 2001 and
2006, that they said were efforts to protect their property from wildfires and
invasive plant species.
The fire in 2001 accidentally spread to about 140 acres of government land,
documents show. In 2006, a burn ban was in effect while firefighters battled blazes
started by a lightning storm on a hot day in August. Steven Hammond had started
a “back burn” to prevent the blaze from destroying the family‟s winter feed for its
cattle.
The Hammonds each served sentences for the arson charges."
Again, technically the Hammonds had been charged with arson, but by using that
word in the sub-headline (without the context that we later find buried in the body),
a misleading picture of the "arson" in question was painted by Slimes' editors.

1- The persecuted Hammonds are good all-American ranchers -- not "arsonists".
2- The real criminals are the land-grabbing Fed thugs of the Communist BLM
(Bureau of Land Management.
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In the days before the Hammond brothers were due to report to prison again,
hundreds of supporters who believe their 5-year prison sentences are unjust and
harsh, traveled to the area to attend a rally on their behalf. An small armed subgroup of protesters then split off to commandeer a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
building on an isolated preserve 30 miles from Burns.
As for this armed protest, we here at The Anti-New York Times are taking a
'wait-n-see' approach. The fact that the unwelcome and armed militiamen have
arrived from the outside is cause for a bit of suspicion. The Hammond Family, as
well as many of the town locals, have stated that they don't know who these
militiamen are and that they are not supportive of their armed demonstration.
Could some of these outside "anti-government activists" be part of a controlled
government op? Or are these men truly dedicated patriots who have had enough
and are willing to take a stand?
Time will tell -- but keep your eye on this thing.

1- From Nevada to Oregon: Ammon Bundy, who is leading a cadre of
armed men in seizing a U.S. Fish and Wildlife facility in Oregon, pictured
speaking to reporters in Nevada in 2014
2- The Bundy Family led a highly publicized armed standoff against the
Feds in 2014 -- A heroic stand by brave patriot leaders? -- The planned
'sheep-dipping' of bought-off provocateurs to be used later on? -- Or
sincere dupes be used to pick a fight with Obongo's Feds?
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Boobus Americanus 1: What do think about those White Supremacist wacko
militiamen out in Oregon?
Boobus Americanus 2: They must be neo-Nazis.
***

"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
"Zzzzzzzzzzz"
(I saw that one coming a mile away and had to take protective measures.
Sleep well Princess. Your cult followers will still be here tomorrow.)
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JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Tearful Obama, Announcing Gun Control Steps,
Condemns Shootings
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR

Shedding tears over the 2012 deaths of children in a Newtown, Conn.,
elementary school, the president announced executive actions he will take on
gun laws.

REBUTTAL BY

Just when we thought that the degenerate Communist pervert with the tranny
husband / wife couldn't stoop any lower, that sub-bestial piece of demonic feces
ensconced in the White House set a new standard for vomit-inducing
demagoguery. The 3-year old memory of the fake deaths of the fake children of the
fake Sandy Hook 'massacre' so moved the heartless butcher of Libya and Syria that
he had to dramatically pause and wipe away fake tears at the mere mention of the
fake event.
For those of you who still haven't come around to Sandy Hooker trutherism, please
have a close look at Professor James Fetzer's 'Nobody Died at Sandy Hook' -- an
excellent book which Amazon.com recently banned -- but has since been made
available as a free pdf file.
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Nice job, Professor Fetzer
Even more shocking than the bad acting are the actual new policies which the
felonious faggot put into place by the brazen abuse of his limited powers to issue
'Executive Orders'. In a rambling speech in which the Nutty Narcissist referred to
himself 76 times, Obongo the UnAmerican declared the following "camel's-noseunder-the-tent" initiatives:





Doctors may report any sign of "mental illness" to the FBI
Arms ban for some Social Security recipients
Beginning of a limited National Registry
Private sale of a single gun constitutes 'dealing' -- hence, can be regulated

Just as disturbing as the draconian decrees of this vile vermin is the lily-liver
response of the Republican'ts who control Congress. Forget about initiating
impeachment proceedings, or publicly ridiculing Obongo's staged weeping, or at
least screaming from the Capitol roof-top that Obongo is a lying tyrant -- House
Speaker Paul Ryan couldn't even muster enough testosterone to hold a combative
counter press conference. All the Boy-Wonder could do was release a pulledpunch statement on his website and an equally weak tweet -- yes, a tweet!

No matter what President Obama says, his word does not trump the
Second Amendment. http://spkrryan.us/1Sxzn1k #2a
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Yeah, that 'tweet' ought to make Homo-Obongo pee in his pink panties, eh PaulieGirl? Good God! What juicy nuggets of private dirt must Obongo and his
henchmen have on GOP "leaders" like Ryan and McConnell? We now know, for
example, that former GOP House Speaker Dennis Hastert (term: 1999-2007) got a
kick out of sexually abusing High School boys; and then funneled cash to them to
keep them quiet. What's Speaker Ryan's skeleton? Or is he simply just a pathetic pword? Or, is he a conscious and dedicated agent of the same Globo Mafia that
Obongo works for?
It really doesn't matter what Ryan's deal is -- because if Mr. and Mr. Obongo can
get away with this (and they will), it's yet another indicator of just how brain-dead
and lazy the sheeple have become. Once the guns are gone, the lambs will get
what's coming to them. It's just a damn pity that the ever-diminishing number of
brave and good Americans will have to suffer along with the degenerate and stupid
hordes of Obongo's Soviet America.

Just like his ever-bawling predecessor - the drunken sop John Boehnor the de-balled Boy-Wonder Ryan also fears Obongo.
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Boobus Americanus 1: Did you see that press conference yesterday? President
Obama was actually moved to tears at the memory of the Sandy Hook massacre.
Boobus Americanus 2: That was very powerful to see an American President cry
like that. If only the NRA would care about our children as much.
***

"You $#@^& credulouss cretinss! Obongo's tears are as fake as hiss hussbands
titss!"
(Dadgummit Sugar!!! That's it! You're fired -- and I mean it this time!)
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JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Cologne Mayor‟s „Arm‟s Length‟ Advice on
Sexual Attacks Stirs Outcry
By MELISSA EDDY

The mayor of Cologne has inflamed a debate in Germany about migrants and
sexual harassment by suggesting that women can protect themselves from
men on the streets by keeping them more than an arm‟s length away.

REBUTTAL BY

After the police in Cologne, Germany received nearly 100 complaints of robbery
and sexual assault, including two accounts of rape, by groups of migrant savages
who targeted young women in the city‘s train station on New Year‘s Eve -- the
invasionist female mayor of Cologne suggested that women can protect themselves
by keeping the vermin more than an arm‘s length away.
Since making that outrageous comment, the self-hating libtard Mayor, Henriette
Reker, has been widely ridiculed by commentators and all across social media for.

1- Mayor Henriette Reker: “It is always possible to keep a certain distance
that is longer than an arm‟s length.”
2- Just one day before her October 2015 election, candidate Reker was
"stabbed in the neck" by a "xenophobic" German man who opposed her
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extreme open-borders stance. The event propelled her to victory. Could
the "assassination attempt" have been staged to gain pre-election
sympathy?
The police, who have yet to make any arrests, said the assaults had been carried out
by hundreds of young “North African or Arabic” men. The scale of the assaults has
shocked Germany and finally opened the eyes of many bleeding-heart idiots who
had previously supported Manly Merkel's open borders policy. Germans are indeed
beginning to wake up -- but when a peoples' womenfolk become open game,
simply waking up is not enough.
Oh ye de-balled men of Marxified Germany! Since you are all 'dead men walking'
anyway, the time has come to get physical. Take that childish red-hot passion you
showed for your World Cup Champion Football team in 2014, and channel into the
final defense of the Fatherland. Organize yourselves, and physically beat the snot
out of every last one of these sub-human invaders until they scamper back to the
foreign slums from whence they had slithered away from -- (after having been
aided and abetted by Soros-financed human traffickers).

You pathetic brainwashed little boys! Put away the games. Defend her and
impregnate her while you are still the majority.
The time has come for a Queen Isabella moment (the Spanish Monarch who, 1492,
expelled both the North African Moors and their Sephardic Jewish cousins in
1492). Is there enough testosterone that can be squeezed out of Marxified
Merkelian Germany and the Eunuched European Union for another revival? Your
Germanophile reporter here and his fraulein feline side-kick here are not at all
optimistic. But maybe, just maybe, a few thousand rapes coupled with the recent
legalization of Hitler's Mein Kampf (which, even when penned in 1924,
forewarned of this madness) could serve as a catalyst for the reawakening of the
dormant Goth and Alemanni fighting spirit. Doubtful --- but maybe.
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An epidemic of refugee rapes may be necessary to wake brainwashed
Germans from their guilt-induced post World War II trance.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that recent migrants
sexually assaulted German women on New Year's Eve. Germans are really pissed
off about it.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's horrible. That type of behavior could trigger the
rise of another Hitler.
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"Yess! Yess! %@$#(# hell-yess!!!"
(Where's that vodka bottle? I need a shot.)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: A Shameful Round-Up of Refugees
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

Andrew Rosenthal (cough cough), that puffed-up propagandizing pig posing as the
high and mighty "Editorial Board" of the Jew York Slimes has a bone to pick with
his boy Obongo. Whines Rosenthal:
"... a new year has dawned upon an appalling campaign of home raids by the
Department of Homeland Security to find and deport hundreds of would-be
refugees back to Guatemala, Honduras and El Salvador. The targets are those who
arrived in a recent surge of people fleeing shockingly high levels of gang and drug
violence, hunger and poverty and who offered themselves at the border to the
mercy of the United States, but ultimately lost their cases in immigration court."
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise. It's only a
pathetic little word-smith typing out lies from behind his high-rise curtain.
The highly informed readers of The Anti-New York Times - (including those who
have yet to renew their subscription for Jan-June 2016 -- wink, wink) do not need
to be told why the likes of Rosenfeces are so obsessed with flooding America with
the indigent riff-raff of the Turd World. The real mystery here is Open-BordersObongo's sudden "get tough" and "round em up" policy towards some illegal
immigrants. Rosen-sewage continues his sanctimonious whine over the "shameful"
deportations:
"The Homeland Security secretary, Jeh Johnson, said in a statement: “Our
borders are not open to illegal migration. If you come here illegally, we will send
you back consistent with our laws and values.” He added: “This should come as
no surprise. I have said publicly for months that individuals who constitute
enforcement priorities, including families and unaccompanied children, will be
removed.
"It’s no wonder that Donald Trump is applauding the policy, and taking credit for
it. But Mr. Johnson is wrong to suggest that frightened Central Americans are a
border-security threat."
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Adios amigos! Can it actually be that Obongo is doing something right for
America?--- Nah!
Rosenrectum is probably right about Donald Trump's rhetoric serving as the
catalyst for Obongo's sudden "xenophobic" round-ups. To the extent that it
makes Obongo and the Demo-rats seem "tough on immigration", it somewhat
neutralizes Trump. But the inside joke being played on Boobus Americanus by
the cunning Mr. & Mr. Obongo and their co-conspirators at Sulzberger's Slimes
will not be detected by the great mass of sheepledom.
From the Washigton Compost of two weeks ago (read carefully and see if you can
catch the scam):
"The Department of Homeland Security has begun preparing for a series of raids
that would target for deportation hundreds of families who have flocked to the
United States since the start of last year......
...... More than 100,000 families with both adults and children have made the
journey across the southwest border since last year....
Did you catch it? "More than 100,000" invader families arrived in 2015 (yikes!) -but only "hundreds of families" are actually being "targeted for deportation."
That's the mathematical equivalent of an already-obese man, who gained 100
additional pounds of fat during 2015, declaring that he intends to shed less than 1
pound --- as Rosendung whines about the dangers of a starvation diet! What's
worse, the cosmetic "hundreds" will probably be let back in anyway, assuming that
those "round ups" and "deportations" even take place as advertised in the first
place.
Obongo and Rosenscum have played this one beautifully. Obongo continues the
invasion as "The Editorial Board" purposely scolds him to give protective cover.
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Even Donald Trump, who tweeted, "About time!" while taking full credit for the
pseudo-deportations, appears to have been fooled. Or was he?

Wow, because of the pressure put on by me, ICE TO LAUNCH
LARGE SCALE DEPORTATION RAIDS. It's about time! @realDonaldTrump

Sorry, Donald. Mr. & Mr. Obongo, and Andrew Rosenstool are laughing at
you.

Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times really ripped into President Obama
over his deportation of illegals.
Boobus Americanus 2: I have to disagree with The Times on this. We have to have
some set of rules governing immigration. I applaud the President's crack-down.
Boobus Americanus 1: Agreed.
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***

"Imbeciles! It'ss all fake! Jusst like hiss tearss for Sandy Hook!"
(But it looks like Obama is actually doing something. Boobs like appearances.)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Egypt‟s President Turns to Religion to Bolster
His Authority
By DECLAN WALSH

Sulzberger's Atheistic scribblers are troubled by the use of the 'G-word' by certain
Egyptian enthusiasts of President General Abdel Fattah al-Sisi -- referred to by
one preacher as "God's shadow on earth". If a man can be judged by the enemies
he makes, then al-Sisi certainly appears to be one of the good guys. The
Globalists' scorn of the "tyrant" Sisi - popular leader of 82 million people of an oilrich and strategically vital nation - is his badge of honor.
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The General is enormously popular among normal Egyptians --- not so
much among Communists, Libtards, Putin-haters, Arab puppets and CIAcontrolled "jihadists."
In addition to this Slimes' piece, here are some other recent headlines / subheadlines from well-known NWO mouthpieces:
Foreign Policy Magazine: The Death of Politics in Sisi‟s Egypt
Egyptians are going to the polls to elect their first parliament in over three years
— but whichever party wins, the country's strongman-in-chief looks poised to come
out on top.
Financial Times (UK): Abdel Fattah al-Sisi‟s autocracy is no way forward for
Egypt
Cameron should deliver a tough message on president’s London visit
Aljazeera (CIA front): Is Egypt's Sisi facing growing isolation?
The regime of Egyptian President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi is facing its most severe
crisis to date.
The Guardian (UK): Sisi comes to London
Why is David Cameron welcoming Egypt‟s autocrat to the UK?
The Atlantic: Is Egypt on the Verge of Anoither Uprising
Assessing the country's revolution, four years later
Yahoo.com: Turkey's Erdogan Slams Egypt's Sisi as 'Illegitimate Tyrant'
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Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan on Friday slammed Egypt's
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi as an illegitimate tyrant.

The putrid propaganda sprayed at Sisi by Globalist-Communist Obongoloving sewage pipes such as 'Foreign Policy' (FP) Magazine, 'The Atlantic'
and the Slimes are a good sign for the people of Egypt and their popular
leader.
And on and on and on the anti-Sisi propaganda parade rolls. Why all the hatred
directed at Sisi? There are many reasons -- some known, and some not-so-wellknown. They are as follows:









Sisi stepped up to save Egypt from the Globalist-controlled "Muslim
Brotherhood" of the phony "Arab Spring".
As President, Sisi has moved closer to Putin.
Sisi has repaired Egypt's relations with Assad of Syria
Sisi has made two trips to China to close huge business deals.
Sisi is killing ISIS / ISIL rats.
Sisi is threatening to intervene in chaotic Libya.
Sisi is cracking down on Soros-Globalist NGO's and "college students"
Tensions are growing between Egypt and U.S. partner Saudi Arabia
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1 & 2 - After Soros and friends failed to throw Egypt into chaos, Sisi took
control and snuggled up to Putin.
3 - Egyptians walk past posters celebrating the arrival in Cairo of Putin for
an official visit.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
how the dictator of Egypt is using religion to control people.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's a very scary development.
***
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"You craven cretinss pee your pantiess every time the Sslimes trotss out a new
bogeyman-of-the-month. Ssissi is OK by me."
(Who the heck is Ssissi?)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Swedish Police, Accused of Cover-Up, Look Into
Reports of Sex Assault at Festival
By DAN BILEFSKY

The police in Sweden, responding to accusations of a cover-up, said on
Monday that they were investigating why the public had not been informed
about sexual assaults by men reported to be migrants.

REBUTTAL BY

The Turd World specimens of human filth that the Frumpy Frau has pumped into
Germany and Europe have been raping and robbing the domesticated liberal lambs
of the de-balled kosher continent for the past 10 years or so. As of 2015, the
situation has gotten worse as the level of "migration" has intensified while
becoming more organized. But make no mistake, the rapes and robberies have
been going on all along -- long before that phony photo of the "drowned" Syrian
boy was used to manipulate the teary-eyed morons of Marxified Europe.
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The rape of Europe didn't start on New Year‟s Eve, 2016!
The question now for suspicious minds is: Why are Sulzberger's Slimes and the
rest of the Piranha Press in Europe and America suddenly publicizing the very
migrant criminal activity that they had so thoroughly buried for years? Granted,
the situation has obviously become worse now -- but there has got to be a deeper
reason for the recent and growing "mainstream media" disclosures of rapes,
gropes, robberies and killings taking place from Germany to Finland to Norway to
Sweden and beyond.

Might the usual suspects who control the media (cough cough) now be using the
rapes and gropes to stoke social unrest and even open conflict between the mostly
male migrants and the remaining few MEN of Europe? We here at The Anti-New
York Times are also hoping for a broad-based European smash-skulls uprising,
but for different reasons than the Slimes may be. Whereas European patriots seek a
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good cleansing of the Motherland, Globalist ghouls such as Soros and Sulzberger
seek a destabilization and crisis scenario. To that diabolical end, the widespread
publicizing of these horrible "Muslim" crimes committed against European women
(as if these filthy Godless animals actually attend mosque -- rolling eyes) may
serve as the spark that ignites something that the Globalists feel can be managed to
their interests.
One thing is for damn sure -- the press wouldn't suddenly be reporting on all of this
anti-White crime unless there was something in it for the controllers. That's our
still-developing "conspiracy theory" for now. We'll keep an eye on Europe, hoping
against all odds that there is still enough Aryan testosterone left in football / soccer
- addicted Europe to save the day.
Below: Elin Krantz was raped and murdered in de-balled feminized Sweden
(2013)-- where the pussified young men dress up as girls, for fun, while invader
scum like Ephrem Tadele Yohanne run wild.

Because the "good guys" saved Europe from the evil "Nazis" in World War II.
Seriously.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about the
police in Sweden covering up migrant sex assaults.
Boobus Americanus 2: The police ought to be ashamed of themselves.

***

"Don't blame the local copss you %$#@&! They are under the control of the
Communisst politicianss who answer to the Globalist Jewish Mafia."
(An astute observation.)
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JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Father of Koch Brothers Helped Build Nazi Oil
Refinery, Book Says
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE

The father of the billionaires Charles G. and David H. Koch helped construct
a major oil refinery in Nazi Germany that was personally approved by Adolf
Hitler.

REBUTTAL BY

The milk-toast, moderately "conservative" Koch Brothers have long been among
the favorite whipping boys of Sulzberger's Slimes and their libtard legions of
activists. The hatred of the politically active Koch boys has nothing to do with
them posing any kind of direct threat to the Jewish ownership of America. But
indirectly, what the Kochs represent is the possibility, remote as it is, that the
Anglo billionaires of America could theoretically cooperate and take back America
from the alien interlopers of Zion-Khazaria.
That's pretty much what happened back in 1920 when very wealthy and very wellconnected 'goy' White men like Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, Harvey Firestone,
and Andrew Mellon united behind the Presidential campaign of Ohio Senator
Warren Harding. The Harding landslide over the Democrats' Cox-Roosevelt
ticket marked the repudiation and reversal of much of the damage that had been
inflicted upon America during the 8-year reign of the Jewish-owned Woodrow
Wilson. Remember that the next time you read about some survey in which eggheaded historians universally rank Harding as "the worst President in U.S.
history". Though there has not been such a blow struck against the NWO gang in
America since (not even close), the paranoid chosenites aren't taking any chances.
Hence, the latest bashing of the big bad Koch Brothers.
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1- Henry Ford, Thomas Edison, President Warren Harding and Harvey
Firestone together on a camping outing (1921)
2- Henry Ford (who was greatly admired by Adolf Hitler) receiving the
Grand Cross of the German Eagle in 1938
The book being promoted in this Slimes piece is titled 'Dark Money: The Hidden
History of the Billionaires Behind the Rise of the Radical Right ' (oooooh,
sounds so scaaaary) by one Jane Mayer (cough cough). Brace yourself -- here is a
scary excerpt from the Slimes book review:
"The book traces the rise of the modern conservative movement through the
activism and money of a handful of rich donors: among them Richard Mellon
Scaife, an heir to the Mellon banking fortune, and Harry and Lynde Bradley,
brothers who became wealthy in part from military contracts but poured millions
into anti-government philanthropy.
But the book is largely focused on the Koch family, stretching back to its
involvement in the far-right John Birch Society and the political and business
activities of the father, Fred C. Koch, who found some of his earliest business
success overseas in the years leading up to World War II. One venture was a
partnership with the American Nazi sympathizer William Rhodes Davis, who,
according to Ms. Mayer, hired Mr. Koch to help build the third-largest oil refinery
in the Third Reich, a critical industrial cog in Hitler’s war machine."
Rich donors! Military contractors! John Birchers! Nazi sympathizers! Oh my! -and -- (gulp & gasp) HITLER! It's enough to make a New York City libtard pee in
his pink panties.
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CAN YOU SAY -- "HYPOCRISY?"
Speaking of Billionaire King-Makers, Jane Mayer's paternal great-greatgrandfather was Emanuel Lehman, one of the founders of Lehman Brothers.
Mayer's great grand uncle, Herbert Lehman (on Time cover, above) parlayed his
inherited Wall Street wealth into the Governorship of New York (1933-1942), and
then a U.S. Senate seat (1950-1957)
There's more. The article quotes from Mayer's book itself:
"The Kochs, the Scaifes, the Bradleys and the DeVos family of Michigan “were
among a small, rarefied group of hugely wealthy, archconservative families that
for decades poured money, often with little public disclosure, into influencing how
the Americans thought and voted.”
Hugely wealthy! Archconservatives! Influencing how Americans think and vote!
All of them Nordic-White too! Oh my! -- Of course, the poverty-stricken
Warburgs, the Baruchs, the Schiffs, the Sarnoffs, the Lehmans, the Sulzbergers,
the Newhouses, the Adelsons, AIPAC / Israel Lobby, the Weinsteins, the
Spielbergs, the Bramans, the Soros's, et al ad infinitum have never "poured money
into influencing over how Americans thought and voted." - eh Ms. Mayer? -- You
hate-filled Communist she-devil.
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Jewish Billionaire Bernard Baruch with FDR -- Jewish Billionaire George
Soros controls Obongo -- Jewish Billionaire Sheldon Adelson with Ted
Cruz. None of this Jewish financing of political campaigns seems to bother
Ms. Mayer (Lehman).

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an interesting book review in The New York Times
today. Apparently, a handful of Billionaires not only fund the far right, but their
parents funded Hitler.
Boobus Americanus 2: Fascinating. I understand that the Bush Family helped
Hitler too.
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***

"Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz. Zzzzzzzz"
(Hitler -- Hitler -- Hitler. I think I'll join you, Sugar.)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Hillary Clinton Races to Close Enthusiasm Gap
With Bernie Sanders in Iowa
By PATRICK HEALY and YAMICHE ALCINDOR

With voters mobbing Mr. Sanders at events in the state, exposing a disparity
in passion for the two Democrats, Mrs. Clinton has gone on the attack and
tried to energize supporters.

REBUTTAL BY

Until recently, we here at the Editorial Board at The Anti-New York Times had
been convinced that Bolshevik Bernie Sanders (cough cough) was knowingly
playing the role of Communist Democrap in order to make Killary seem like a
more "moderate" Democrap. We wrote, this past July:
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"With that record in mind, it could very well be that the true purpose of his
campaign is to attack his Marxist sister Killary from the Radical Left, thus
catapulting her into the General Election looking like a "moderate"."
Now, we're not so sure! It is beginning to look more and more as though the
constant attacks on Killary from the Big Left are neither about inoculation nor
positioning to the center. With scum like George Soros (cough cough) and The
Huffington Compost lining up behind Bernie; and with Sulzberger's Slimes frontpage puffing him up just weeks before the 2016 Primaries, could it be that the
kosher controllers now feel so secure that they no longer feel the need to hide their
power behind goy puppets?

With Soros and Sulzberger behind him, and Obongo's FBI harassing
Killary, the Communist Jew Sanders could actually become the Democrat
nominee.
From the article:
Iowa Democrats are displaying far less passion for Hillary Clinton than for
Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont three weeks before the presidential caucuses,
creating anxiety inside the Clinton campaign as she scrambles to energize
supporters and to court wavering voters.
The enthusiasm gap spilled abundantly into view in recent days, from the cheering
crowds and emotional outpourings that greeted Mr. Sanders, and in interviews
with more than 50 Iowans at campaign stops for both candidates.
From The Huffington Compost's H.A. Goodman (cough cough) -- Headline:
Bernie Sanders Will Win the Democratic Nomination and Presidency in a
Landslide
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From Moveon.org / George Soros -- Headline: The Top 5 Reasons MoveOn
Members Voted to Endorse Bernie (with the Most Votes and Widest Margin
in Our History)
This is real, folks! A full-blown, out-of-the-closet Communist Tribesman now has
a legitimate shot at being the next President of the Disunited States. It is amusing
to still see some in the alternative news community falling hook, hammer and
sickle for Bolshevik Bernie's "outsider" populist act - a cynical scam sold to the
sheeple by the seditious scribblers of Sulzberger's Slimes. Far from being an
"outsider", Sanders is a dyed-in-the-wool pro-Fed and pro-Israel Marxist from Ben
& Jerry's commie-pinko-hippie Vermont. Sander's fake "populism" is that of the
Jewish rabble-rouser on a soap box, a la Leon Trotsky (Russia), Emma Goldman
(United States), Rosa Luxemburg (Germany) and Bela Kun (Hungary).

"Blah - blah - blah...I'm for the the working man... blah, blah, blah.....40
acres and a mule...blah - blah - blah."
Trotsky - Luxemburg - Goldman - Kun --- Jewish verbal masters of rabblerousing Red "populism"--just like Sanders!
For those desperate fools hopeful over the fact that Bernie Sanders sponsored the
Senate's companion version of Ron Paul's "Audit the Fed Act"; understand that
then-Congressman Paul himself exposed Sanders' betrayal. Paul wrote:
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"Bernie Sanders has sold out and sided with [Sen.] Chris Dodd to gut Audit the
Fed in the Senate. His 'compromise' is what the administration and banking
interests want."
Paul was upset because Sanders watered down 'Audit the Fed' in a way that would
have prevented any real oversight of the Fed's actual and ongoing monetary
policy. The "Man of the People" Sanders also suggested a Federal Reserve bailout
of Greece!

Bernie Sanders is NOT Ron Paul!
On the foreign policy front, Sanders is quick to rightfully condemn the GOP and
Bibi Satanyahu as warmongers; but he has also supported sanctions against Iran
while repeating the dirty Zionist lie that Iran is a potential nuclear threat. He
supported the brutal war on Kosovo, the invasion of Afghanistan, funding for the
endless disaster in Iraq and the never-ending "War on Terror".
As for Israel; Bernie may pay lip service to peace, yet he faithfully supports
billions of dollars in foreign aid to Tel Aviv and has backed Bibi Satanyahu's
murderous bombing of Gaza, both in 2014 and 2009. Several former members of
Bernie's staff have even worked for AIPAC.

Kosovo and Gaza - Both horror shows were blessed by Bernie.
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Sanders, like almost every other Big Jew in America, is also a rabid Russia basher:
―The entire world has got to stand up to Putin. We've got to deal with sanctions.‖,
Sanders declared.
Stand up to Russia? For what, Bernie? You and your DC gang are the ones who
needlessly expanded bloody NATO right up to Russia's border, incited a violent
coup in Ukraine, installed a ruthless gang of puppet criminals in Kiev, and
continue to deploy heavy military assets to the region! This is how the sneaky
subversive Sanders operates. He passes himself off as anti-Establishment, then he
goes along with the Establishment on every major issue.
Frankly, a Sanders Presidency would be preferrable to that of another Bush or
another Clinton. With an actual full blown pure-blooded Tribesman in the White
House, it could serve to wake some people up as to who the real bosses are. But
then again, Boobus Americanus still might not ever wake up.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
Bernie Sanders. He might actually have a shot at beating Hillary.
Boobus Americanus 2: Well, they say that this is the year of the outsider. Bernie's
populism is very appealing to those who are fed up with politics as usual.
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"Outsider my asss! He'ss been a DC Communisst for 25 frickin' yearss!"
(And involved in politics for 44 years!)

JANUARY, 2016
NY Times: Jakarta Attack Raises Fears of ISIS‟ Spread in
Southeast Asia
By JOE COCHRANE and THOMAS FULLER

The Islamic State claimed responsibility for a terrorist attack in the
Indonesian capital on Thursday, raising the specter of an expanded presence
by the group in Southeast Asia.

REBUTTAL BY
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Spreading its tentacles across all corners of the Globe, the unstoppable bogeymen
of ISIS have now struck a blow inside of the heart of Indonesia - a populous and
developing nation that has long been targeted by both the Globalist George Soros
faction and the Zionist Bibi Satanyahoo faction of the global PRC (Predatory
Ruling Class). Making matters worse for the Globalists, majority Muslim
Indonesia is another one of those South Asian states that has lately been inking lots
of business deals with the big bad Russians and the equally big bad Chinese.
Preach it, Church Lady!

*
Now, the inquiring reader may be asking himself: "How do they know that this
shooting and bombing attack in Jakarta was truly the work of Islamic terrorists
affiliated with ISIS?" -- Silly reader. ISIS admitted it!
From the article:
"The Islamic State took responsibility for the attack in a statement released on its
official Telegram channel, an encrypted phone app."
See? An "official Telegram channel" -- so well "encrypted" that neither the CIA
nor the NSA can detect its origin -- says so. These masked marauders are indeed a
clever bunch. There hasn't been an international terror group as formidable as ISIS
since "Al Qaeda" -- which evidently must have declared bankruptcy and gone out
of business.
Seriously though, are Boobus Americanus and Boobus Europithicus not the least
bit curious as to how and why the once-invisible and invincible "Al Qaeda"
bogeyman was so seamlessly replaced by the now equally invisible and invincible
"ISIS" bogeyman? The instant switch from one bogeyman-of-the-decade to a new
bogeyman-of-the-decade is positively Orwellian!
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The 'Glory Days' of the 'Al Qaeda' Bogeyman

Replaced by a new and even scarier TV series --- ISIS

If we don't laugh at this corny comedy -- we'll cry.
This particular affiliate ISIS group in Indonesia goes by the moniker of Katibah
Nusantara. Breathless terrorism "experts" assure us that KN is an up and coming
group to watch for 2016. From the article:
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―The growing reach of Katibah Nusantara could lead to its expanding influence in
Islamic State’s decision-making process, in turn leading I.S. giving greater priority
to Southeast Asia as its war zone,‖ the researchers said.
Globalist Translation: Southeast Asia is getting too uppity, and too cozy with the
Russia-China bloc. Time to teach these disobedient vassals a lesson!
Indeed, do keep your eye on 'Katibah Nusantar' -- a wholly owned regional
subsidiary of CIA-Mossad, er, "ISIS". (rolling eyes)

Legendary Globalist strategist Zbigniew Brzezinski wrote of the "truly massive
external threat" to come -- just weeks before 'Al Qaeda' was introduced to the
world with the false-flag U.S. embassy bombings in Africa. (1998 / The Grand
Chessboard)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about a
new terririst group in Indonesia. It's an affiliate of ISIS.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow. It's amazing how these groups are able to spread
undetected.

"What'ss amazing is how you doltissh dullardss have yet to figure out thiss sscam!"
(Doltish dullards? I like it! Alliteration is so more effective than cursing all the
time.)
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NY Times: Donald Trump Gets Personal in Attacks on Ted
Cruz at Tea Party Convention
By ALAN RAPPEPORT

REBUTTAL BY

The old proverb that says, "even a broken clock is right twice a day", is just as
applicable in reverse. For even fine-tuned Rolex watches may skip a second every
now and then. We here at the 99.9% spot-on Anti-New York Times, puzzled by
the cozy and cordial relationship between Donald Trump and Ted Cruz, recently
hypothesised that "The Donald" was rigging the game and throwing the match to
the odious Ted Cruz. Just two weeks ago, we wrote:
"In the key early voting states of Iowa, New Hampshire and South Carolina;
Trump has "less than robust" ground games. Why is that Donald? ... Our
hypothesis? After systematically wrecking every Republican't in the field - the first
and foremost being Rand Paul - Trump is going to sit back and allow the superior
ground game of the odious Ted Cruz to get out Iowa's Christian Zionist vote in
such force as to defeat Trump in the Iowa Caucus."
Oh well -- looks like we got that one wrong (It was actually Sugar the Conspiracy
Cat's idea!). The attacks that Trump has been leveling at Cruz have now become
so vicious, and so damaging to Cruz, that they can no longer be dismissed as "letme-hit-you-a-bit-just-to-make-it-look-good."
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We made a wrong call. The Trump-Cruz honeymoon is over!
Some examples of the much-publicized Twitter beat-down that Trump dropped on
the sleazy Cruz:






"Say whatever you want. Cruz has got bank loans from Goldman Sachs, he’s
got bank loans from Citibank, and then he acts like Robin Hood.‖
"He's a nasty guy. Nobody likes him."
"He was a Canadian citizen until 15 months ago.”
"Ted is the ultimate hypocrite. Says one thing for money, does another for
votes."
"The Ted Cruz wise-guy apology to the people of New York is a disgrace.
Remember, his wife's employer, and his lender, is located there!"

Trump's TV-interview attacks have been just as brutal. Of course, none of this
means that there are no other potential ulterior motives for the Trump campaign -perhaps even one that Trump himself isn't fully aware of? With the rapid fall of
lesbian Killary and her rapist husband; and the equally rapid rise of the kosher
Communist Bernie Sanders; and now, talk of Billionaire Tribesman Mike
Bloomberg (cough cough) throwing his yarmulke into the three-ring circus by
running Third Party -- might the object of the game be to split the Republican't
vote in two and propel the kosher Communist into the White House? That's exactly
how Jewish Bosses Baruch, Schiff and Warburg got their wholly-owned
'progressive' puppet Woodrow Wilson elected in 1912.
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1- Wilson, Roosevelt, Taft
2- A 1912 cartoon illustrates how the 'Bull Moose' vote (Teddy Roosevelt) ,
when subtracted from the Elephant vote (GOP's Taft), results in the
Donkey (Democrat Wilson) winning the election -- with just 42% of the
vote!
The QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) all makes for such interesting theater; like an
NFL Stupor Bowl game for politicians. Go Red Team! Go Blue Team! Rah-rahrah! But at the end of that November day, that's all it will be -- one big puppet
theater that, in the larger scheme of things, will not have really mattered. Until
there is a moral and spiritual revival, America will continue to circle around the
bottom of the toilet bowl of history. Trump, even if elected, may be able to buy us
some time; but he cannot reverse the mental and moral cancer of Marxism. Only
the Supreme Creative Intelligence that animates the Universe (God) and the return
to His self-evident Natural Laws (easily derived through Socratic reasoning and
logic) can pull us out of this communist quagmire.
Trump, though probably preferable to the pathetic pack of putrid pygmies pleading
for the Presidency, cannot and will not "make America great again" because he
does not understand what it was that once made America so great in the first place.
Nineteenth Century French philosopher Alexis de Tocqueville summed-up
America's greatness very accurately, and very concisely, when he wrote:
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Monsieur de Tocqueville was right. It really is that simple. You see, it isn't just
about the money! Morals matter. Culture matters. Traditions matter. Family and
community matter. Goodness matters. Sadly, Zionist-occupied godless degenerate
America, "ceased to be good" at least 50 years ago -- and it is getting nastier and
more vulgar by the day.

Sorry Donald. Though your heart may - or may not be - in the right place,
only a return to divine, natural, immutable, and absolute moral truths will
ever "make America great again" ---and NOBODY is even talking about
that in today's anti-God America.
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Boobus Americanus 1: Donald Trump is really destroying Ted Cruz on Twitter.
Boobus Americanus 2: I don't see how anybody can withstand Trump's aggressive
style. He might actually win in November!
***

"Not if Bloomturd ssplits the vote! ---- And by the way, it was my dumb dad
who sspun the consspiracy theory of Trump and Cruz working together."
(No. That was YOUR theory -- you fibbing feline freeloader!)
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NY Times: Heidi Nelson Cruz: A Political Spouse Making
Sacrifices and Courting Donors
By STEVE EDER and MATT FLEGENHEIMER

REBUTTAL BY

If that pompous Zionist-loving ghoul Ted Cruz isn't enough to make your skin
crawl, wait until you meet his busy-body "high-powered" Globalist wife, Heidi
Nelson Cruz. We say "Globalist" because not only was Mrs. Cruz a member of the
notorious Council on Foreign Relations, but she also served as one of its 31 task
force members assigned to produce the infamous “Building a North American
Community” report.
Heidi Cruz conveniently resigned ("did not renew membership") from the
subversive CFR in 2011, just in time for Ted's Senate campaign in which he once
publicly denounced the CFR as "a pernicious nest of snakes that is working to
undermine our sovereignty.” Evidently, Harvard Heidi must not have known that it
was a snake nest when she originally joined the CFR. (rolling eyes)

Lady MacBeth Goldman-Sachs-Cruz likes to pass herself off as the loyal
Christian American girl next door. The Anti-New York Times ain't buying it,
sweetie.
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In the 2007 bestselling book “The Late Great USA: The Coming Merger with
Mexico and Canada,” Robert Pastor (CFR), who served as co-chairman of the
committee which Hedi served on, was dubbed “the father of the North American
Union” for the influence the CFR report had on the summit meeting between the
heads of state of the U.S., Mexico and Canada. That meeting culminated in
President George W. Bush declaring the formation of the Security and Prosperity
Partnership of North America.
The CFR website further reveals that Heidi served in the Bush White House, under
the monster Condoleezza Rice, as economic director for the Western Hemisphere
at the National Security Council. She had previously served as the director of the
Latin America office at the U.S. Treasury Department and as an assistant to
Ambassador Robert B. Zoellick, U.S. trade representative.

1 & 2- Ted Cruz may rail against Donald Trump's "New York City values";
but his wife Heidi served the New York-based CFR -- an organization that
openly promotes the merger of North America into a regional bloc leading
to eventual world government.
3- Admiral Chester Ward (r): "The main purpose of the Council on
Foreign Relations is promoting the disarmament of U.S. sovereignty
and national independence and submergence into an all powerful one
world government."
Business degree completed in Belgium (EU Capital), Harvard MBA, stints at
Merrill Lynch, J.P. Morgan and Goldman Sachs, member of Bush-Cheney gang,
CFR member -- this globo-gal's resume is as Establishmentarian as you can get.
So, how did this insidious insider end up marrying the "anti-Establishment" Ted
Cruz -- the man whose campaign she, according to this puff-piece, is "sacrificing"
to raise money for? Answer: Because Ted Cruz's "outsiderness" is a sham that is
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every bit as fake as his plastic smile and Heidi's plastic face! (Sorry FOX Newstards and Limbaugh-tards)
As if Heidi's resume wasn't bad enough, the article reveals that she was raised in a
7th Day Adventist family. That means that she, like Dr. Ben Carson, is most likely
an Israel-worshipping Armageddonite loon. Good people of Iowa, for whatever it
may be worth, hold your nose and vote for the enigma Trump, because the name of
Cruz surely spells bad news -- both of them!

1 & 2: As if the Cruz Family's Globalism wasn't bad enough, they are also
hard-core Christian (or pretend to be Christian) Zionists.
3: Check out Slick Ted from Harvard all dressed up as a "country boy"
while out on the campaign trail. The funny part is, he's the only one in the
room that's actually wearing a "red neck" costume!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today about Ted
Cruz's wife, Heidi. She really has some high powered connections, it
seems.
Boobus Americanus 2: Cruz and his wife are very intelligent people. But
he is too conservative.

***

"Consservative my asss! Cruz is a Globalisst Zionisst cut from the ssame cloth as
George W Bussh!"
(Back to the salty language, I see.)
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NY Times: David Oyelowo, „Selma‟ Actor, Says
Academy Fails to Reflect Diversity
By KATIE ROGERS

After Spike Lee and Jada Pinkett Smith said they would boycott the Academy
Awards in response to an all-white slate of acting nominations, another
prominent actor spoke out on Monday against the lack of diversity in
Hollywood.

REBUTTAL BY

The entitlement crowd is at it again -- pissing and whining about the "lack of
diversity" (too many White people) among nominees for degenerate Hollywood's
Academy Awards. Waaaa! Waaaa! Waaaa! Poor babies -- overlooked and underappreciated with nothing to console them but their multi-million dollar contracts,
gaudy mansions, swimming pools, vacation homes, private jets, Italian sports cars,
yachts, diamonds, cocaine, servants, chauffeurs, Botox and undeserved fame.
With western civilization now approaching its death throes, we here at The AntiNew York Times couldn't possibly care less about this year's "best picture" or
"best actor". But there is a broader philosophical dynamic and subversive
movement at work here that merits an angry rebuttal from Mike and the Mad Cat.
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1- Multi-millionaire and friend of Al Charlatan and Barack Obongo, Spike
Lee, is mad at "White people" for "snubbing" Blacks at the Academy
Awards.
2- Multi-millionairess and friend of Michael, er, Michelle Obongo, Jaded
Pinko Smith, is also hissy-fitting about "White" Hollywood's oppression of
Blacks.
Regular readers do not need to be told who controls Hollywood (cough cough -cough cough -- and still more cough cough). What we have here is yet another
textbook example of the usual suspects committing a wrong, or rather, a perceived
and invented "wrong", and then leaving the big bad White Man holding the bag of
blame. Brilliant! Evil as all hell, but brilliant.
You see, while all of this trash talk about too many White people monopolizing the
Academy Awards stirs up the "people of color" -- the fact that chosenites OWN
Hollywood lock, stock and barrel can NEVER be discussed. Just ask Marlon
Brando and Oliver Stone.
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Hollywood legends Oliver Stone and Marlon Brando were both severely
reprimanded, and forced to apologize, when they said that Jews control
Hollywood.
Brando: "Hollywood is run by Jews; it is owned by Jews, and they should
have a greater sensitivity about the issue of—of people who are suffering.
Because they've exploited—we have seen the—we have seen the Nigger
and Greaseball, we've seen the Chink, we've seen the slit-eyed dangerous
Jap, we've seen everything but we never saw the Kike. Because they knew
perfectly well, that that is where you draw the wagons around."
Stone: "Jews dominate the media" ---- and ---- (the US-Israel Lobby)
"has fucked up U.S. foreign policy for years."
This clever Jewish-Marxist-Zionist tactic of shifting the blame that should be hung
around their necks onto "the White Man" has precedents in other areas as well.
Examples include:


Jewish titans rig Wall Street and the Federal Reserve against the interests of
the average working man --- wealthy White "1%-ers" with Anglo-Saxon
names like Winthrop and Gordon are blamed for robbing everybody else.



Zionist 'neo-conservatives' push America into the disastrous Iraq War --White men Bush, Cheney and Rumsfeld are blamed for lying us into an
unpopular war.



Jewish media and Jewish Hollywood vilify and false-flag-frame innocent
Arabs and Muslims --- angry misguided Whites take the bait and get blamed
for their open bigotry.

It's quite a trick. As for as these "courageous" Black activist-actors boycotting the
Academy Awards are concerned; we can declare with 100% certainty that, unlike
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Brando and Stone, they will not be reprimanded by the chosenites who own
Tinseltown. In fact, it could very well be that certain Hebrew handlers put these
well-kept 'house negroes' up to this stunt in the first place!

"Nobody here but us 'White' guys".
A parting thought: How many White artists were nominated for the BET Awards
(Black Entertainment Television)?

"White man" Sumner Redstone (fka Murray Rothstein: cough cough,
phlegm phlegm) owns BET.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that prominent
Black artists are boycotting the Oscars for not being diverse enough.
Boobus Americanus 2: America still has a way to go before we can truly say we
have overcome.

***

"In their eyess, America will never 'overcome' until every lasst White cat is dead or
breeded into a tuxedo cat."
(Relax, Sugar. I don't think they care about the cats.)
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NY Times: Alarmed Clinton Supporters Begin Focusing on
Sanders‟s Socialist Edge
By JONATHAN MARTIN

REBUTTAL BY

The mind-numbing 18-month drama of the 2016 Presidential race, what we here at
The Anti-New York Times like to refer to as the QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show),
provides us with a bit of comic relief today. Are you ready for this? Are you sitting
down? No food or drink in mouth? Not at a quiet library or work cubicle? Good.
Here it is:
Killary's henchmen are planning to attack Bolshevik Bernie Sanders as a
"socialist." (cue laugh tracks)

*
From the Slimes' article:
"Democrats backing Hillary Clinton, nervously eyeing Senator Bernie Sanders‟s
growing strength in the early nominating states, are turning to a new strategy to
raise doubts about his candidacy, highlighting his socialist beliefs to warn that he
would be an electoral disaster who would frighten swing voters and send
Democrats in tight congressional and governor‟s races to defeat."
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Killary's surrogate and Obongo-lover, Governor Jay Nixon of Missouri, adds:
―Here in the heartland, we like our politicians in the mainstream, and he is not —
he’s a socialist.‖

*
Killary tearing Bernie down for being a 'socialist' is like Lady Gaga calling Miley
Cyrus a no-talent skank-whore. It's like Crispy Creme Chris Cristie telling Santa
Claus that he's too fat. It's like --- well, you get the point.
Just to clarify our position here, the 'socialism' of Clinscum and Sanders is not to
be confused with the 'socialism' of The Great One. Whereas Hitler's 'National
Socialism' was about a single people united by blood and culture eliminating class
consciousness and forging a united body in which both the State and a system of
free enterprise coexisted for the benefit of all; the 'socialism' of the Demoncrap
Party, on the other hand, is purely about buying votes by keeping parasites and the
elderly perpetually dependent upon welfare schemes.
Make no mistake -- Killary is every bit the degenerate communist piece of filth
that the "outsider" Sanders is. Seriously, this loony lesbian actually wrote her 90page college senior thesis, titled: "There Is Only One Fight: An Analysis of the
Alinsky Model", about Saul Alinksy (cough cough). Alinsky was the legendary
Marxist guru who urged the communist hippies of the 1960's to drop the radical
pose, cut their hair, put on suits, and infiltrate the systems and hallowed institutions
of American society by appearing "mainstream" -- which is exactly what Bill and
Killary (and many 1000's of others) have done!
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Saul Alinsky, understanding that open radicalism would frighten away the
American middle class, urged his cult to pose as "mainstream" and infiltrate the
institutions. And thus it came to pass that degenerate communist Atheist hippies
like Bill & Killary later transformed into "Christians" and political "moderates".
It will be interesting to see how Killary's coming attacks against "socialist" Sanders
will play out. If Sanders is smart - and of intelligence and cunning the Tribe has no
lack - he will boldly counter-attack and 'check-mate' Killary by declaring that she
supports almost every major policy initiative that he does -- but doesn't have the
guts and honesty to admit to actually being a "democratic socialist" like he so
proudly proclaims. That would be so funny -- and so true!
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The ONLY difference between Sanders and Clinton is that Sanders (young
and current versions shown above) ignored the advice of Alinksy when it
came to stealth tactics -- such as toning down his voice and grooming
himself.

Killary's guru dedicated Rules for Radicals to Lucifer -- the Devil.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Hillary Clinton
is planning to attack Bernie Sanders for being a socialist.
Boobus Americanus 2: I like Bernie. But he is a bit too far to the left for my taste.
I'll stick with Hillary.

***

"Hey $@#% - for brains! At leasst that old unwasshed Communisst Jew doessn't
hide who he iss -- which iss more than I can ssay for that hagged-out, nassty-asss,
Alinskyite bitch Killary!"
(palm to face -- deep sigh.... Apologies to our readers.)
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NY Times: ISIS Has Destroyed One of Iraq‟s Oldest
Christian Sites
By STEVEN LEE MYERS

The Islamic State destroyed one of the oldest Christian sites in Iraq as part of
its campaign against ancient sites in the country, according to satellite
photographs published by The Associated Press on Wednesday and confirmed
by Iraqi officials and historians.

REBUTTAL BY

Radical Zionists still hate their ancient enemies of millenniums past (Assyrians,
Babylonians, Persians et al) -- even though those civilizations no longer exist.
-- ISIS destroys the historic sites of those ancient civilizations.
Radical Zionists hate Aryans (Whites).
-- ISIS kidnaps, rapes, and murders the Aryan remnants of Syria and Iraq (the
Yazidis).
Radical Zionists hate Syrian President Bashar al Assad.
-- ISIS has ripped Syria apart in its attempt to overthrow Assad.
Radical Zionists hate the Hezbollah freedom fighters of Lebanon.
-- ISIS fights against Hezbollah (in Syria)
Radical Zionists hate Christianity.
-- ISIS persecutes Christians and destroys ancient Christian sites.
Do you see a pattern here? Preach it Church Lady, preach it!
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ISIS has singled out Aryans and Christians for abuse... Hmmmm.
One group that ISIS does not bother is the Israeli people, even though they are just
a few miles away - south of Syria. And a group that they seem to not care about, at
all, is the mostly Muslim Palestinian people that Israel is oppressing. How bloody
conveeenient indeed! We have already covered this topic of the ISIS-Israeli Axis in
depth. For those of you new to TomatoBubble.com and The Anti-New York
Times, you may want to bookmark the following ISIS index page - "The ISIS Is
Fake Homepage" as we call it, and get up to speed.
This latest act of cultural vandalism by the ISIS-Israel Asis is heartbreaking. From
the article:
"The monastery of St. Elijah, or Dair Mar Elia, stood for more than 1,400 years
above a riverbed south of the city of Mosul, which the Islamic State seized from
Iraqi forces in June 2014. The satellite photographs — taken by DigitalGlobe, a
company with headquarters in Westminster, Colo. — showed that the monastery
was razed in late August or September 2014, including the site’s square complex of
partly ruined rooms and a largely intact sanctuary that dated from the 11th
century.
Yonadam Kanna, a Christian member of Parliament, said the destruction was
further evidence of the Islamic State‟s goal of destroying Iraq‟s Christian identity,
calling the site “one of the most historical” in the country. 'Nothing can
compensate the loss of such heritage,' he said."
Interestingly enough, this wasn't the first such act of barbarianism that the forces of
Zion and its wholly-owned "exceptional nation" on the other side of the earth had
inflicted upon the ancient monastery. Later on in the piece, we learn:
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"The outer wall of the monastery complex was damaged during the American
invasion in 2003, and the site was briefly turned into a garrison of the 101st
Airborne Division, commanded at the time by Maj. Gen. David H. Petraeus."
They turned it into a bloody barracks after damaging it?! May God have mercy on
this "Christian nation".

Senatorial Scum McCain, Lieberman and Graham were big backers of
Zionist-owned General Petraeus. These war criminals care as much about
the protection of culture and history as they do for innocent human lives.
The hidden hand of genocidal Zionism that props up the mercenary scum known as
ISIS couldn't possibly be any more obvious. This reality is accurately portrayed
than in the propaganda leaflets that the Russians have been air-dropping all over
the duped ISIS fighters in Syria. (See leaflets below) -- Another reason why the
neo-cons hate Putin so much.

Russia jets and Syrian helicopters have been dropping "anti-Semitic"
leaflets over ISIS and rebel-controlled areas, advising them to give up.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that ISIS
destroyed an 11th Century monastery.
Boobus Americanus 2: Damn barbarians! Israel is the only civilized
country in that part of the world.

***

"It iss Issrael that controlss the barbarianss of ISSISS - you frickin' cretins!"
(Sugar, try to use 'Islamic State'. ISIS is not compatible with your hissing speech
impediment.)
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NY Times: Migrants March Into Serbia

Photo By: Darko Vojinovic/Associated Press

Migrants entered Serbia from Macedonia on Saturday, near the Serbian
village of Miratovac. The country is letting in people from Syria, Iraq and
Afghanistan, the only ones it considers refugees. It is rejecting all others as
economic migrants.

REBUTTAL BY

The above front-page image of invaders marching into Serbia is intended to tug at
our heart-strings -- thus neutralizing our "xenophobia" over the unscreened and
indigent hordes endlessly pouring into Europe and the United States. The women
and children seen in the powerful photo distort the reality of what is actually an
invading force consisting mainly of young males, and sex-crazed ones at that.
These manipulative images of marching migrants also give another false
impression and raise a question that most have missed, and fewer still will dare to
answer. You see, even healthy young males, let alone women carrying children in
their arms, couldn‘t possibly just march into Europe from places such as Iraq, Syria
and Afghanistan.
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Syria to Serbia: 1200 miles -- Iraq to Serbia: 1500 miles -- Afghanistan to
Serbia 2560 miles
Not only is the distance is too far; but the weather and terrain are too harsh. And
let's not even ask how the sub-Saharan African element of this insidious invasion
has been getting across the 1000 mile death-trap known as the Sahara Dessert. Yet,
how many times have we seen these stage-managed scenes of marching migrants?
Are the teary-eyed morons of Europe so enthralled by their endless soccer games
that they cannot discern what should be the obvious questions that these very weird
images raise:
1. Who transports the migrants to a place where they can realistically begin
walking?
2. Who is paying these human traffickers?
3. To what end?

"Water....water...please, some water" --- oh the bloody drama!
Let's tackle the three questions just posed:
1. Who is transporting these migrants?
A Google-Search of the term 'Israeli human trafficking' turns up an eye-popping
1.2 MILLION results (surprise surprise). Though they may not be the only ones
engaging in this dirty business, the Israelis are certainly the most well-organized
and dominant players. Let's face it, they are good at this kind of stuff.
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Jewish traffickers dominated the slave trade -- and the "migrant" trade of
today.
2. Who is paying these human traffickers?
Hungarian Prime Minister and whipping boy of the N.W.O., Victor Orban, just
recently answered this question for us:
“This invasion is driven, on the one hand, by people smugglers, and on the other
by those (human rights) activists who support everything that weakens the nationstate. This Western mindset and this activist network is perhaps best represented
by George Soros.”

Hungarian Prime Minister Orban (right) has accused Jewish-Globalist
Soros (left) of orchestrating the invasion.
3. To what end?
Simple! To forever wipe out national boundaries and physically replace the White
race of Europe.
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England / France
Anti-White brutality will only get worse as migrant numbers grow!
The answers are as simple as they are "under your nose" and "in your face". All
one has to do is take a few moments to ponder over the strange photos relating to
the migrant invasion and ask: "Why?" But the sheeple aren't capable. The Great
One was indeed correct when he, in condemning the political situation of post
World War I Europe, wrote:
"What good fortune for politicians that men do not think."
Right on chief, right on.

Who transported these Asian and African armies all the way to Europe?
Why the staged marches for the final leg of the journey? --- Orban knows,
and so does TomatoBubble! (cough cough)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I saw a deeply moving photo in The New York Times
today. It depicted families of walking migrants from Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan
arriving in Europe.
Boobus Americanus 2: Wow! Amazing what people will endure to have a better
life for themselves and their children.

***

(Sugar is still being held hostage by ISIS. Please donate to her ransom fund so we
can get her back.)
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NY Times: China Deepens Its Footprint in Iran After Lifting
of Sanctions
By THOMAS ERDBRINK

REBUTTAL BY

Without intending to do so, this interesting and informative article illustrates,
without saying it, just how much business American and European firms have lost
out on due to the Israeli and neo-conservative fixation with sanctioning Iran for the
fictitious development of nuclear weapons technology. Throughout the sanctioning
decades, and even now in the post-sanctions era, Chinese companies have picked
up all the business forbidden to western firms. Thanks Zionists!

Their big money and their hateful big mouths handed huge Iranian and
Middle Eastern markets, projects and privileges to China.
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From the article:
"Sanctions against Iran failed to halt the construction of the complex, a steel mill
that went into operation in September and now churns out ingots and billets. The
sanctions also did not stop Sheng Kuan Li, a Chinese businessman, from pouring
$200 million into the project.
Mr. Li is one of many Chinese investors who in recent years worked around the
sanctions imposed on Iran by the United States and other world powers over
Tehran’s nuclear program.
His steel mill and other similar endeavors are the result of a strategic pact that
gives China a much-needed western gateway to Middle Eastern markets and
beyond, and that has saved Iran from international isolation and economic ruin.
On Saturday, both countries agreed to increase trade to $600 billion in the coming
decade."

1- "The Americans may not want to do business with you, but we do!"
2- A steel plant owned by Sheng Kuan Li, a wealthy Chinese businessman who has
brought Chinese laborers to the site.
More testimony:
―Where we had to stand on the sidelines, the Chinese have been filling the void,‖
said a European diplomat who spoke on the condition of anonymity to discuss
strategic considerations. ―They are way ahead of all of us.‖
Chinese ever-expanding footprint in Iran manifests itself in the many thousands of
Chinese-made cars on the streets of Tehran. Investors and Chinese companies are
active all over the country -- building highways, digging mines and melting steel.
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In Tehran, the Chinese have been involved in the construction of an elevated
expressway and the building of a tunnel, which at three and a half miles will be one
of the longest urban tunnels in the world. The city‘s metro system was built with
Chinese capital and Chinese engineers. The trains that run on it are also Chinese.
More:
―Westerners visiting the capital often wonder how we managed to pull off such
ambitious projects during the heaviest sanction regime in history,‖ said
Mohammad Reza Sabzalipour, Iran’s World Trade Center representative. ―Well,
we did it with the help of our Chinese friends.‖
In an open letter to the Iranian people, Chinese Presindent Xi Jimping wrote:
―We are Iran’s biggest trading partner for six years in a row. China has
considerable strength in capital, technologies, equipment and other areas. Iran has
rich resources, ample labor force and huge market potential, and it is in the
crucial stage of industrialization and modernization.‖
Iran‘s other big petroleum customers, puppet South Korea and semi-puppet Japan,
were persuaded by Zio-America to cut their purchases of Iranian light crude in
half. China did not play along with America's bull-shine -- and will now reap the
benefits. Thanks Zionists!

Russia's President Vladimir Putin China's President Xi Jinping and Iran's
President Hassan have thwarted Bibi Satanyahu; but American and
European firms have already lost out.
A final revealing excerpt:
"On Saturday, the Chinese president sat down with Iran’s supreme leader,
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, who told him that ―Iranians had never trusted the West.‖
That was why Iran was seeking more cooperation with independent countries,
Ayatollah Khamenei said, clearly indicating China."
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Mr. Asgaroladi said Mr. Li had received financing through the Chinese
government but did not say how that money made it to Iran. ―We do a lot of
bartering,‖ he said. ... If all goes well, we will have a yearly output of 600,000 tons
of steel,‖ an assistant to Mr. Li said. In August, the plant — which has a private
train, 700 mostly Chinese employees and a huge exhaust tower — was officially
opened in the presence of Iranian and Chinese officials."
Good for Iran. Good for China. Bad for the West. Like Confucius say: "Country
owned by Jews make dumb moves."
Thanks Zionists.

Have the cunning Zionists met their strategic match?
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
how China captured Iranian markets during the days of sanctions.
Boobus Americanus 2: We should have been having dialogue and doing business
with Iran all along. Why didn't we?

"Becausse the $%#@^ #@*# wouldn't let uss!!! That's why!!!"
(Sugar's ISIS captors not only set her free; they actually paid me to take her back!)
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NY Times: China to Expel Peter Dahlin, Swedish Human
Rights Advocate
By CHRIS BUCKLEY

REBUTTAL BY

From Venezuela to Russia to China to India to Thailand to Malaysia -- more and
more states around the world have gotten wise to the NGO (Non-Governmental
Organization) scam of sending agents to foreign countries to cause trouble under
the guise of protecting "human rights", or promoting "democracy", or providing
"aid", or "covering the news", or carrying our "missionary work", or whatever
other clever phony cover the N.W.O. ghouls in Langley, Virgina can concoct.
Whole NGO's and numerous individual trouble-makers are being bounced out of
rebellious nations left and right. We here at the Anti-New York Times would
prefer to see these specimens of vermin publicly hanged, but that wouldn't be
prudent from a geo-political public relations standpoint.
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Behind the mask of the high-sounding names and mushy mission
statements, Satanic scum such as George Soros lurks behind the
"humanitarian" NGO's.
The latest case to set the seditious scribblers of Sulzberger's Slimes to sobbing
surrounds a sissified-looking Swedish "human rights activist" named Peter Dahlin.
Being a Swedish "male", it's not surprising that Dahlin cracked so easily and sang
like a bird under questioning by Chinese authorities. Especially sweet about this
case is that the Chinese humiliated both pinko Petey and his western handlers by
airing his confession on television!
From the article:
"Mr. Dahlin‟s abrupt expulsion from China followed rising concern from Western
governments after he was shown on Chinese television confessing to misdeeds. He
was detained the first week of January while trying to leave China for Thailand."
For the experienced decipherers here at The Anti-New York Times, a thorough
'reading-between-the-lines' of this piece tells us all we need to know -- and pass on
to our readers. Unfortunately, the various libtarded loons, men-on-the-street, and
geo-political novices who hear of these expulsions will believe that the
governments of China (and India, and Russia, and Thailand etc.) are just brutal
anti-Western tyrannies who oppose "human rights." Similar sob stories about
journalists expelled from Germany, Italy, and even Latvia etc. appeared in the
Piranha Press during the 1930's build-up to World War II.
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HISTORY REPEATS
"Lies and slander of positively hair-raising perversity are being launched
about Germany. Horror stories of dismembered Jewish corpses, gougedout eyes, and hacked-off hands are circulated for the purpose of defaming
the German Volk in the world for a second time, just as they had
succeeded in doing once before in 1914. The animosity of millions of
innocent human beings, peoples with whom the German Volk wishes only
to live in peace, is being stirred up by these unscrupulous criminals. They
want German goods and German labor to fall victim to the international
boycott. It seems they think the misery in Germany is not bad enough as it
is; they have to make it worse!"
They lie about Jewish females who have supposedly been killed; about
Jewish girls allegedly being raped before the eyes of their parents; about
cemeteries being ravaged! The whole thing is one big lie invented for the
sole purpose of provoking a new world-war agitation!"
- Adolf Hitler, March 28, 1933

At least this article does briefly present China's reasoning behind the expulsion of
Ms. Dahlin -- albeit in an understated way and in a lower paragraph (typical).
Quoting the Slimes, quoting a Chinese news agency:
“Western anti-China forces had planted Dahlin and some other people in China to
gather negative information for anti-China purposes, such as smear campaigns,”
Xinhua, China‟s official news agency, said last week."
The world has truly turned upside down when the "Communist" Chinese, Russian
and Iranian news services consistently make more sense and now hold more
credibility than "the mainstream media" of America and Europe. Good on peaceful
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and market-oriented "Communist" China for smoking out this little Swedish rat,
humiliating him, and expelling him.

Go home and start protecting the "human rights" of the beautiful women of
Sweden from Soros' Turd World "migrants" -- you half-a-faggot commie
sneak!

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
how China humiliated and expelled a Swedish human rights worker.
Boobus Americanus 2: China's record on human rights is disgraceful. One has to
admire the courage of these human rights activists.
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"You sstipid $#@^!!! It's not 'courage' that motivates them. It's Ssoross's cassh!"
(Sugar, how many times do I have to tell mot to say words like 'ISIS' or 'Soros'
with your feline speech impediment? Just say 'Globalists'.)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: A Woman on the $10 Bill, and Everyone Has 2
Cents to Put In
By JACKIE CALMES

Hamilton to be replaced by Ms. ???

REBUTTAL BY

The total P-word-ification of America may not have reached Swedenesque
proportions; but rest assured, it's getting there. The feminization process marches
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on with plans for a Year 2020 roll-out of new $10 bills with the mug of a yet-to-bedetermined female on the front. The lovely cast of nefarious nominees for this
honor of replacing the "dead White Guy" Alexander Hamilton (no loss there!)
are: Yankee Civil War spy Harriet Tubman, early Feminist Susan B. Anthony,
Communist lesbian First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt, and Communist agitator of
"back of the bus" fame, Red Rosa Parks.

Yikes! That ghastly group of growling gals is enough to make us miss
Central Bankster Alexander Hamilton! --- I'll take two fives, please.
The man behind this silly scheme and the one who will make the final choice is
Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew (cough cough). It is strange that Lew has chosen to
dump Bankster Golden Boy Hamilton from the $10, instead of the legendary killer
of the Central Bank, Andrew Jackson, from the $20. But the article may be
hinting that the Jackson $20 will be altered instead (or, one day, in addition to).
Excerpts from the article:








"The comments showed Jackson to be as reviled as Hamilton is revered,
reviving an argument that the $20 bill should be redesigned before the $10
note."
"The $20 bill is more numerous by far than the $10 note, and the common
currency of the ubiquitous A.T.M. For a woman to be put on the $10 note
instead suggests women are of lesser worth, some people complained."
"The bigger issue, however, turned out to be Hamilton versus Jackson.
Many respondents asked: 'Why displace Hamilton, the first Treasury
secretary and the architect of the American financial system, rather than
eject Jackson from the $20 bill given his opposition to national banking?"
"A group called the Alexander Hamilton Awareness Society began a social
media campaign to #SaveHamilton on the $10 note. Rand Scholet, the
group’s founder, said in an interview that while Treasury’s initiative ―is
very laudable,‖ the reaction among Hamiltonians is, 'How can a current
secretary of Treasury displace or diminish the first secretary of Treasury?'‖
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"The Treasury Department could not have anticipated that in the face of this
dispute the musical ―Hamilton‖ would become a Broadway smash, further
elevating its subject. Mr. Lew took his wife to the show in August ... and met
the cast backstage."
"A woman’s portrait could replace Jackson’s the next time the $20 note is
redesigned."

Dumping Andrew Jackson and replacing him with a woman would be a doublescore for the cultural Marxists -- triple score if the "White Man" Jacob Lew
chooses a Black woman (Tubman or Parks). We shall see if, as the result of
ginned-up "pressure", Hamilton is eventually spared while Andrew the Great gets
chopped. Lew's attendance at the Broadway play 'Hamilton' may, or may not be, a
sign of things to come.

Popular plays showing on Jewish Broadway tell us how The Tribe feels
about Hamilton and Jackson. Indeed, Hamilton whose step-father was
Jewish, was educated at a Jewish school in the British West Indies and
also spoke Yiddish.
To the uninitiated, Lew's stunt may seem like a trivial case of libtarded "Political
Correctness" run amok. But it is neither trivial, nor the result of "insanity". Putting
aside the fact that the intriguer Hamilton was a tool of London -- planners like Lew
know exactly what they are doing by tearing down the accomplishments of White
men, and artificially puffing up the stature of Communist non-Whites and females.
The War on 'The White Man', which includes P-whipping and subordinating him
to women, is very real and very dangerous to the survival of civilization -- and this
is just the latest manifestation of that war.
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Marilyn Monroe, Raquel Welch, Farah Fawcett, Cindy Crawford
The Anti-New York Times would like to propose a sensible compromise -ditch the wretched-looking neurotic Communist hags and put one of the
above ladies on the $10 bill.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about the
new $10 bills coming out in 2020. They are going to put a woman on it.
Boobus Americanus 2: I think that's wonderful.
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"And I think you‟re a ssubmissive girly man -- and a frickin' soon-to-be-extinct
idiot to boot!"
(Sugar prefers Alpha cats.)

JANUARY, 2016

NY Times: Pardon Plea by Adolf Eichmann, Nazi War
Criminal, Is Made Public
By ISABEL KERSHNER

Israel released the handwritten letter by Mr. Eichmann in which he denies
guilt, saying Nazi officials like him were “mere instruments in the hands of
leaders.”

REBUTTAL BY

Play it Lamb Chop:
This is the song that never ends
It just goes on and on my friends
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Some people started singing it not knowing what it was
And they'll continue singing it forever just because...
This is the song that never ends (repeat to infinity)

Yes, the annoying Holohoax jingle is not only "the song that never ends" -- it
actually seems to be getting even more playing time as the years pass. Might this
massive front-page manure spread across Sulzberger's toilet sheet be a sign of
desperation -- a reaction to an institutionalized lie that is beginning to crumble?
Let's hope so!
The story of "Nazi War Criminal" Adolf Eichmann is a particularly sad one.
Fifteen years had passed since the end of the war when SS Colonel Eichmann of
Auschwitz fame was kidnapped in Argentina by Mossad agents. The charlatan
"Nazi Hunter" Simon Wiesenthal played an important role in the kidnapping.
Wiesenthal had learned that Eichmann had been seen in Buenos Aires and he
passed along that information to the Israeli government. When Eichmann's father
died in 1960, Wiesenthal made arrangements for private detectives to secretly
photograph members of the family at the funeral, as Eichmann's brother Otto was
said to bear a very strong resemblance and there were no current photos of Adolf.
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Sorry, kid. Mr. Wiesenthal wants your daddy dead!
Wiesenthal then provided the photographs to the Mossad. After being stalked for
weeks, Israeli agents finally grabbed Eichmann on his way home from work one
day. We can only imagine how upsetting his disappearance must have been for
Mrs. Eichmann and the four Eichmann children (mostly grown, but the youngest
being just five). The innocent Eichmann (we say innocent because we know the
Auschwitz story is 100% bull-shine) was sedated, dressed-up as a flight attendant,
and smuggled out of Argentina on the same plane that had just recently carried
Israel's delegation to the official 150th anniversary celebration of Argentina's
independence from Spain. Sneaky bastards!
The Israeli kangaroo court found him guilty. Eichmann's understandably groveling
letter of "apology", claims of just being a "low level functionary", and pleas to
spare his life from his soon-to-be-widowed wife all fell on deaf ears. In 1962,
Eichmann was hanged.

Dead man walking --- Sulzberger's Slimes gloating.
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The article explains that to commemorate the 71st anniversary of the liberation of
Auschwitz by the Soviet Red Army, the "recently discovered" (as in just two
weeks ago!) letter was just released. Eichmann's alleged letter seems contrived in
such a way as to prop up the diminishing credibility of the Holohoax Fairy Tale.
From the article:
"In the letter requesting a presidential pardon, Eichmann wrote, ―It is not true
that I was personally of such a high rank as to be able to persecute, or that I myself
was a persecutor in the pursuit of Jews.‖
He continued, ―I declare once again, as I did in the presence of the court: I detest
as the greatest of crimes the horrors which were perpetrated against the Jews
and think it right that the initiators of these terrible deeds will stand trial before
the law now and in the future.‖
Whether or not the Eichmann letter was recently faked or not is of secondary
importance. There is already more than enough evidence to debunk the Holohoax.
What matters is that seekers and tellers of truth must continue to chip away at this
Monster Lie, and all the other lies about the grand history-altering event known as
World War II -- The Bad War.

1- Eichmann's "victims" seemed clean and well-fed at time of liberation.
2- Yakov Tzur testimony, March 2009: "I played soccer games at Auschwitz
in 1944"
3- Cinemas, orchestras, plays, a swimming pool --- That's what they
hanged Colonel Eichmann for?
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about a
recently discovered letter written by Adolf Eichmann. The monster had the nerve to
beg the court to spare his life.
Boobus Americanus 2: The nerve! Six million jews gassed to death and he
expected mercy?

"Imbecile! The sso-called gass chamberss tessted negative for any trace of
chemicalss! Check out 'The Leuchter Report'
(You tell 'em Tigress!)
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NY Times: Indian Women Seeking Jobs Confront Taboos
and Threats
By ELLEN BARRY

The Indian Constitution guarantees equality under the law. But for women
facing a patriarchal social order, strict caste rules and centuries of traditions,
that guarantee means little.

AND...
NY Times: We Will Not Apologize: Chronicling the Defiant
Women of India
By ELLEN BARRY

REBUTTAL BY

In this issue, Sulzberger's Slimes unleashes a double-barrel assault on India with a
pair of propaganda blasts penned by Pulitzer Prize winner (red flag!) Ellen Barry
(cough cough). Ms. Barry has been Sulzberger's South Asia Bureau Chief in New
Delhi, India, since August 2013. Previously she served as head troublemaker for
the Slimes' Moscow Bureau, (from March 2011 to August 2013).

The manly-looking CIA bitch (or is it bastard?) dumped on Putin for years.
She / He / It now spews anti-Indian journalistic filth from New Delhi.
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The latest rant against India (the 'I' in Putin's BRICS trade bloc) centers around its
attitude towards women in the workplace. From one of the articles:
"Women in India are struggling to enter the work force, despite a prolonged
economic expansion, rising education and declining fertility."
Those poor Indian gals. They are really missing out on the pleasures of hours of
long commuting, cubicle confinement, office politics, stress-filled days, deadlines,
sexual advances by creepy male co-workers, and coming home late to an empty
apartment and a microwave dinner. Whatever the social or work situations
regarding women may be in India, the fact is, India is still a much more traditional
society than the West -- one in which stay-at-home motherhood is not looked down
upon by hideous hags like Ms. Barry. To feminists, women are disposable
economic units to be herded into the "workforce" and exploited for taxes and
"consumption".
We will not dig any deeper into the women's work situation in India for three
reasons: 1. We don't care, 2. We are not experts on Indian social life, and 3. That's
not what Barry's attacks are about, anyway. But before we get into the real reasons
for the India-bashing, let us say that it appears as though Ms. Barry is 'cherrypicking' specific cases because India is a country that not only has many women
working in all sorts of capacities, including highly professional positions, but has
also had a woman Prime Minister. India ain't Saudi Arabia! (our "ally").

1- Female Indian doctors perform surgery
2- Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
3- Many millions of women hold jobs in India. What's Ellen Barry talking
about?
India's enormous potential, developing economy, nuclear arsenal, and close ties
with China and Russia are all factors that have emboldened its independent-minded
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leaders. Western NGO's are now being monitored and, in some case, expelled. The
Ford Foundation, for example, recently became the subject of an investigation by
the Ministry of Home Affairs after the state of Gujarat accused it of “abetting
communal disharmony” (color revolutions). Restrictions have been placed on
foundation bank accounts and, get this -- the Indian government will have to
approve any new grants. (ha ha!)
Like Putin of Russia and Jinping of China, Modi's strong hand in dealing with
subversive western NGO's has provoked the ire of the Globalists. India's excellent
relations with Iran, membership in BRICS and SCO, and unwillingness to cut
"carbon emissions" are other examples of a worldwide breaking down of the
"unipolar world". And THAT is why Sulzberger's nasty little Yellow Journalist
Ellen Barry now spews venom from the India bureau of the New York Slimes.

1 & 2 - Sending a message: Indian military units were invited by Putin to
march in Moscow's Victory Day parade.
3 - Even during the dog days of heavy Globalist sanctions against Iran,
India never abandoned its controversial trading partner.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
how women in India face a difficult time getting into the workforce.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's amazing how in this day and age women still face a
glass ceiling in what purport to be democratic countries.

"Hey %$#@ for brainss! How many women Presidentss has America had?"
(Well, many observers believe that Moochelle Obongo rules the White House -but does a mutilated trannie in the shadows qualify as a woman President?)
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A FEW RECENT HEADLINES .....

NY Times: Zika Virus, a Mosquito-Borne Infection, May
Threaten Brazil‟s Newborns
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr.

NY Times: Alarm Spreads in Brazil Over a Virus and a
Surge in Malformed Infants
By SIMON ROMERO

NY Times: Reports of Zika-Linked Birth Defect Rise in
Brazil
By SIMON ROMERO

NY Times: C.D.C. May Warn Pregnant Women Against
Travel to Countries With Zika Virus (Brazil)
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr.

NY Times: Researchers Weigh Risks of Zika Spreading at
Rio Olympics
By SIMON ROMERO and REBECCA R. RUIZ
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REBUTTAL BY

Zika - Zika - Zika - Zika. It's a replay of Ebola Mania - this time, in Brazil, and just
as the build-up to the 2016 Rio Olympics gets under way. Hmmmmm.
Since the days of the anti-Hitler propaganda surrounding the 1936 Berlin Olympic
Games, geo-politics has often been injected into the quadrennial spectacles that are
the Summer Olympic Games, the Winter Olympic Games, and the World Cup of
Football (Soccer). With such a massive global audience glued to their TV's and
radios, attempts to play politics are inevitable.
Examples:
1936: Berlin Summer Olympics: The hyped-up myth of Hitler "snubbing" Black
American champion, Jesse Owens.
1968: Mexico City Summer Olympics: American Black Sprinters Tommie Smith
and Juan Carlos raise their fists in a Black Power salute as the National Anthem
plays.
1972: Munich Summer Olympics: False flag attack said to have been carried out
by Palestinian terrorists kills 11 Israeli athletes.

1936 - 1968 - 1972
1980: Moscow Summer Olympics: U.S. leads a boycott to protest the Soviet
Union's invasion of Afghanistan (provoked by Brzezinski and the CIA).
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1984: Los Angeles Summer Olympics: The Soviet Union retaliates for the 1980
boycott by boycotting America's hosted games.
2006: Football World Cup / Germany: Before each game, European footballers
are made to hold banners reading "Say No to Racism"

1980 - 1984 - 2006
2008: Beijing Summer Olympics: With George W. Bush in attendance, the U.S.
puppet state of Georgia attacks Russian territories just as the Opening Ceremonies
begin. Putin is forced to return home and order a counter-offensive.
2014: Sochi, Russia Winter Olympics: American sports-caster Bob Costas
delivers a prime time rant against Russia's "human rights" record; the German
national team attends ceremony wearing rainbow themed outfits, and the Ukrainian
President is overthrown by a CIA-engineered coup just as the game are wrapping
up.
2014: Football World Cup / Brazil: Pre-tournament "accidents" and
"spontaneous" protests already frame the event in a negative light. The host nation
of football-crazy Brazil is humiliated by a unprecedented score of 7-1 in the final
match against Germany -- a debacle that was clearly rigged in advance.
2018: Football World Cup / Russia: Pressure builds on FIFA to remove the 2018
games from host Russia / a "scandal" takes down FIFA President.
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2008 - 2014 - 2014 - 2018
The next big event will be the 2016 Summer Olympics, set to take place in August,
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil -- the "B" in Putin's BRICS and, as such, a frequent
whipping boy of Sulzberger's Slimes. Host nations invest a lot of money and pride
in these showcase events - which is why Sulzberger's Slimes started sniping at the
Rio Olympics as early as two years ago. Why has Brazil become a problem for
"the usual suspects", you ask?
THE 'SINS' OF BRAZIL
By combining with the since-departed (poisoned?) Hugo Chavez of Venezuela,
and also with Argentinian President Cristina Fernandez de Kirchner, to kill the
Globalists' dream of establishing the FTAA (Free Trade Area of the Americas);
Brazilian President Lula DaSilva and his hand-picked successor, Dilma Rousseff,
defied the New World Order in a big way.

Big Brazil (along with Venezuela and Argentina) killed the FTAA - a
cherished Globalist project that was intended to grow into the Western
Hemisphere's version of the European Union.
Adding insult to injury, the South American giant then joined Vladimir Putin's
trade bloc, BRIC (now BRICS, Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa). And to
top it all off, Brazil's condemnation of Israel's treatment of Palestinians and its
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steadfast refusal to impose trade sanctions on Iran, with which Brazil does a lot of
business, really 'pisses off' the Zionist wing of the Globalist PRC (Predatory
Ruling Class).
Let there be no doubt, and even the Western 'mainstream media' confirms this,
relations between the U.S./Israel Axis and Brazil are not good! Indeed, many
Brazilians were offended when President Rousseff was treated coldly during her
2012 visit to the White House. Obongo didn't even give her the customary State
Dinner!

President Dilma Rousseff's involvement with Putin's BRICS trade bloc has
incurred the wrath of the Globalists. During a White House visit, she was
deliberately disrespected by Puppet-Boy Obongo. This did not go
unnoticed in Brazil.

Brazil's excellent relations with Iran, in open defiance of U.S. & Israeli
demands, is another reason why "the powers that be" want "regime
change" in Brazil.
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Brazil is really beginning to 'feel its oats' -- and the Globo-Zionist Axis of Tyranny
doesn't like it. Recent pieces published by the International Russian News Service
'Sputnik' carry some very telling headlines:




New Israeli Ambassador is Not Welcome in Brazil
Looking ‘Beyond South America’: Brazil Hopes to Become True
Global Power
Russia Maintains Good Relations With All Political Forces in Brazil

And now, with a major showcase event approaching this summer, a deadly (so they
say) mosquito-born disease emerges out of nowhere. Cue Church Lady of 1990's
Saturday Night Live fame in 3...2...1...

How conveeeneint that a new mosquito-born disease should suddenly popup to "threaten Brazil" and its upcoming Olympics.
The case for conspiracy is not just based upon the odd timing and sudden
appearance of Zika. Now comes word from "mainstream media" that the disease
was created in a laboratory! From 'The Daily Mirror' (London):
"Was Zika outbreak caused by release of genetically modified mosquitoes in
Brazil?"
"The Zika virus outbreak currently gripping the Americas could have been sparked
by the release of genetically modified mosquitoes in 2012, critics say.
The insects were engineered by biotechnology experts to combat the spread of
dengue fever and other diseases and released into the general population of Brazil
in 2012.
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But with the World Health Organisation (WHO) now meeting in Geneva to
desperately discuss cures for the Zika virus, speculation has mounted as to the
cause of this sudden outbreak.
The Zika virus was first discovered in the 1950s but the recent outbreak has
escalated alarmingly, causing birth defects and a range of health problems in
South and Central America.
The first cases were reported in Brazil last May with up to 1.5 million people now
thought to be affected by the virus which is spread by mosquitoes endemic to Latin
America."
****************
Do not doubt, even for one minute, that these psychopathic Globo-Zionists would
not be capable of pulling off a stunt like this. Their advanced technology is known
to exists as is their demonic spirit. World War III has actually been raging against
the BRICS nations for years now, and it is not just a "Cold War". Actual physical
casualties continue to mount in the form of attacks on Chinese citizens (knifewielding CIA-Uighur terrorists and mysterious chemical plant explosions); attacks
on Russian citizens (Chechen terrorists, downed airliners; and "meteor strikes");
and now, mosquito-born bio-warfare against uppity Brazil.
If history is any indicator, the run-up to Brazil's Olympics promises to be full of
more surprises -- and some of them may be deadly.

Whether Zika turns out to be another Ebola-type exaggeration, or a truly
deadly virus, remains to be seen. But we can say with absolute certainty is
that Zika will be used to destabilize Brazil and damage its Olympic Party.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about that
Zika virus. Brazil might have real problems with this.
Boobus Americanus 2: And they invested so much money into this year's Summer
Olympics. What rotten timing for something like this.

"Actually, the timing iss purrrrfect when you conssider the geo-political
ssituation."
(That was funny, Sugar. And clean too!)
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NY Times: U.S. Fortifying Europe‟s East to Deter Putin
By MARK LANDLER and HELENE COOPER

President Obama plans to increase the deployment of heavy weapons and
other equipment to NATO countries in Central and Eastern Europe.

REBUTTAL BY

The monstrously mendacious manure that Sulzberger's Slimes smears across its the
front page each day isn't always their own home brew. Often time, as in this
particular article, the big lie originates elsewhere and the Slimes simply allows it to
go unchallenged.
That is how the 2002 lie of Saddam Hussein's "Weapons of Mass Destruction", and
the resulting war, was sold. Slimes scribblers such as the odious Judith Miller
(cough cough) seldom made the ridiculous allegation themselves. Instead, they just
prominently featured the false claims of Bush-Cheney-Rumsfeld-Rice-WolfowitzPowell and other "experts" and sources "speaking on condition of anonymity" et al.
-- without counter-balancing them with the ample evidence that existed to the total
contrary.

While Colon Bowel peddled his deadly lies at the U.N., the top brass at The
Slimes "heard no evil, saw no evil, and spoke no evil."
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Regarding this latest provocation of Russia, well, you see, it isn't actually The
Slimes providing the phony rationale. Technically speaking, it's Obongo and his
henchmen. Therein lies the clever journalistic trick of allowing someone else's lies
to pass unchallenged, and washing your hands of it when you know damn well it is
all a pack of damn lies.
The crooked keyboard crunchers at The Slimes won't challenge Obongo's lies -but we here at The Anti-New York Times will. From the article:
*
Slimes: President Obama plans to substantially increase the deployment of heavy
weapons, armored vehicles and other equipment to NATO countries in Central and
Eastern Europe, a move that administration officials said was aimed at
deterring Russia from further aggression in the region.
Rebuttal: "Further aggression?" In order for there to be "further aggression", there
had to have been a past aggression. Russia has neither invaded anyone, nor
bombed anyone, nor threatened anyone, nor armed any puppet states to threaten
Western Europe. To the contrary, it was the illegal U.S. puppet regime installed in
Kiev that cracked down hard on the pro-Russian eastern Ukrainians.

McCain the Insane triggered violence in Ukraine. Rather than explain, The
Slimes chose to refrain.
Slimes: Administration officials said the additional NATO forces were calculated
to send a signal to President Vladimir V. Putin that the West remained deeply
suspicious of his motives in the region.
Rebuttal: Putin's "motives" involve protecting Russia from further NATO
encroachment. The only "signal" being sent by Obongo-NATO says: "Come on,
Putin. Hit me! I dare ya!"
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Slimes: This is not a response to something that happened last Tuesday,‖ a senior
administration official said. ―This is a longer-term response to a changed security
environment in Europe. This reflects a new situation, where Russia has become a
more difficult actor."
Rebuttal: The U.S. expanded NATO right up to Russia's border, overthrew the
duly elected President of Ukraine and replaced him with a warmongering puppet;
waged war on Donbass, imposed sanctions on Russia, cut off Crimea's power,
funded subversive NGO groups within Russia, armed Chechen terrorists, baited
Russia into Syria -- and this "senior administration official" tells the
accommodating Slimes that Russia is the "difficult actor" --- wow!
Slimes: But outside analysts were surprised by the magnitude of the increase in
military funding for Europe, “This is a really big deal, and the Russians are going
to have a cow,” said Evelyn N. Farkas, who until October was the Pentagon’s top
policy official on Russia and Ukraine.
Rebuttal: A very telling comment! Obongo is arming his East European puppets
to the point where "the Russians are going to have a cow" , eh? Who's the real
aggressor?

*
The unquestioning article goes on and on quoting Pentagon officials and "analysts"
about the need to deter Putin's "ambitions" and his desire to "expand Russia's
influence outside its borders" --- blah-blah-blah. It may be a horrible bit of
journalism, but again, technically speaking, reporters Landler and Cooper didn't
lie. Like "interviewers" for a late-night TV "infomercial", the devious duo simply
played the role of the 'straight man' while the "officials" spewed the actual lies.
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HOW TO LIE WITHOUT ACTUALLY TELLING A LIE:

1- "So, you're saying that your plan will free us from debt, cure breast
cancer, make us millionaires overnight, make us prettier, and add 50 years
to our lives? Interesting."
2- "So, you're saying that Putin is threatening to bring back the Soviet
Union, invade Europe, and nuke America? Interesting."

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
how the Obama administration is deterring Putin by building up the military might
of our allies.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's the smart move. If only Hitler had been stopped at
Munich -- World War II could have been avoided.
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"And if only your bar-hopping mother had been sstopped after one beer -- you
could have been avoided."
(Sugar, you are an absolute embarrassment to this organization.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Marco Rubio Campaign Dispatches Its Army
and New Lines of Attack
By JEREMY W. PETERS

Senator Marco Rubio‟s campaign appears to be leaving little to chance in New
Hampshire, aware that a lackluster result would greatly diminish him as he
hopes to consolidate Republican support.

REBUTTAL BY

The traveling QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) rolls on into New Hampshire. With
Jeb Bush reeling and the creepy and odious Ted Cruz correctly deemed to be
unelectable, the Establishment powers-that-be of the Republican't Party are now
placing their chips behind Boy Wonder Marco Rubio as the anti-Trump. From the
article:
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"Wall Street financiers (cough cough) are increasingly moving to support Rubio,
as disclosures this week by a “super PAC” backing him made clear."
Fearful of attacking 'The Donald', slick Marco is turning his guns against two
lesser rivals who have expended considerable time and resources in New
Hampshire -- Gov. John R. Kasich of Ohio and 9/11 cover-up specialist after-thefact (as a US Attorney), Gov. Crispy Creme Christie of New Jersey. The postIowa / pre-New Hampshire primary election counter-attack that Rubio lobbed at
Mr. Christie poked fun at his poor showing in Iowa:
―I think Chris has had a tough couple of days. He did very poorly (in Iowa)‖
Boy Marco had better be careful in tangling with an Irish-Italian from 'Joisey'. We
do like to hit back! New Jersey's 'The Record' newspaper, and many others, have
quoted Crispy Creme's oddly repetitive rant, which started the tit-for-tat, against
little Markie Mark:
“I‟m not the boy in the bubble. We know who the boy in the bubble is up here. ....
So when Senator Rubio gets here, when the boy in the bubble gets here.....Let‟s get
the boy in the bubble out of the bubble.... and again, "This is the election for the
President of the United States.―Let’s get the boy in his bubble out of his bubble."
By using the phrase "boy in the bubble" five times, and the word "bubble" six
times, in a single brief rant, Crispy Creme spawned a wave of headlines. Here are
just a few of them.






Washington Post: Christie Belittles Rubio as 'the Boy in the Bubble'
CNN:Christie Attacks Rubio as a 'Boy in the Bubble'
CBS: Chris Christie: Marco Rubio is Like 'Boy in the Bubble.'
Newsweek: Why Did Chris Christie Call Marco Rubio 'The Boy in the
Bubble?'
Mediaite: Chris Christie Literally Can't Stop Calling Marco Rubio 'Boy
in the Bubble'
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Was the brash-talking bully from Jersey cryptically alluding to something
Rubio first mentioned in his own book, 'An American Son'?
'Huffington Post: Rubio once ruined shoes at a foam party.'
"Rubio writes that one night, his now-wife, Jeanette, told him that if he went
out to a nightclub that evening, their relationship would be over. He went
anyway to a "foam party," where he writes that he "watched the foam
descend from the ceiling ... a sight to behold."
As a pair of Joisey 'wise-guys' ourselves, Sugar the Cat and your Editor-in-Chief
here at The Anti-New York Times are convinced that Crispy Creme knew exactly
what he was doing when he linked Markie Boy to "bubbles". Tip of the hat to fine
investigative journalist Wayne Madsen, whose recent piece we now borrow from:
(Note: Rubio also admitted, on late night TV, that he attended "foam parties".)

Madsen:
"Republican insiders have reported to WMR that Florida Senator and presidential
candidate Marco Rubio was, as a high school and college student, known to be a
very extroverted homosexual in both South Beach in Miami, a popular gay area,
and at college in Gainesville, Florida."
"In 1989, a year before Rubio was arrested with his friend Angel Barrios and
another unidentified male friend in Alice Wainwright Park in south Miami,
ostensibly for drinking beer in a car after closing time in a park known as a pickup
locale for gays, Rubio sang and danced in a South Miami High School troupe. The
song and dance troupe was based on the Chippendales but with a very gay theme:
half Chippendales and half Village People. Rubio omitted his participation in the
dance troupe in his biography, 'American Son.'"
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"After flunking out of Tarkeo College in Missouri, Rubio returned to Miami where
he hung around with his old high school friend Barrios. Barrios started an on-line
gay porn business called Flava Works, which is still in business today live
streaming sexual acts between black and Latino men."
"After graduating from the University of Florida, Rubio attended the University of
Miami Law School. In 1995, Rubio claims he met his wife, Miami Dolphins
cheerleader Jeanette Dousdebes at a "foam party" in South Beach. There is one
thing wrong with Rubio's story: foam parties in South Beach were almost
exclusively gay events held at gay clubs like "Warsaw Ballroom" and "Amnesia,"
the latter name befitting some of Rubio's memories of his time in Miami.

1- Marco Rubio, 1989, dancing and singing in a South Miami troupe that
combined the Chippendales with The Village People.
2- Miami homosexual foam party --- Madsen believes that young Rubio is
in the photo.
Madsen (continued):
"The following is a description of foam parties in a Miami New Times article by
reporter Steven Almond, titled "Foam Sex," published in the June 8, 1995 issue:
"The scene generally features several hundred scantily clad bodies packed onto a
dance floor and writhing to bone-rattling music under strobes and colored lights.
Nothing new, right? Until suds come gushing out of a machine suspended over the
dance floor. As if on cue, various forms of passionate embrace begin. Kissing.
Petting. Rubbing. Because the foam froths up waist high, it acts both as a lubricant
and camouflage. Mutual masturbation is an occasional component, generally
beneath the cover of foam. As the evening wears on, a few men pair off and sit
together in the foam that builds up outside the partitioned-off area.
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At 'Amnesia,' emcee Kitty Meow, a drag queen, would officiate over the foam
parties, directing participants what to do. Some foam party participants only wore
jock straps."
*
Bubble Boy indeed! Ha ha ha ha --- touche fatboy, touche!
The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion (circa 1900) ominously spoke of
how the Jewish controllers should groom puppets with a dark black-mailable stain
in their past. Given that we already know that chosenite billionaires Norman
Braman, Paul Singer and the aforementioned Wall Street financiers own Rubio; a
homosexual skeleton in Markie Mark's closet fits in with the puppet-program just
perfectly. The Jersey Fatboy knows this, but don't expect him to push the bubble
jokes too far. He has his own dark secrets.

When young Florida State Representative Rubio was broke and in debt,
Zionist billionaire Norman Braman (shown giving 'thumbs-up' to Rubio) set
up a part-time college teaching job for Rubio and also gave Rubio's wife a
no-show job. Bubble Boy was quickly fast-tracked to Speaker-of-the House,
and then U.S. Senator.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in The New York Times today about
how Marco Rubio is attacking Chris Christie.
Boobus Americanus 2: I saw that. Christie then called him "Bubble Boy".

"It would take a tanker full of Tide detergent to make enough foam to cover Chriss
Chrisstie's fat asss."
(I don't think Crispy Creme swings that way. But I could easily envision Obongo
and Markie Mark gettin' nasty beneath the bubbles.)
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Everyone Loses if Britain Exits the E.U.
THE EDITORIAL BOARD

REBUTTAL BY

Andrew Rosenthal, that shadowy little Wicked Weasel of Oz who poses as "The
Editorial Board", directs his megalomaniacal megaphone eastward today to lecture
Britain about the importance of remaining in the European Union. Of course, as
was the case with the rumored "Grexit" (Greece-Exit) which never materialized,
there really isn't any chance of Rothschild's Island ever escaping the oppressive
yoke of the E.U..
The recent verbal peas shot at Brussels (EU Capital) by the likes of committed
Globalists such as the Frumpy Frau of Germany, big-mouth Renzi of Italy, and
commie Cameron of Britain are nothing more than cosmetic attempts to pacify the
growing public anger toward the E.U.'s policy on "migrants". It's the same trick
that career U.S. politicians play when they rail against Washington DC. The scam
plays just as well with Boobus Europithicus as it does with Boobus Americanus.
Of course, Rosenfeces knows it is all just a sick game. The Editorial just adds to
the illusion. The Anti-New York Times dissects, translates and rebuts the latest
bit of Globalist propaganda from "The Editorial Board":
*
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise. It's only a
pathetic little word-smith typing out lies from behind the curtain.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: The prospect of a British exit from the European
Union has been around for a long time.
Rebuttal: Correction! The carefully-crafted illusion of a potential British exit from
the European Union has been around for a long time.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: Britain never fully warmed to the idea of the
European Union... and the ―euroskeptics‖ clamoring to get out give the impression
that nothing the union could offer would sway them.
Rebuttal: False. As headquarters of the Rothschild Crime Syndicate, it was from
London that the drive to create a European Union originated. That's why Globalist
elements in Britain started two wars against nationalist Germany. Evidently,
Rosenslime expects us to believe that Belgium established the EU.

The Globalists of the London-based Royal Institute of International Affairs,
aka Chatham House, and its sister 'think-tank, the Council on Foreign
Relations (New York), were the ones who created the European Union.
The lying snake Rosenthal (a CFR member!) expects us to believe that
Britain "never fully warmed to the idea of the European Union".
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Rosenthal, Editorial Board:... and the “euroskeptics” clamoring to get out give
the impression that nothing the union could offer would sway them.
Rebuttal: The term “euroskeptics” is a childish term of propaganda. One could
just as easily refer to the Unionists as "sovereigntyskeptics" of "freedomskeptics."
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: A referendum on British membership has been
promised by Prime Minister David Cameron and will go before British voters as
early as June. A vote to withdraw, or a “Brexit,” would deal a serious blow to a
European Union already battered by an economic crisis and an immigration crisis.
Rebuttal: The Globalists would never allow such a referendum to take place
unless they knew that a majority of dumbed-down Brits and pro-E.U. immigrants
could be kept in the unification camp. The referendum will serve to let off some
steam and actually solidify the E.U. when the ―euroskeptics‖ lose.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: With all that in mind, the European Council
president, Donald Tusk, released a proposal on Tuesday to modify Britain’s
obligations to the bloc that he says goes “really far in addressing all the concerns
raised by Prime Minister Cameron.”
Rebuttal: See the trick here? E.U. big shot Tusk will make it look like tough guy
Cameron strong-armed the E.U. into making "concessions" to Britain. The
―euroskeptics‖ will then come off looking like bitter whiners for still opposing the
E.U. even after Tusk "addressed their concerns".

1 - UK's leading "Euroskeptic" Nigel Farage was nearly killed in a plane
crash in 2010, and then again in a car crash in January, 2016.
2 & 3 - Austrian "Euroskeptic" Jorg Haider, killed in a 2008 car crash, was
not as fortunate.
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The recent car crash and the "concessions" to Cameron should be enough
to keep Farage at bay.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: Mr. Tusk‘s plan would create a special mechanism
to protect non-euro members — Britain never adopted the euro and proudly uses
its own currency — from any unfair advantage eurozone countries may have. It
would allow Britain to reduce welfare payments to non-British European citizens
living in Britain. It would formally recognize the ―opt-out‖ clause that allows
Britain to reject some European Union measures, such as taking in a set quota of
refugees. And it would acknowledge Britain‘s right to sovereignty.
Rebuttal: Empty resolutions.The fact that Tusk's plan will allow Britain to take
certain actions doesn't stop the left-wing British government from doing those
things on their own, anyway. For example, say the E.U. demands that "sovereign"
Britain take in 500,000 migrant marauders in 2017. Cameron can then make a
public show of citing the "concessions" that he won for Britain and say "Hell no!" - and then take in "only" 300,000 after the Dog & Pony Show has played out.
Likewise, the E.U. could demand that Britain increase its welfare payouts by 8%.
Cameron: "Screw you!" -- and then bump the gravy train up by 6.5% on the 'downlow'. That's how these dirty manipulative M-fers operate; and Tusk and
Rosenvomit bloody well know it!
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: Britain benefits enormously from membership in the
union‘s common market and, as a member, it is also able to influence European
policies. It would lose on both counts if it were to withdraw, and that would affect
Britain‘s ties to NATO and to the United States.
Rebuttal: Oh yeah. Britain has really benefited "enormously" from EU
membership and stronger ties to NATO (rolling eyes). Benefits such as: increased
welfare rolls, increased murder rates, increased rapes, increased debt, increased
taxes, debased and multi-culturalized society, dead troops in Iraq, dead troops in
Afghanistan, and an ongoing migrant invasion that will soon multiply all of the
economic and social ills just listed.
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The "Benefits" of being in the European Union.
Demograhic, social and economic trends of Britain are horrifyingly ominous
--- all made worse since the rise of the E.U.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: The Tusk proposal gives Britain leeway to distance
itself from policies it finds onerous. As Mr. Cameron accurately argues, Britain
would then have the ―best of both worlds.‖
Rebuttal: As previously stated, it's just an illusion.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: Now he must make that case to Britain‘s skeptics,
which will not be easy in a nation worried about the sanctity and safety of its
borders.
Rebuttal: Cameron won't be able to dupe the "skeptics". But with the help of the
Globo Press hyping-up the "concessions" won from Tusk, he should be able to win
over a majority of the "middle-of-the-roaders". That plus the low-life and libtard
vote should secure the referendum's final outcome. But even if the Globalists were
to come up a bit short, computers and/or missing ballots can always cover the
spread.
Rosenthal, Editorial Board: Mr. Tusk‘s job now is to persuade the other 27
members of the union to accept the concessions to Britain; his proposal is being
debated in the European Parliament ahead of the European Summit meeting in
Brussels on Feb. 18 and 19.
Rebuttal: Another Dog & Pony Show. Some will make passionate arguments
condemning Britain's selfish "demands" -- which will all add to the invented
illusion of tough-guy Cameron fighting for Britannia.
*
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It's all so bloody damn disgusting! If only these degenerate criminals would invest
as much time, creativity and effort into figuring out ways to serve the people of
Europe as they do into devising these strategic schemes! But then again, if scum
like Commie Cameron, Horrible Hollande, Rancid Renzi and Manly Merkel did
care about the peoples' interests, their Globalist-Zionist masters would never have
installed them in their positions to begin with.

L-R: Renzi, Merkel, Hollande, Cameron -- The Big Four traitors of the
European people are just highly placed puppets. Pay no mind to their
sudden "attacks" on Brussels.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times that Britain might exit the
European Union.
Boobus Americanus 2: That wouldn't surprise me. It's well known that Britain was
never really enthusiastic about the EU.
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Well known? Perhapss to credulouss cretinss like you two boobss. But not to
thosse of uss who sstudy real hisstory and examine eventss with a critical eye. --You @#%& ($ &^%$!"
(That was such an excellent rebuttal. But you simply couldn't keep your kittylitter mouth in check in the end, could you?)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Emboldened by Protests, Black Lives Matter
Activists Move From Street to Ballot
By JOHN ELIGON

Campaigns around the nation are betting on — and in some ways measuring
— the strength of a young, energized electorate that is active in the movement
for racial justice.

REBUTTAL BY

Contrary to the false reality expressed in the headline to this puff-piece about the
domestic terrorist movement known as 'Black Lives Matter" (BLM) -- it is not the
"protests" that have "emboldened" BLMers into entering politics. No, it is the deep
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pockets of George Soros, the political protection of Homo-Obongo and Loretta
Lynch-Mob, and the artificial media hype afforded to this violent vermin that have
"emboldened" them into running for office. This latest bit of Sulzbergian slime is a
perfect example of what is fueling the "emboldenment."
Let us don our HazMat suits and dive into the Marxist filth of Black radical
reporter, John Eligon, for a closer examination of a few of his most dishonest
excerpts. But before we do, just so you know what type of repugnant reporter we
are dealing with here, a re-run of our August 24, 2014 rebuttal to Mr. E-LIE-gon's
tribute to the felon St. Michael Brown of Ferguson, MO is in order.

**********
FLASHBACK: NY Times (8/24/16): Michael Brown Spent
Last Weeks Grappling With Problems and Promise
By JOHN ELIGON

In the weeks before being fatally shot, Michael Brown, 18, due to be buried on
Monday, showed signs of change and began to speak seriously about religion
and the bible, family members said.

REBUTTAL BY

Your frustrated reporter here at The Anti-New York Times made a commitment
yesterday to no longer rebut the endless flow of St. Michael Brown propaganda
poop-pies emanating from that open sewer pipe on 8th Avenue in Manhattan. But
today's comedy is simply too good to pass up as we now learn that St. Michael
"showed signs of change and began to speak seriously about religion and the
bible".
Thank the good Lord for the "change" in Michael! Were it not for the Holy Spirit
and the Good Book, the 'gentle giant' might have beaten up that poor store clerk
really bad. It was God who spoke to Michael's soul, "Steal the cigars and push him
around, but don't hurt him."
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But then that Devil came back (in the form of a police officer), striking the budding
prophet in the fist with his eye socket, and then tempting poor Michael to doubleback and charge when this 'devil-with-the-blue-uniform-on' drew his weapon on
him. Satan only goes after the good ones!

The article itself offers further evidence that St. Michael the Bible Thumper was
indeed a prophet, for, "according to family members" (cough-cough), the sainted
child foresaw his own death and arrival in heaven, in the form of a dream. Just like
Jesus! Get you boots on. Here it comes:
"It was 1 a.m. and Michael Brown Jr. called his father, his voice trembling. He
had seen something overpowering. In the thick gray clouds that lingered from a
passing storm this past June, he made out an angel. And he saw Satan chasing the
angel and the angel running into the face of God."
Excuse me dear readers ....I'll be right back.....

OK. I'm back.
The tear jerking eulogy goes on to quote other "family members" and "friends"
(accomplices) white-washing Brown's known history of problems in school and
violent behavior. A suspension from school for stealing an I-Pod was explained
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away by his mother's claim to actually "having the receipt" for the item (Sure you
do honey. Sure you do).
Outbursts of anger are explained away by his "friend" as a trick that St. Michael
the Giant used to use in order to avoid confrontation and fights.....Excuse me
again....

Sorry. I'm back again.
And on and on the gushing eulogy for this promising "child" goes. The funniest
part of this comedy is that the guilt-ridden White libtards who kneel in Sulzberger's
slime each day will eat this mushy garbage up like a bowl of Frosted Flakes and
then ask for some more. Thanks for the comic relief Sulzberger!

The Gospel according to Michael Brown: "I'm a kill yo Pakistani ass if you
dont g'out my way Mother F*&%$#"*&%$#"
**********
OK -- that was a fun trip down memory lane! Now that we have established what
Mr. E-LIE-gon is all about, and from where he is coming from, we can better
address today's love-letter for 'Black Lives Matter'.
John Eligon / New York Slimes: Within days of the fatal police shooting of
Michael Brown in Ferguson, Mo., in August 2014, Maria Chappelle-Nadal huffed
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amid a crush of protesters, waving a cardboard cutout of the white governor‘s face
above her head.
―Black community!‖ she shouted. ―This is your governor! This is your governor
that can‘t care less about the black community!‖
Rebuttal: Lie of omission! Yes, the shooting of St. Michael Brown of Ferguson,
MO was "fatal", but Mr. E-LIE-gon conveniently "forgets" to mention that the
marauding 6' 5" 300 lb. beast was only put down after beating up a cop, and during
a subsequent rhino-style charge at the much smaller cop. Oops, John!
E-LIE-gon: In the weeks and months that followed, DeRay Mckesson, a public
school administrator turned activist, frequently provided blunt Twitter critiques of
the police response in Ferguson.
―SWAT vehicle pulls up. Officer emerges. Points gun at us. America,‖ he wrote in
one post.
Rebuttal: More lies of omission! SWAT units were called in due to the presence
of the violent outside communists and other assorted Black agitators who
instigated riots and arson attacks. Oops again, John.
E-LIE-gon: Now Ms. Chappelle-Nadal and Mr. Mckesson are among a number of
activists nationwide attempting to turn their raw activism into political muscle.
Rebuttal: The incendiary operatives of BLM are not "activists" -- they are bloody
terrorists! Scores of White people have been attacked by BLMers or their
controlled loose-nuts; with at least one case resulting in the murder of a White
motorist as his fiancé looked on.

"Yo! We just be activists -- and shit."
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E-LIE-gon: Ms. Chappelle-Nadal, currently a state senator in Missouri, is looking
to unseat Representative William Lacy Clay Jr., an eight-term incumbent whose
father was a founder of the Congressional Black Caucus.
Rebuttal: Evidently, the existing Black communists holding office aren't radical
enough for the likes of Ms. Chappelle-Nada.
E-LIE-gon: Mr. Mckesson has thrown his hat into the crowded Baltimore mayoral
race, his first run for office.
Their campaigns are betting on — and in some ways measuring — the strength of
a young, energized electorate that has grown out of the protest movement over the
past year and a half.
Rebuttal: God help us if these violent communists start getting elected to office.
They'll make the old guard Black Marxists seem moderate by comparison.

DeRay Mckesson -- a professional agitator pumped-up by the Marxist
Media.
E-LIE-gon: It is an evolution that started with outrage over the death of Mr.
Brown, a black, unarmed teenager
Rebuttal: St. Michael Brown was not "unarmed". He was carrying two massive
arms attached to fists the size of cantaloupes -- fists with which he could easily
have beaten Officer Darren Wilson to death.
E-LIE-gon: ...who scuffled with a white police officer
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Rebuttal: The use of the word "scuffled" is intended to obscure the fact that St.
Michael Brown was pounding the officer with his giant fists and reaching for his
gun.
E-LIE-gon: ... who eventually shot him.
Rebuttal: In self-defense as the beast turned back (after the initial "scuffle") and
charged the cop. Omissions, omissions, omissions.
E-LIE-gon: And it grew into a movement for racial justice as similar police
shootings raised ire around the country.
Rebuttal: The "ire" was raised by the Judenpress and Homo-Obongo, not the
shootings.
E-LIE-gon: A Black Lives Matter leader, Rashad Turner of St. Paul, is running for
the Minnesota House on the Green Party ticket and said he would press for
criminal justice and education reforms without kowtowing to any particular party.
In Philadelphia, Movita Johnson-Harrell, a community organizer who lost a son to
gun violence, said being elected to the State House would be an extension of the
work she already does to help marginalized people through things like volunteering
at soup kitchens.
Rebuttal: These people belong in prison, not in State Assemblies.
**********
Even by the low standards of The Slimes, Mr. E-LIE-gon's propaganda is
shocking. Most of Sulzberger's scribblers generally tend to be a bit more subtle in
the way in which they twist reality to conform to the Marxist agenda. Not this
Yellow Journalist! It's very clear to even the most dim-witted worshipper of
Sulzberger's mendacity machine that John E-LIE-gon is in league with the antiWhite radicals of BLM. The dreadlocks say it all!
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The Eligon Family was featured on 'The Family Fued" TV game-show -- hosted by
Steve Harvey, (moustache, brown suit) that grossly over-rated Obongo-lover who
recently botched the announcement of the winner of Ms. Universe.

No wonder Booker T. Washington has been erased from American history
books!
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that some of the
activists from Black Lives Matter are running for office.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's good to know that they are channeling their anger
into more constructive forms of political participation.

***

"Not more CONsstructive, Boobuss -- more DESstructive!"
(You got that right, Sugar. Imagine one one these demons as Mayor of an
American city? I fully expect these terrorists to disrupt the elections if Trump wins
the GOP nomination.)
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NY Times: Gloria Steinem and Madeleine Albright Rebuke
Young Women Backing Bernie Sanders
By ALAN RAPPEPORT

Ms. Steinem and Ms. Albright called on young women who favor Mr. Sanders
over Hillary Clinton to essentially grow up and get with the program.

REBUTTAL BY

Locked in a tight struggle with Bolshevik Bernie Sanders, Killary Clinscum is
enlisting high-powered communist-feminist gal pals to help win back younger
female voters who have been defecting to Sanders. While introducing Killary at a
rally in New Hampshire this weekend past, former Secretary of State Madeline
Half-Bright (cough cough) talked about the importance of electing a woman to the
country‘s highest office. The warmongering old hag said the first female President
would be a true revolution and shamelessly scolded any woman who felt
otherwise.
Half-Bright:
―We can tell our story of how we climbed the ladder, and a lot of you younger
women think it’s done. It’s not done. There’s a special place in hell for women who
don’t help each other!‖
Wrong, Ms. Half-Bright! That spot in hell is reserved for murderous scum such as
yourself for the crime of having advocated tirelessly for the both war on Serbia and
the final War in Iraq -- the latter finally coming about when Bush became
President.
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As Bill Clinton's Secretary-of-State, Madwoman Half-Bright has the blood of
many Serbians on her hands.
Also coming to Killary's defense is the despicable feminist icon of the degenerate
1960's era, Gloria Steinum (cough cough). As a guest on the Bill Maher (cough
cough) show, Steinem insulted the younger sisters "in the movement" by
dismissing their support of Sanders has having to do with meeting boys. Said the
man-hating founder of Ms. Magazine
“When you‟re young, you‟re thinking: „Where are the boys?' The boys are with
Bernie.”
Ironically, Killary's hopes that women would flock to her campaign have been
undermined by the very "woman's movement" that her hippie generation built.
Though many of the "sisters" over 40 remain strong Vagina First voters, the
younger crowd is not so easily moved by this "we must elect a first woman
President nonsense". You see, the whole scam of "feminism" centered around
convincing housewives and mothers that the old social order was "oppressing"
them. Now that most younger women have been "liberated" from their marriage
vows, forced into college, and then thrown into the oh-so-wonderful corporate
world of work-work-work; many of them don't have Steinem's 'chip-on-theshoulder'.
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1- Heavily promoted by the media, the hippie-era Marxist Feminist and her
pals ruined a whole generation of women.
2 & 3- Steinum flashes the Illuminati Pyramid hand sign -- Beyonce too,
more recently
Many young women now make just as much or even more money than their male
counterparts. Furthermore, due to potential lawsuits, it is much harder to fire a
woman. The junior ladies of today are still screwed up in the head in many other
ways, but man-hatred over "patriarchal oppression" is no longer a concern for
them. If Bernie can make these silly females feel good about socialism, then
Killary's common gender won't lure them away. To the contrary, many younger
women are offended at the suggestion that they have to vote for a woman just
because they are women!
Madames Killary, Half-Bright and Gloria -- it looks as though you hideous hags
have been hoisted upon your own petard! (blown up by your own bomb)

Now that the numbers of young women at college or in the work force have
equaled the numbers of young men, the "oppression" argument has lost its
effectiveness.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that many younger
women are supporting Bernie Sanders over Hillary Clinton.
Boobus Americanus 2: That shows a remarkable level of intellectual maturity on
their part.
***

"Oh yeah. These college chickss are ssso sssmart and ssso mature. They reject a
communisst hag in favor of a communisst old man. Such dissernment! ----You
$#@(&% retards!"
(I wish all women were as wise as you, Sugar -- but with a gentler demeanor.)
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: (Op-Ed) America‟s Syrian Shame
By ROGER COHEN

REBUTTAL BY

How do we at The Anti-New York Slimes know that Roger Cohen (cough
cough), the putrid propagandist who penned this Slimes editorial, is a Globalist?
Well, apart from the obvious fact that he works for Sulzberger, he is also member
of the notorious Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) -- that shadowy New York
"think tank" which semi-openly promotes One World Government and chooses
most, if not all, of the Presidential finalists for the QFS (Quadreannial Freak
Show).
Furthermore, Cohen is a periodic guest on PBS's CIArlie Rose Dog & Pony Show
-- an hour of slick sophistry in which only committed one-worlders are allowed on
as guests to chat with the glorified Bildeberger mouthpiece.
And finally, if you still need more convincing of Cohen's commie credentials -Cohen writes a weekly column called 'Globalist', which is published in The
International New York Times. So you see, we know, with absolute certainty,
where this ass-clown is coming from.
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1- Cohen chats with that over-rated greasy ghoul, CIArlie Rose.
2- Cohen speaks before the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations -since renamed to the Chicago Council on Global Affairs.

As a destination for ambitious QFS contestants, the Globalist CFR is
almost as popular as Jerusalem's Wailing Wall (and run by the same crowd
too!) -- Pictured above: Crispy Creme Christie, Kike Bloomberg, Bubbles
Rubio, Killary, Jeb Bush, John Kasich ----- where's Trump???
Now that we know what self-professed 'Globalist' Cohen is all about, let's dive into
this piece about Syria and decipher its true meaning:
******
Cohen: The Putin policy in Syria is clear enough as the encirclement of rebel-held
Aleppo proceeds ...
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Rebuttal: They are not "rebels". They are CIA-backed mercenary terrorists.
Cohen: ... It is to entrench the brutal government of Bashar al-Assad
Rebuttal: If Assad is so "brutal", then why does he retain so much support? What
would you call the "rebels" -- gentle?
Cohen: ... by controlling the useful part of Syrian territory, bomb the moderate
opposition into submission,
Rebuttal: Ah yes, the "moderate" opposition that has torn-up Aleppo -- not to be
confused with the immoderate opposition.
Cohen: ...block any possibility of Western-instigated regime change,
Rebuttal: Thanks for admitting that the West "instigated" this bloody effort at
"regime change", and that Putin ain't havin' it!

Never forget that it was CFR scum like John McCain that instigated the
attempt at "regime change" in Syria.
Cohen: ...and use diplomatic blah-blah in Geneva as cover for changing the facts
on the ground...
Rebuttal: "Diplomatic blah-blah" = Putin trying to avert a wider war and keeping
Syria sovereign.
Cohen: ... The troubling thing is that the Putin policy on Syria has become hard to
distinguish from the Obama policy. Sure, the Obama administration still pays lip
service to the notion that Assad is part of the problem and not the solution, and that
if the Syrian leader survives through some political transition period he cannot
remain beyond that. But these are words. It is President Vladimir Putin and Russia
who are “making the weather” in Syria.
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Rebuttal: Cohen is right. Putin is "making the weather" and there is not a damn
thing Obongo can do to stop him -- short of kicking-off World War III which,
evidently, a clearly exasperated Cohen wants him to do.
Cohen: Aleppo, Syria’s largest city, is now virtually encircled by the Syrian Army.
A war that has already produced a quarter of a million dead, more than 4.5 million
refugees, some 6.5 million internally displaced individuals and the destabilization
of Europe through a massive influx of terrorized people is about to see further
abominations as Aleppo agonizes.
Rebuttal: Cohen accurately describes the depths of the humanitarian disaster, but
fails to mention that it was the Globalists at the CFR who engineered the Arab
Spring "uprisings" in the first place.
Cohen: Aleppo may prove to be the Sarajevo of Syria. It is already the Munich. By
which I mean that the city’s plight today — its exposure to Putin’s whims and a
revived Assad’s pitiless designs — is a result of the fecklessness and
purposelessness over almost five years of the Obama administration.
Rebuttal: In exactly the same way that Cohen's tribal ancestors condemned the
1938 Munich agreement which averted war (the Neville Chamberlain
"appeasement") Cohen is today condemning lame-duck Obongo for blinking at the
prospect of World War III.
Cohen: Obama’s Syrian agonizing, his constant what-ifs and recurrent “what
then?” have also lead to the slaughter in Paris and San Bernardino.
Rebuttal: Cohen's reference to the false-flag hoaxes of Paris and San Bernardino
adds further weight to the opinion that both incidents were engineered for the
purpose of getting Obongo to "do something" in the Middle East. Obongo's
reluctance to confront Russia directly is not the result of his desire for peace, of
course, but simply due to the fact that a slightly less deranged faction of the PRC
(Predatory Ruling Class) is not suicidal.
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The silly stunts in Paris and San Bernardino failed to move Obongo to action.

Cohen: “The Syrian crisis is now a European crisis,” a senior European diplomat
told me. “But the president is not interested in Europe.” That is a fair assessment of
the first postwar American leader for whom the core trans-Atlantic alliance was
something to be dutifully upheld rather than emotionally embraced.
Syria is now the Obama administration’s shame, a debacle of such dimensions that
it may overshadow the president’s domestic achievements.
Rebuttal: The warmongers are really upset with Obongo over this.
Cohen: Obama’s decision in 2013, at a time when ISIS scarcely existed, not to
uphold the American “red line” on Assad’s use of chemical weapons was a pivotal
moment in which he undermined America’s word.
Rebuttal: Cohen is insane! Had Obongo not blinked in 2013, The U.S. would have
been at war with Russia, Syria, Iran and China -- all of whom were war-gaming in
the Persian Gulf at that time.
Cohen: Syria has been the bloody graveyard of American conviction. It is too late,
as well as pure illusion, to expect significant change in Obama’s Syria policy.
Aleppo’s agony will be drawn out.
Rebuttal: As if this lying sack of shit actually gives a damn about "Aleppo's
agony!"
Cohen: But the president should at least do everything in his power, as suggested
in a report prepared by Michael Ignatieff at the Harvard Kennedy School, to
“surge” the number of Syrian refugees taken in this year to 65,000 from his
proposed 10,000.
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Rebuttal: Oh you won't have to worry about that one, Mr. Cohen. When it comes
to flooding America with the indigent riff-raff of the Turd World, Obongo will
always be in full agreement with the likes of you!
Cohen: If we allow fear to dictate policy, terrorists win. Putin already has.
Rebuttal: Yes. Putin has won, in Syria. But do be careful, Mr. Putin. These
Globalists are a patient bunch; and Russia's troubles with them are far from over.
******

Russia and China blocked Obongo in Syria. Unfortunately, no one will stop
the mass migration flowing into the U.S. and Mother Europe.
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times (World Briefing): Putin Opponent Is Attacked
After Veiled Threat
By ANDREW KRAMER

REBUTTAL BY

The human rights situation continues to spiral out-of-control in Putin's Russia. Not
since the assassination of President John F. Kennedy has the world witnessed such
a brazen and brutal "attack" upon a public official. From the 'World Briefing', as
breathlessly penned by full-time Russia-basher Andrew Kramer (cough cough):
"Mikhail M. Kasyanov, a leading figure in the political opposition whose image the
leader of Chechnya, Ramzan A. Kadyrov, menacingly posted online in the cross
hairs of a sniper rifle this month, was attacked late Tuesday in Moscow by a dozen
or so men who placed a cake on his head at a restaurant."

Sulzberger's Slimes has become a satire of itself.
The American agent, a nobody with minimal public support, was brutally caked
while dining in a restaurant -- "on his head", no less! Putin, you animal you! Fess
up Vlad -- we know you ordered this hit!
Fortunately for the peace and freedom-lovers of the world, news of the atrocity
reached the ears of Slimes correspondent Andrew Kramer; who dutifully passed it
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along for publication. Just imagine what Putin would do to his adversaries if the
sanctimonious scribblers of Sulzberger's Slimes were not monitoring him. A
courageous "dissident" like Kasyanov might have gotten hit with an egg were it not
for Kramer's vigilance and whistle-blowing.
Seriously now, just consider the madness of this report -- which has already been
picked up by the rest of the Piranha Press. While the U.S. Government murders
ranchers in Oregon and children in Syria, Sulzberger's Slimes is more concerned
about a caking incident in Moscow. Oh, and by the way, a video of the incident
surfaced after the Kramer piece claimed that "a dozen or so men" carried out the
caking. As it turns out, there was only one terrorist caker -- maybe two -- seen in
the choppy video. Get your facts straight, Kramer!
As for this Kasyanov character, a former Prime Minister who was fired by Putin,
it's a damn shame that the cake wasn't packed with plastic explosives with a
dynamite stick on top, because he is a traitor through and through. When Kasyanov
made a bid for the Presidency in 2008, his doomed campaign was supported by
gangster billionaires Leonid Nevzlin (cough cough) and Boris Berezovsky (cough
cough) -- both in exile after corruption indictments against them in Russia --, and
also by former chess world champion and Rothschild agent Garry Kasparov
(cough cough).

1- Jacob Rothschild handles Kasparov
2- Kasparov handles Kasyanov
The highly placed traitors and Western-Globalist sympathizers in Russian
government, media and central banking will eventually have to be surgically
removed. The projected purge will begin to take on more and more of a sense of
urgency as the Turkey-NATO-Baltic squeeze against Russia intensifies. The
cancer of treason is no joke! Let's hope this caking attack upon Kasynov will mark
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the start of a much more aggressive cancer treatment. Tip of the hat to the cakeactivists in Moscow.

1- A screen-shot taken from Chechen leader, and Putin ally, Ramzan Kadyrov's
Instagram video of traitor Kasyanov in the cross-hairs of a sniper's rifle.
2- Ramzan with his buddy Putin.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that a Russian
opposition leader was attacked with a cake in a Moscow restaurant.
Boobus Americanus 2: Probably one of Putin's thugs. At least the poor man wasn't
killed.
***
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"What'ss cake gonna do? They sshould have basshed his %$#@*% sskull in with a
%$#@*% tire-iron!"
(Be patient, Sugar. Their time will come.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times (Page 18): 1-Year-Old Girl Fatally Shot in Her
Crib in Compton
By DANIEL VICTOR

REBUTTAL BY

This story, tucked away on page 18, tells of a Black baby being killed by a stray
bullet in Los Angeles. It is newsworthy for us not so much for what happened, but
rather for the national silent treatment that it has been given. You see, only page 1
stories from Sulzberger's Slimes get picked up on by the rest of the Piranha Press.
From the article:
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"A 1-year-old girl was resting in her crib, surrounded by family members inside a
converted garage in Compton, Calif., when a bullet came through the garage door
and struck her in the head, leaving her mortally wounded.
The authorities said they were investigating the shooting on Tuesday night as
possibly gang-related, and the police were hunting Wednesday for two men who
witnesses said had sped off in a dark-colored four-door sedan after the shooting."
Paging Mr. & Mr. Obongo. Hello? Can we get some crocodile tears for baby girl
out of Compton? (sound of crickets).

The bad actor who shed imaginary tears for the imaginary White kids of the
imaginary Sandy Hook "massacre" is silent and dry over the REAL deaths
of many Black kids killed by stray bullets fired by inner city thugs.
*

Likewise, the First Tranny - who made such a public pet-cause over
Nigerian girls said to have been kidnapped in 2014 - remains deaf, dumb
and blind to the young Blacks boys and girls killed in cross-fire incidents.
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Hello? Jesse JackAss? Louis Farakhan? Al Charlatan? Loretta Lynch Mob? SkankDegenerate Beyonce? Fat Oprah? Steve Harvey? Stevie Wonder? Will Smith?
Harry Belafonte? Jaded Pinko Smith? Chris Rock-Head? Spike Lee? Lebron
James? Kobe Bryant? Gwen Ifill? Tavis Smiley? Cornell West? Congressional
Black Caucus? BET Channel? Ebony Magazine? Thugs of Black Lives Matter?
NAACP? Black Panthers? Sugar Daddy George Soros? Governor Jerry Brown?
Bernie Sanders? Mike Bloomberg? Diane Feinstein? --- Hello? --- Any of you antiWhite cop-hating communists care to eulogize Baby X? --- (sound of crickets).

Black Pantherette Beyonce, who is married to a gun-toting ex-drug dealer,
wears a jacket decorated with "bullets" as she performs her disgusting antiWhite racist act during the half-time show of the Stupor Bowl.
By now, only the most thick-headed suburban libtard and simple-minded urban
negro still believe that the Left actually gives a rat's rear-end about murder victims,
of any race. This bull-shine they refer to as "gun control" ain't about saving lives,
folks. No sir! To the Left, Black lives do not matter, at all!
You see, inner-city gun violence poses no threat whatsoever to the totalitarian
agenda. The real objectives of the inter-related "gun control" and "police brutality"
movements are to strip White Middle America of its self-defense arsenal while
bringing local police departments under the Federal boot. All power to the Soviets!
Get it?
The usual suspects dream of the day when they can do whatever the hell they
bloody want without having to worry about millions of rifle-toting 'good ole boys'
and sympathetic local Sheriffs pushing back. America is to be de-armed and deballed a la Europa as Turd World hordes and the ghetto crowd have their way with
'dem White bitches.' That's the truth, and that's why stories of Black babies and
toddlers catching stray bullets to the head always get back-paged, if even published
at all, by the seditious scum that scribble for Sulzberger's Slimes.
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1- The well-armed baby-killing "gentlemen" of the urban gangs have
nothing to worry about.
2- The law-abiding, and aging, White gun owners of America are the
ultimate target.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today about a 1-year old
girl that was killed in her crib by a stray bullet.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's weird. I read The Times this morning and I didn't
see that story.
Boobus Americanus 1: It was on page 18.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh. That explains it. I just read the front page headlines
and the sports.
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"White power!"
(deep sigh --- palm to face)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Antonin Scalia, Justice on the Supreme Court,
Dies at 79
By ADAM LIPTAK

Justice Antonin Scalia, a champion of interpreting the Constitution as it was
understood at the time of its adoption, was found dead on Saturday.

REBUTTAL BY

With the conveeenient passing of strict constitutionalist conservative Supreme
Court Justice Antonin Scalia, one of the last remaining threads holding together
the remnants of true America has been severed. A closely contested court that had
been ruling 5-4 or 4-5 on very important matters will most certainly shift to 4-5
and 3-6 with the Marxist usurpers winning every single time. Unless, of course, we
are to believe that the Republican't Senate will suddenly 'grow a pair' and block
the path of the inevitable ultra-libtard replacement nominee -- sure to be another
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"minority" and sure to be sold to us by the Slimes as a "moderate" -- until the new
President is sworn in next January.

Devout Catholic Scalia received his ashes just three days before his death. Looks
'OK' to us.
Away on a quail-hunting trip in Texas, Scalia had left a private party of 40 people
at a secluded ranch and retired to his cabin. When he failed to show up for
breakfast, a person involved with the ranch went to his room and discovered his
body. A federal official, who asked not to be named (hmmmm), said there was no
evidence of foul play (how would he know that without an autopsy?) and that
Scalia died of "natural causes".
Is it possible that a 79 year old man, even one who was seemingly healthy and
remained active, simply died in his sleep of "natural causes?" Of course it is.
Is it also possible that an evil murdering homosexual communist President with
only 10 months left in office could have ordered a hit so that he could drive that
final nail into America's coffin? Why not?
Scalia's disdain for liberalism and politicians in general was evident in his acerbic
written and spoken opinions as well as his decision to not show-up to the annual
State of Union Address on 12 different occasions. Said Scalia of the annual Freak
Show:
"The State of the Union is a childish spectacle. And we [the justices] are trucked in
just to give some dignity to the occasion. I mean, there are all these punch lines,
and one side jumps up—Hooray! And they all cheer, and then another punch line,
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and the others stand up, Hooray! It is juvenile! And we have to sit there like bumps
on a log. We can clap if somebody says, 'The United States is the greatest country
in the world.' Yay! But anything else, we have to look to the chief justice. Gee, is
the chief gonna clap?"

1- The Marxist Jews and mushy moderates of the Supreme Court are always
present at the State of the Union Freak Show. Justices Scalia and Thomas often
boycott the stupid event --- while Marxist Injustice Ruth Bader Ginsburg (cough
cough) sleeps through the affair.
2- Vile liberals like activist, author, commentator Julianne Malveaux have been
openly wishing early death on conservative Supreme Court Justices such as
Clarence Thomas.
The window of opportunity for Obongo to name a new Supreme Court justice was
actually smaller than the 11 months he has remaining in office. With a new
President to be elected this coming November, there is no way that a Republican
Senate, even a weak one, would have allowed Obongo to appoint a replacement for
Scalia anytime after April. This left the deadline (no pun intended) for Scalia's
death to be no later May 1st-ish. A conveeenient death indeed!
An autopsy would settle this mystery -- maybe. But that will not happen, so all we
can do is speculate. It is very interesting to note how quickly the Piranha Press is to
blame Vladimir Putin for any sudden death of a journalistic or political opponent.
But when we raise the possibility of an American President killing his hated
adversaries, charges of "conspiracy theory" are leveled at suspicious minds.
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From one traditionalist Jersey Boy to another -- rest-in-peace, Justice Scalia -- and
give my mom a hug from me. She was also murdered by Obongo, whose "heath
care" system, as of 2015, literally rewards hospitals for pushing patients into "end
of life" palliative care via the morphine needle. But I digress.

1- Not long after publicly boasting about having come into possession of
damaging videos of a young Obongo, Journalist Andrew Breitbart dropped dead at
age 43 of a sudden heart attack.
2- The demon Obongo is 100% pure evil. Did he (or handlers above him)
murder Justice Scalia?

Three Chicago sodomites linked to Homo-Obongo's communist "church" all died
during a 6-week period in late 2007. They were Nate Spencer ("natural causes"),
Larry Bland (shot execution-style) and Donald Young (shot execution-style).
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Boobus Americanus 1: How about Justice Scalia dying all of a sudden? This will
give Obama a chance to really put his stamp on the Supreme Court.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. Had it happened a few months later, Obama would
not have been able to pick a replacement just months before an election.
Politically speaking, the timing of Justice Scalia's death is 'lucky' for Obama.

***

"Luck my asss! Sscalia wass frickin' murdered!!!"
(Slow down there Conspiracy Cat! I was only theorizing. --- though your animal
instincts do tend to be spooky accurate.)
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: After Antonin Scalia‟s Death, Fierce Battle Lines
Emerge
By CARL HULSE and MARK LANDLER

REBUTTAL BY

In examining the post-Scalia-death mania which continues to dominate the front
pages of Sulzberger's Slimes, we can't help but notice the conspicuous absence of
two elements that should be part of this wall-to-wall coverage:
1- There is not a trace, neither in the featured stories nor in the Editorial pages, of
the sympathetic coverage that the Slimes always affords to the memory of
recently-deceased libtards, Marxists and other assorted degenerates of every stripe.
The entire tone of the superficial stories these past two days has been like: "Hey!
Scalia died. Who is gonna replace him? What does this mean for liberals? For
conservatives? Will the Republicans block the new nominee? How will this impact
the election? Blah blah blah."
Cold-hearted bastards! Couldn't they at least fake a few moderately respectful
words about Scalia the man, the father of nine and grandfather of twenty-eight?
2- More importantly, there has not appeared a single sentence in the Slimes about
neither the strange circumstances and inconsistencies regarding the official story,
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nor the explosive comments made by William O. Ritchie, a former head of
criminal investigations in Washington DC.
Ritchie wrote on his Facebook page:
"My gut tells me there is something fishy going on in Texas. As a former homicide
commander, I am stunned that no autopsy was ordered for Justice Scalia. You have
a Supreme Court Justice who died, not in attendance of a physician. You have a
non-homicide trained US Marshal tell the justice of peace that no foul play was
observed. You have a justice of the peace pronounce death while not being on the
scene and without any medical training opining that the justice died of a heart
attack. What medical proof exists of a myocardial Infarction? Why not a cerebral
hemorrhage?”
Ritchie also questioned the marshals’ actions:
“How can the Marshal say, without a thorough post mortem, that he was not
injected with an illegal substance that would simulate a heart attack… Did the US
Marshal check for petechial hemorrhage in his eyes or under his lips that would
have suggested suffocation? Did the US Marshal smell his breath for any unusual
odor that might suggest poisoning?”

1- The isolated Texas resort spans 30,000 acres. Scalia was alone without
protection.
2- Scalia was killed in the appropriately-named "El Presidente" Suite.
Obongo's -- or his handler's -- idea of a sick joke, perhaps?
We at The Anti-New York Times share Mr. Ritchie's suspicions and frustrations.
Let us review some damning data surrounding a few of the shady characters
involved in this fishy drama -- characters that the Slimes, the "conservative" media,
and the gutless Republican'ts will not question.
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1- John Poindexter, a multi-millionaire Obongo-supporter with past high level
Wall Street ties, owns the secluded West Texas resort where Scalia died. In 2009,
Poindexter actually received a Vietnam War medal from Obongo -- 40 years after
the fact. It was Poindexter who invited Scalia to his ranch for a private party,
and who later "discovered" the body.
2- Cinderella Guevara is the Justice of the Peace who refused to order an autopsy
and pronounced Scalia's cause of death as a "heart attack" (since changed to
"natural causes") -- over the phone. Guevara is a liberal Mexican-American
Democrat with a chip-on-her-shoulders against what she refers to as "Anglos".
Like Obongo in 2008, Guevara's 2014 campaign slogan was "Si, se puede" -Spanish for "Yes We Can! Like Poindexter, she is also also an Army veteran.
3- Danny Dominguez is the Sherriff of Presidio County who, along with Obama's
U.S. Marshals, initiated the official inquest by calling Judge Guevara and telling
her that there "were no signs of foul play". He is also a liberal Mexican-American
Democrat whose virtually crime-free county has been receiving big bucks from
Obongo in recent years.


From the Lubbock-Avalanche Journal, January 24, 2009

EL PASO - Presidio County has never seen the kind of fictional carnage that was
filmed there for the movie, "No Country for Old Men." But if it ever does, Sheriff
Danny Dominguez now has the gear to fight it, thanks to millions of dollars in
state and federal grants for his virtually crime-free turf and that of other sleepy
Texas border counties.
The first batch of the $16.2 million awarded, more than $5 million, was given in
2005 to a loose coalition of sheriffs who split the take evenly, regardless of crime
rates. The rest was given out in grants to several counties. And several million
dollars more are in the pipeline.
Presidio County, whose sheriff and four deputies cover 3,856 square miles of West
Texas and protect about 1,000 people, received $336,875 to fight the one crime, an
aggravated assault, that occurred in the county in 2006.
But in the Rio Grande Valley's urban Hidalgo County, across the river from the
sites of several deadly Mexican shootouts, got about the same amount, spread over
three years, for its more than 250 deputies to fight 7,160 violent crimes.
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"I expressed my displeasure at the time," Sheriff Lupe Trevino said. "But that's the
way it goes. We used the money the best way we could and you do what you have
to."

1- Big Shot Poindexter, a big money Democrat decorated by Obongo, lured
Scalia to his secluded ranch.
2- Sheriff Dominguez -- his crime-free jurisdiction was strangely showered
with crime-fighting cash by the Obongo Administration.
3- Democrat Judge Guevara slogan: "Si se puede!" ---We don't need no
stinkin' autopsy!
Now that we have sniffed them out, these fishy morsel pieces are too easy to put
together. Let my own previous caution be damned -- Sugar the Cat was right again!
Antonin Scalia, the man so hated by the open-borders crowd and other assorted
Marxists, was (in our opinion) deliberately lured to, murdered on, and oh-soquickly embalmed in a funeral home on enemy political turf -- located just miles
from the Mexican border.
This is bad, really bad. America -- we've got problems!

Step into my parlor said Spider Poindexter to the fly. --- Dear Justice
Scalia! What were you thinking man? You may just as well have driven
down to Mexico City all by yourself.
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"Daddy. I frickin' told you Sscalia was murdered the moment I heard about
it! Don't ever hessitate to believe me again!"
(Sorry Sugar. Human reason works a little slower than animal instincts.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times (Op-ED): The Roosevelt Approach
By DAVID BROOKS

REBUTTAL BY

Concerned over the rising popularity of both the "outrageous" Bernie Sanders
(because he is unelectable in a general election), and especially concerned about
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the "outrageous" Donald Trump (because he actually is electable), the Slimes and
PBS resident "conservative" (lol!) David Brooks (cough cough) offers advice for
his beloved Killary and the Republicans running against Trump. His
recommendation? "Be like Roosevelt!" (he also mentions Eisenhower).
What exactly does Brooks means by that? In other words, instead of getting down
and dirty with the "angry" Trump, Brooks suggests that the Establishment puppets
be "warm" and "neighborly" -- like FDR was!

FDR's golden-voiced "warmth" was all an act. In reality, he was perhaps
the most vicious, cruel, petty, amoral, blood-thirsty, vindictive, demagogic,
conspiratorial and evil son-of-a-bitch to ever occupy the White House.
A few excerpts from Brooks' putrid propaganda piece:
*
"Dear Hillary, Jeb, Marco and John,"
"A great nation doesn‟t divide in times of natural disaster. It doesn‟t choose
leaders who angrily tear it apart. Instead, it chooses leaders like Franklin
Roosevelt and Dwight Eisenhower, leaders who radiate sunny confidence, joy and
neighborliness.
"You may think of neighborliness as a sentimental, soft virtue. And I suppose in
times of peace, prosperity and ease it is a sweet and tender thing."
"Let Trump and Sanders shout, harangue and lecture. You respond to difficulty
with warmth, confidence and optimism. Let them deliver long, repetitive and
uninterrupted lectures. You converse, interact, chat and listen."
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"That is what F.D.R. and Ike were able to do with their leadership styles. With
fireside chats and golf jokes, they were neighborly even in times of great difficulty
and stress. But they were also able to set an emotional tone that brought people
together and changed the nature of Americans’ relationships with one another."
*
Contrary to Brook's pseudo-historic tommy-rot, it was not the "Roosevelt
Approach" that "brought people together" during "a time of disaster". It was World
War II (engineered by Roosevelt and his handlers) that did that. Prior to the
justifiable attack on Pearl Harbor (hate to say such a thing but it's true!),
Americans were deeply divided over the grinning con man -- with about 1/3 of the
country loving him, 1/3 despising him, and the mushy middle 1/3 blowing with the
wind.

FDR's secret for "uniting Americans" lie in his deliberate and relentless
provocation of Japan, his equally deliberate set-up of Pearl Harbor, and his
deceitful post-attack "infamy" speech.
Far from "conversing, interacting, chatting and listening" to his political
opposition, FDR attacked them, ridiculed them, jailed them and, in the case of
Huey Long, murdered them. Let's review the "warmth" and "neighborliness" of the
great "uniter", Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Even the liberal-Communist propagandists who write our history books will, if
asked, openly concede the fact that their beloved hero, Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, misused the I.R.S. to harass and intimidate his political opponents.
Heck, even FDR's son Elliot admitted it:

“My father may have been the originator of the concept of employing
the I.R.S. as a weapon of political retribution.”
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Victims of such abuse included Sen. Huey Long (D) of Louisiana, United Mine
Workers leader John Lewis, Rep. Hamilton Fish (R) of New York, Chicago
Tribune publisher Robert "Colonel" McCormick, Olympic Gold Medalist Jesse
Owens (probable), Philadelphia Inquirer publisher Moses Annenberg , and, most
notably, former Republican Treasury Secretary Andrew Mellon.
At the urging of his donkey-faced lesbian Communist wife, Eleanor, FDR also,
ordered the FBI to ―investigate‖ the widely read journalist Westbrook Pegler for
―sedition‖ – after a series of scathing articles in which Pegler had ridiculed Eleanor
as ―La Boca Grande‖ (The Big Mouth).

Ask these men about "The Roosevelt Approach"

Huey Long, Andrew Mellon, Robert McCormick -- just a few of the men that
FDR punished by siccing the I.R.S. on them.
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1- Alf Landon ran against FDR
2- 1936: Republican Jesse Owens with Landon
3- Owens delivering paid pitches for the Alf Landon Presidential campaign.
This led to him being audited by the I.R.S.

Eleanor Roosevelt (the one on the left in the first image) used the FBI to
harass Pegler -- who was clean.
Roosevelt's "neighborliness" extended to the helpless civilians of Germany and
Japan as well -- as evidenced by his and Churchill's genocidal firebombing of the
crowded cities of Hamburg, Dresden, and Tokyo to name just a few.
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The "angry" Trump wants to get along with Russia and China. But Brooks,
whose son serves in the Israeli Defense Forces, prefers "The Roosevelt
Approach" to foreign policy (above: Dresden & Tokyo).
Whatever Donald Trump's flaws and shortcomings may be, the fact that he has got
so many chosenites from both the Marxist "Left" and the Neo-Con "Right"
foaming at the mouth like rabid and retarded pit-bulls is a welcome and rare thing
to behold. For that reason alone, we here at The Anti-New York Times, though
still holding our noses and remaining cautious, strongly support Trump 2016.

THEY ARE COMING UNHINGED!
1- National Review = J J Goldberg (cough cough)
2- The Weekly Standard = Bill Kristol (cough cough)
3- The New York Daily News = Mort Zuckerman (cough cough)
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in the New York Times today in which
David Brooks advises the Presidential candidates to be nice and cordial like FDR
was.
Boobus Americanus 2: Brooks' columns are always insightful. FDR was like a
gentle grandfatherly figure who united the country.

"How do you frickin' know that? You weren't even born yet, you %$#@^!"
(He saw it on the History Channel.)
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: President Obama Criticizes G.O.P. Field,
Particularly Donald Trump
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR

REBUTTAL BY

Feeling his oats after getting away with the poisoning of Supreme Court Justice
Scalia, the Murderer-in-Chief took the unprecedented step of interjecting himself
into the State Primary race of the opposing political party -- for a November
General Election that he won't even be part of. Though Homo-Obongo critiqued all
of the Republicans running to replace him, he only singled out front-runner Donald
Trump as someone who would not be a "serious" president.
Let's listen to and rebut some of what this Marxist monster had to say:
*
The Murderer-in-Chief: ―There is not a single candidate in the Republican
primary that thinks we should do anything about climate change that thinks it‘s
serious.‖
Rebuttal: Not only is "Climate Change" (formerly known as "Global Warming")
not serious, it is non-existent at this time -- as evidenced by the past 20 years of
satellite temperature-measuring data. When the next warming period or ice-age
does inevitably arrive, it will be due to solar cycles beyond man's control.
The Sodomite-in-Chief: ―Well that‘s a problem. The rest of the world looks at
that and says, ‗Well, how can that be?‘‖
Rebuttal: When Obongo speaks of "rest of the world", he means America's
Western European puppet leaders and libtarded pseudo-intellectuals. In Obongo's
insular worldview, Russia, China, India, Brazil and many other African, Latin
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American and Central Asian states which do not take "climate change" seriously
are not part of the "world."







Brazil Puts Denier in Charge of Climate Change
Putin Believes Climate Change is a Fraud
China's CO2 charade
India Arrogant to Deny Global Warming Melting Glaciers
South Africa Compares World Climate Plan to Apartheid
Argentina still has no strategy for climate change summit

1- Obongo would have us believe that the Globalist dwarfs of the G-7
constitute "the world".
2- Russia 2015: A joint conference of the "climate denying" BRICS & SCO
actually represented the majority of the world's population! -- Gee, I thought
Putin had been "isolated".
Obongo said that Trump was unprepared for the "serious" responsibilities of the
Presidency.
The Communist-in-Chief: “Being president is a serious job.”
Rebuttal: And you are sooo serious and dignified in going about your "job", eh
little Barry?
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Obongo the Serious putting his feet up on the White House's historic
'Resolute Desk' --- dancing with goof-ball lesbian TV Show Host Ellen
Degeneres --- sitting like a sissy-boy while doing late night comedy with
ass-clown Jimmy Fallon.
The Race Agitator-in-Chief: “It’s not hosting a talk show or a reality show. It’s
not promotion. It’s not marketing."
Rebuttal: This is an obvious dig at Trump. Obongo the Serious fails to mention
that, in addition to doing "TV Shows, promotion and marketing", Trump has a few
other accomplishments to his credit -- you know, minor stuff -- such as building a
multi-billion dollar business, employing 22,000 people while creating secondary
"multiplier-effect jobs" for 10,000 more, and bringing truly talented people
together to get vast complex projects done on all continents.
Like him or not, Trump's resume is a tad bit more impressive than that of the
useless "community organizer" turned teleprompter reader who never held a real
job in his life.
The Liar-in-Chief: "It’s hard. And a lot of people count on us getting it right. And
it’s not a matter of pandering and doing whatever will get you in the news on a
given day.”
Rebuttal: Barry's life is anything but "hard." His handlers craft the destructive
policies while he just reads the teleprompter before heading out for his next round
of golf or vacation.
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You're such a P-word.
The Scumbag-in-Chief: "A President must work with leaders around the world in
a way that reflects the importance of the office, and gives people confidence that
you know the facts and you know their names, and you know where they are on a
map and you know something about their history.”
Rebuttal: Is Obongo actually suggesting that Trump, who has been negotiating
and executing complex business deals all over the world for almost 40 years now,
cannot find countries on a map? With investments all over the world, The Trump
Organization spans a variety of industries including real estate, construction,
hospitality, entertainment, publishing, media, retail, financial services, business
education, airlines, helicopter services and beauty pageants. How's that for
"seriousness" and "hard work", eh Barry?
As for Obongo's extensive knowledge of "history", this is the same man boy: that
referred to the language of German-speaking Austria as "Austrian"; that stated that
Auschwitz was liberated by the Americans, instead of the Soviets; whose wife
husband ignorantly violated protocol by patting the Queen of England on the back
-- and many other embarrassing bloopers and blunders which clearly contradict his
undeserved reputation as an "intellectual."
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While Obongo the Useless was dropping out of community college, smoking crack
and playing around in the anal cavities of other males, the "not serious" Trump
built-up a worldwide empire. Above: Indonesia, Dubai, Panama.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that Obama dismissed
Trump as not being a serious candidate.
Boobus Americanus 2: He's right. The Presidency is a very hard job -- not a TV
Show.
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"You frickin' imbeciles! That drugged-up ssisssy-boy couldn't run a flea-infessted
8-room motel."
(Yet he thinks he is more accomplished than Trump.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Pope Francis Suggests Donald Trump Is „Not
Christian‟
By JIM YARDLEY

REBUTTAL BY

Just one day after Satan's President took a calculated cheap shot at Donald Trump,
Satan's Pope stuck his nose into America's QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show) by
declaring that Donald Trump was "not Christian". Wow!
During an airplane news conference - in answer to a question about Trump's
allegation that the Pope is being used as a "political pawn"- here is what the
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attention-whoring Pinko Pope had to say about the man who has clearly joined
Putin and Assad on the Globalists' Most Hated List:
“Thank God that he (Trump) said that I am a political man because Aristotle
defines a human being as a political animal; at least I am a human being. And am
I a pawn? Well maybe, I don't know. I'll leave that to your judgment. And a person
who thinks only about building walls, wherever they may be, and not building
bridges, is not Christian.”
*Hat tip to Aunt Maria for confirming that the Italian translation from the
video is indeed accurate.

The Angry Pope
1- Frankie the Fake caught on video gesturing and shouting at an overexuberant Mexican fan for almost making him fall. How un-Christian!
2- More passive-aggressive behavior -- Poofter Pope uses sarcasm and
condemnation to pass judgment on Trump. How un-Christian!
What a fraud! This Communist Cardinal will not label activists for the unGodly
abomination of same-sex marriage as "not Christian." This Viper of the Vatican
will not label the surgical mutilation of boys wishing to become girls as "not
Christian." This Pontiff of Poofterism will not label the practitioners of nine month
abortions as "not Christian."
But dare to oppose the New World Order Mafia's pet objectives of raising taxes to
fight non-existent "Global Warming" TM - or dare to protect your borders from
the raping and robbing migrant hordes of the Turd World, and see how pissed-off,
judgemental and sarcastic Felonious Frankie gets!
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Dear Lord ---- please strike this piece of Satanic filth down with a lightning bolt!
Hours after Benedict, Frankie's Papal predecessor unexpectedly "resigned", your
first two rods of righteous wrath sent a 'Sicilian Message', but it appears that only a
direct hit on this insidious impostor will shut his big Marxist mouth once and for
all.
Check this out! --The Daily Mirror: Lightning Bolt Hit Vatican Not Once But TWICE Hours
After Pope's Shock Resignation
"The spooky moment, believed by some, to be a sign from God, was caught on
camera by AFP photographer Filippo Monteforte.
Today he described how he took the incredible image which has been beamed all
over the world.
He said: "I took the picture from St. Peter’s Square while sheltered by the columns.
It was icy cold and raining sheets. When the storm started, I thought that lightning
might strike the rod, so I decided it was worth seeing whether – if it DID strike – I
could get the shot at exactly the right moment.‖
Filippo, armed with a 50mm lens, waited for more than two hours and was
rewarded for his patience with not one but two bolts.
He added: ―The first bolt was huge and lit up the sky, but unfortunately I missed it.
I had better luck the second time, and was able to snap a couple of images of the
dome illuminated by the bolt.‖
The lightning touched the dome of St. Peter's Basilica, one of the holiest Catholic
churches, after the Pope's shock admission he lacks strength to do the job."
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Come on God -- one more bolt for Bolshevik Bergoglio, right up his bustedout keester!
We have said it before and we shall say it again and again and again -- Donald
Trump is far from perfect. But the undeniable reality is that Trump has got both the
Zionist and Globalist overlapping wings of the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class)
worried -- and for good reasons. Consider some of the very "politically incorrect"
things that Trump has said. He has:












Hinted at a deeper investigation of 9/11
Responded respectfully to Architects & Engineers for 911 Truth
Told a Jewish gathering that they can't buy him.
Stated that he would be neutral on Israelis and Palestinians
Ridiculed Global Warming TM
Promised to build a border wall and make Mexico pay for it
Accused unnamed "allies", even hinting at Israel, of funding ISIS
Praised Vladimir Putin
Appeared on the radio show of "conspiracy theorist" Alex Jones
Defended Assad of Syria
Ridiculed the untouchable Angela Merkel

For better or for worse, Trump is his own man, with his own money, and with his
own HUGE base of support across the American political spectrum. If... repeat... if
Trump is indeed for real (and its looking better every day), then a President Trump
making common cause with Presidents Putin and Jinping (China), would present
the Globalists with their biggest challenge since The Great One put the fear of God
in them back in the 1930's & 40's. And that is why that putrid rodent in the Vatican
has been tapped to join the international anti-Trump lynch mob.
Godspeed Mr. Trump! And pleeeease, no quail-hunting trips at isolated Democratowned resorts, in Mexican Democrat-run counties, in the middle of a dessert, just
15 miles from the Mexican border!
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Trump is being mocked for his coziness with "911 conspiracy theorist" and
rabid anti-Globalist Alex Jones; and also for his open admiration for
Vladimir Putin. With allies like those and stated enemies like Sulzberger,
Soros, Kristol, Obongo and the Pinko Pope, Trump is looking better and
better.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in the New York Times today that the Pope
denounced Trump's border wall as unChristian.
Boobus Americanus 2: Trump is extremely unChristian. Jesus, Joesph and Mary
were immigrants.
***
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"Hey Boobuss! Why don't you adopt a handful of these invaderss and put them up
in your frickin' home. Your unssatissfied wife might like the action."
(Sugar! Rape jokes will not be tolerated here!)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Harper Lee Is Memorialized as She Lived:
Quietly and Privately
By JENNIFER CROSSLEY HOWARD, KATHERINE WEBB and SERGE F.
KOVALESKI

REBUTTAL BY

In February 2015, The Anti-New York Times, in rebutting a puff-piece about
Harper Lee, the undeservedly immortalized author of To Kill a Mockingbird,
wrote:
"Harper Lee is still alive? That's too damn bad. Hopefully not for much longer.
Though it may sound harsh to wish a death-of-old-age on an 88 year old woman,
Lee's 1960 "classic" novel, To Kill A Mockingbird, has, in the sincerely-held
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opinion of The Anti-New York Times, helped to incite the murder of many
innocent White people."
Now that she has actually descended down Satan's hot water slide, speaking ill of
the dead may seem to be a bit in bad taste. But for the self-hating White libtard
Harper Lee, we here at The Anti-New York Times, in keeping with our policy of
zero tolerance for race-baiters, would now like to add: "Good riddance!"
Scores of millions of impressionable Middle School and High School students
have been forced, and continue to be forced, to read Lee's anti-southerner garbage.
Compounding the tragedy, scores of millions more have been "moved" by the
Hollywood rendition of her book, starring the notorious commie-pinko subversive,
Gregory Peck.

Summary: "Once upon a time, in the backwards, Christian, racist, evil,
redneck southern state of Alabama, there lived an innocent AfricanAmerican man who was wrongly accused..."
How many of Harper Lee's captive White readers or viewers then grew up with a
pathetic and suicidal guilt complex? How many of those Black readers or viewers
then grew up with a reinforced hatred of "the White Man"? To the extent that
books and films such as To Kill a Mockingbird contributed toward a climate of
general hatred against Whites, particularly Southerners, can it not be said that
Harper Lee, much like Al Charlatan; much like Jesse JackAss; much like Beyonce,
much like Mr. & Mr. Obongo et al, was actually responsible for the injury or death
of many innocent White people?
Incitement, no matter how subtle, equals death; and To Kill A Mockingbird always
was, and still is, an incendiary piece of literature and cinema -- as well as a piece of
something else we will not mention. And speaking of that pair of putrid poofters in
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the White House, it is interesting to note the difference between their shocking
public indifference towards the death murder of Supreme Court Justice Scalia as
compared to the love letter they issued to honor Harper Lee.
An excerpt:
―When Harper Lee sat down to write To Kill a Mockingbird, she wasn’t seeking
awards or fame. She was a country girl who just wanted to tell an honest story
about life as she saw it. But what that one story did, more powerfully than 100
speeches possibly could, was change the way we saw each other, and then the way
we saw ourselves. Through the uncorrupted eyes of a child, she showed us the
beautiful complexity of our common humanity, and the importance of striving for
justice in our own lives, our communities, and our country.‖
"There is no higher tribute we can offer her than to keep telling this timeless
American story — to our students, to our neighbors, and to our children — and to
constantly try, in our own lives, to finally see each other.”

Thanks Ms. Lee, and thank you Jewish Supremacists who control book
publishing, Hollywood, and the New York Slimes.
The propaganda plot of To Kill a Mockingbird centers around Tom Robinson, a
falsely-accused and wrongly-prosecuted southern Black man; and Atticus Finch, a
noble crusading White lawyer who oh-so-valiantly defends Robinson's
innocence in an environment steeped in "racism" TM. Break out the violins and
pass the tissues! You know the procedure. Variations of this goof-ball scenario
have been run and re-run a million times -- so that's really all you need to know.
The most troubling element of the To Kill A Mockingbird phenomenon is how the
book became required reading in almost every school district; and the Hollywood
film adaptation is still being re-run on cable TV. With the propping up and full
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blessing of 'The Tribe', this nasty amateurish hag accumulated a massive fortune
peddling her stereotypical, anti-White, anti-southerner commie crap. In many
respects, Libtard Lee, though probably just a stupid tool, can truly be regarded as
one of the founding mothers of the terrorist movement known as 'Black Lives
Matter'.
And that is why we are proud to say, "Good Riddance!" --- with no apologies.

Evidently, the previously-unknown liberal wench never fully understood
what dark and mighty forces were truly behind the immense and
unexpected success of her book.

Boobus Americanus 1: Harper Lee's courageous work was a searing social
commentary on race that will be remembered and talked about long after her
passing.
Boobus Americanus 2: Indeed. We were all deeply moved and enlightened by
reading To Kill a Mockingbird in High School.
***
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"You deluded doltss do undersstand that the sstory was fictional -- right?"
(The sub-conscious mind does not distinguish between emotions stimulated by
reality versus emotions induced by illusion. That's why people experience joy,
sorrow or anger while watching movie scenes.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: U.S. Scrambles to Contain Growing ISIS Threat
in Libya
By ERIC SCHMITT

REBUTTAL BY

Without intending to do so, this article explains why the name, ISIS (Islamic State
in Iraq & Syria), is interchangeably used with the name ISIL (Islamic State in the
Levant -- which refers to all of Middle East and sometimes to Northeast Africa).
You see, the scam worked so well in Iraq and Syria that the planners then decided
to roll out the mercenary armies across other areas of the "Levant", which includes
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Lebanon, Turkey, Egypt and, in modern usage, Libya. How is it that the credulous
sheeple who kneel in Sulzberger's Slimes or worship at the altar of the EIB
(Electronic Idiot Box) never stop to ask why an Arabic terror group that despises
all things western would use English acronyms such as ISIS and ISIL, or words of
French origin such as "Levant?"

The ISIS - ISIL - IS - Daesh scam is still going strong -- and "spreading" to
Africa.
From the article:
"The Islamic State’s branch in Libya is deepening its reach across a wide area of
Africa, attracting new recruits from countries like Senegal that had been largely
immune to the jihadist propaganda — and forcing the African authorities and their
Western allies to increase efforts to combat the fast-moving threat."
Senegal too? Chad, Nigeria, Niger, Mauritania, Mali and Sudan are also
mentioned. Soon the boys at Langley and Tel Aviv will need a new marketing
acronym -- ISIP (Islamic State in the Planet). If there were people on Mars, the
cancer of ISIM would be sure to "spontaneously" appear there as well. See how the
game works? Well, of course the astute readers of The Anti-New York Times see
the game, but Boobus Americanus, Boobus Europiticus, and now, Boobus
Africanus remain clueless to the great game that threatens to engulf them.
Never forget that it was the deliberate destabilization of Libya and Secretary of
State Killary Clinscum's MURDER of Muammar Qaddafi that provided ISIS with
its master mother-base in the massive geographical area of Libya. Chaotic Libya
also now serves as the departure point for many of the beastly invaders destined for
Mother Europe.
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Libya's size and strategic location allows the Globalist-Zionist beast to
menace Northern Africa and Europe. That is why happy Killary cackled
"We came. We Saw. He Died." - just after Qaddafi was tortured and
murdered.
Other ingredients of this disastrous Libyan recipe included:


the WikiLeaks triggered "Arab Spring"



the WikiLeaks take-down of Italian President Silvio Berlusconi (an ally of
both Putin & Qaddafi)



the decision of the pro-western Russian traitor or dupe Dmitry Medvedev's
to abstain from the U.N. vote which established a NATO "no-fly zone" over
Libya. It was NATO that ultimately helped the mercenary scum on the
ground to murder Qaddafi.

It's a riveting drama -- a year-in-year-out geo-political soap-opera that is far more
interesting than any TV drama, Hollywood film or sporting event; and infinitely
more important for the fate of humanity as well. If only the bewildered sheeple of
the world knew what suspense they were all missing out on!
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1 & 2- Julian Assange of the CIA/Mossad 'WikiLeaks' admits that his
"leaks" to the the foreign press triggered both the bloody Arab Spring and
the "scandal" which took down the "dangerous" Italian President
Berlusconi.
3- Qaddafi gives a rifle to Berlusconi. The two of them blocked human
traffickers from shipping sub-Saharan invaders to Italy / Europe from Libya.
That barrier is gone now!
4- Killary played Russian President Medvedev for a fool in securing a "no
fly zone" over Libya. It was NATO jets that eventually blew up Qaddafi's
motorcade, allowing mercenaries on the ground to finish him off.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an article in the New York Times today about how
ISIS is spreading to other African nations from its base in Libya.
Boobus Americanus 2: I hate to say it, but perhaps it would have better had
Qaddafi remained in charge of Libya.
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***

"You're just figuring that out now?! Oh well, better late than never I guesss --- But
you're sstill a dumbassss!"
(Positive critique, Sugar. Keep it positive.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Getting Rid of Big Currency Notes Could Help
Fight Crime
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL, er "THE EDITORIAL BOARD"

REBUTTAL BY

As part of his oh-so-high-minded effort to "fight crime", Andrew Rosenthal
(cough cough), that shadowy little Wicked Weasel of Oz who styles himself as
"The Editorial Board", has come out swinging in favor of former Treasury
Secretary Larry Summers (cough cough) recent call to ban the $100 dollar bill.
Gotta stop them drug-dealers, eh Andy? (rolling eyes, sarcastically).
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Be neither afraid nor impressed by all the smoke and noise. It's only a
pathetic little word-smith typing out lies from behind the curtain.
This all-of-a-sudden push to ban big bills is a harbinger of the dark days ahead. Its
significance is huge -- all the more so now that Rosenfilth of the New York Slimes
is pushing it (just days after the Washington Compost came out in favor of the ban
as well). Lets have a whiff and rebut some of his mendacious manure. Hazmat
suits on -- into the Slimes seditious cesspool we go:
***
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Few Europeans use the 500-euro note,
and most Americans rarely encounter the $100 bill. Yet hundreds of millions of
these notes are in circulation around the world... officials in Europe and elsewhere
are proposing to end the printing of high-denomination bills.
Rebuttal: Right out of the box, Rosenvermin makes a false equivalence by failing
(deliberately so) to report the value of a 500-euro note -- leaving the casual reader
to assume that a 500-euro note is roughly equal to a $100 bill. It is not even close!
You see, 500 euros = 557 dollars. There is a huge difference between taking a
$550 note out of circulation versus removing a $100 note.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": "Getting rid of big bills will make it
harder for criminals to do business ...
Rebuttal: Organized crime has plagued American cities since the early 20th
Century days of the Jewish and Italian Mafias. The so-called "War on Drugs" was
first declared by President Richard Nixon 45 years ago. Only now, with banks in
crisis and negative interest rates looming, have Summers and Rosenfeces suddenly
discovered this new tactic for "fighting crime." How convenient!
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... and make it easier for law enforcement
to detect illicit activity.
Rebuttal: "Illicit activity" is commie-pinko-speak for heinous crimes such as "tax
evasion", saving cash "under the mattress", or buying and selling precious metals
with big bills.

Thank God for great men such as Rubin (cough cough), Greenspan (cough
cough), and Summers (cough cough). The brilliant plan to ban big bills is
going to save the world's children from the drug dealers. (rolling eyes)
*
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": The president of the European Central
Bank, Mario Draghi, recently said the bank is considering getting rid of the 500euro note ($557)... though the central bank plans to keep the 200-euro and 100euro bills.
Rebuttal: Although Rosenvomit does mention the euro-to-dollar exchange rate
here, slipping it into paragraph three (parenthetically) ensures that most reader will
not reflect upon the ridiculousness of equating a $557 note to a $100 note.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": ... though the central bank plans to keep
the 200-euro and 100-euro bills.
Rebuttal: Again, the not-so-astute reader will miss this (assuming he has even
read this far into the article) but the European Central Bank is NOT getting rid of
its 200-euro and 100-euro bills -- which both carry a U.S. value greater than the
$100 bill that Summers and Rosenfungus wish to kill ($220 & $110 respectively).
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So, if we want to do like Europe, shouldn't we be keeping the $100 bill, right?
(Of course, Globalist Draghi of Europe will surely come after the $200 euro-note,
in due time.)

1- EU Central Bank boss Draghi and the Frumpy Frau of Germany -- high ranking
Bildeberger frontmen for the powers-that-be.
2- The 500-euro is about to die. Expect the 200 & 100's to be killed later on.
*
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Other big bills, like the 1,000 Swiss franc
note, which is worth about $1,010, and the 1,000 Singapore dollar bill, the
equivalent of $712, are also favored by criminal enterprises and tax evaders.
Rebuttal: Again, Rosenstool is counting on his readers sleep-reading through his
piece without reflecting. A bill worth $1,010 and another worth $712 are far
greater than one worth $100.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": Critics who oppose such changes say the
big bills make it easier for people to keep their savings in cash, especially in
countries with negative interest rates.
Rebuttal: Rosenscum is about to utilize the age old rhetorical trick of briefly
stating your adversary's point-of-view and then authoritatively dismissing it with
some empty blah blah. Sheeple fall for this technique every time.
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Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": But these are relatively minor burdens
compared with the potential benefits of reducing criminal activity and tax evasion.
Rebuttal: There it is! The empty blah blah which pretends to kill the legitimate
objection. Rosenrectum will now move to his closing blah blah.
Rosenthal, er, "The Editorial Board": There are now so many ways to pay for
things, and eliminating big bills should create few problems.
Rebuttal: Killing paper money may not create many problems for the suckers who
keep 100% of their wealth in bank accounts, Treasury Bills, and stocks. But for the
rapidly growing numbers of cash-in-the-safe savers and holders of precious metals
who wish to buy and sell "under the radar", it will pose a huge inconvenience as
well as a disincentive to take money out of the Zionist-run pyramid system with its
soon-to-be negative interest rate theft and eventual depositor "hair cuts" and "bank
holidays."
But that's exactly the whole point of the sordid scheme -- isn't it Rosenshit?

PayPal ran a TV commercial during the Stupor Bowl ---the above images
from which speak for themselves.
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Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times is calling for a ban on $100 bills.
Boobus Americanus 2: It's the smart move. It will make it much more difficult for
drug dealers to conduct their dirty business. I wonder why they didn't of this years
ago?

***

"Becausse, you stupid @#$& $5# -- negative interesst rate theft was only
announced a few weekss ago!"

(Amazing how the Boobuses can't put 2 and 2 together. But Sugar dear, try not to
cuss in front of the Church Lady.)
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times (Op-Ed): Effective Firearms Regulation Is
Constitutional
By ABNER J. MIKVA and LAWRENCE ROSENTHAL

REBUTTAL BY

The ink on Justice Scalia's death certificate isn't even even dry yet; and already this
putrid pair of guest editorialists, Abner Mikva (cough cough) and Lawrence
Rosenthal (cough cough) are salivating at the prospect of a less constitutionalist
Supreme Court reviving the "gun control" agenda. Mikva was a member of
Congress, federal judge and counsel to President Bill Clinscum; and Rosenthal is a
professor of law from California. The barely-concealed glee over the murdered
judge's departure is evident right in the opening line:
"The sudden death of Justice Antonin Scalia of the Supreme Court brought
renewed attention to one of his more heralded — and criticized — decisions:
District of Columbia v. Heller, in which the court, by a 5-4 vote, held that the
Second Amendment conferred an individual right “to keep and bear arms.”
To the awake reader, this "renewed attention" - so soon after his murder - is utterly
classless, but not at all surprising.
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1- Chicago Tribesman Mikva receives the ironically named 'Medal of
Freedom' from killer Obongo.
2- Professor Rosenthal was also a part of the infamous Chicago connection
that spawned aspiring Marxist filth like Obongo. He is now a professor at
Chapman University in Orange, California.
Also not surprising, and actually oh-so-damn-predictable, is the feigned concern
about "crime" -- a phony pretext designed to mask the true totalitarian agenda. In
calling for total gun registration, our kosher crime-fighters tell us:
"Registration records would create a comprehensive database of all guns and their
owners. During a criminal investigation, when a gun was recovered from a person
who was not its registered owner, that person would face serious penalties. But so,
too, would the registered owner if he had failed to report that the weapon was no
longer in his possession.
Under this system, anyone selling or possessing unregistered firearms would face
huge legal risks. Overnight, gunrunning and other illegal arms trafficking would
become easier to prosecute."
Translation: First, we register the guns and log the identities of every rifle-toting
goy redneck in America. When the moment is right, we then unleash Homeland
Security to systematically collect them.
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After the non-shooting at Sandy Hook School in Newtown, CT, that state
passed a registration law. So far, in spite of his fake crying acts, Homo
Obongo has been unsuccessful in rolling out such a program nationwide.
The "sudden death" due to "natural causes" of Judge Scalia will revive the
gun-grabbing push.
The wretched writers then go on to engage in quintessentially Jewish intellectual
contortionism by trying to redefine the term "well-regulated" -- which is part of the
2nd Amendment. From the article:
"The Second Amendment is the only provision in the Bill of Rights with a
preamble, which announces its purpose: “A well regulated militia, being
necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and bear
arms, shall not be infringed.” The Heller decision, in turn, described the “militia”
not as a formal military organization, but as everyone qualified to keep and bear
arms.
The Second Amendment therefore means that all who exercise firearms rights
should be “well regulated.” ..... A “well regulated militia,” of course, is subject to
rules that ensure firearms are used safely and appropriately."
Nice try gentlemen, but your devious bullshit won't fly here at The Anti-New
York Times. You see, dear reader, the term "well-regulated" was in common use
long before the Bill of Rights was penned, and remained so for many years after. A
"well-regulated" militia does not mean governmentally regulated, that is to say,
controlled. Quite the contrary is true. The term only referred to something being in
proper working order. Something that is "well-regulated" is fine-tuned to function
as expected -- as in well-trained, or well-prepared. Establishing Federal oversight
of the people's arms was not only not the intent of the 2nd amendment; but the
amendment was designed precisely to render the government powerless to do so!
And make no mistake, "legal scholars" Mikva and Rosenthal already know this.
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Then --- and now. The meaning of "well-regulated militia" hasn't changed.

.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed in The New York Times today. Two
emminent legal scholars make a compelling case for gun registration.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's a good first step. Eventually, all assault rifles will
have to be confiscated.

***
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"I'll give you my frickin' gun when you pry it from my cold, dead pawss!"
(Sugar, the very thought of you with a gun would make even James Madison want
to repeal the 2nd Amendment.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: South Africa: Student Protesters Force Their
University to Close
World Briefing

Student protesters across South Africa are calling for lower tuition, more
student housing and efforts to erase remnants of South Africa‟s racist past.

REBUTTAL BY

"Wah wah wah! Racism racism racism. Wah wah wah!" Will the envious
whining of the anti-White brigades of every color and shade ever cease?
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Sorry kids -- but this bullshit is getting‟ old --- real old.
Nearly a quarter of a century has passed since the protective social arrangement
known as "Apartheid" was dismantled in White-founded, White-built, Whitegoverned South Africa. Ruling with an iron fist, the Black Marxist super-majority
has transformed the formerly First-World nation into a classic Turd World hellhole in which the elite class and shrinking middle class still live well, while the
growing masses of impoverished Whites and Blacks are left to struggle for scraps.
Mirroring the economic meltdown is the decline of culture and morality; and an
explosion in crime and hate-crime abuse towards the White minority. Throw in an
AIDS epidemic, a drug epidemic, elephant and rhino poaching at levels not seen
anywhere in Africa, and you get Obamunism on steroids!
And who are these student protesters blaming for the failure of South Africa to
build the Heaven-on-Earth that Marxist Mandela and his filthy gang were supposed
to usher in? You guessed it --- the big bad "racist" White Man! Never mind the fact
that Whites hold as much political power in "the new South Africa" as the Apaches
hold in the United States -- it's the "remnants of South Africa's racist past", which
the Black government has yet to fully dismantle, that is the cause of South Africa's
woes. Of course!

Elephants slaughtered for ivory --- blame it on "racism" TM / Blacks living in
squatter camps -- - blame it on "racism" TM / Whites living in squatter
camps -- blame it on "racism" TM
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The latest protests in South Africa come in the wake of violent student demands
for tuition to be abolished -- not lowered, abolished late last year across all
universities in the country. Protesting students burned buildings, forcing
administrators to close one campus. The Black students now demand the removal
of the Afrikaans language from their studies, while White students of Afrikaaner
descent (Dutch and Huguenot-French lineage) are claiming that this is a direct
attack on their culture.
At the University of Free State, White Afrikaaner students confronted the Black
trouble-makers who ran on to the field during a rugby match. The Blacks were
agitating against what they call "the culture of racism still haunts South Africa."
Similar incidents have taken place at the University of Cape Town where students
threw human feces inside campus buildings and set fire to buildings at North-West
University's Mahikeng campus.

1- Evidently, not all South African White Boys have been de-balled yet.
Stay strong boys! Weakness invites evil aggression.
2- Sign reads "Stop Racism!" -- Yo homeboy, this ain't 1980! Your folks
have been the undisputed mass-majority masters of South Africa for 23
years now!
True to their weak libtard form, the mostly White administrators at South Africa's
Stellenbosch University now aim to replace Afrikaans with English. Activists with
the student group Open Stellenbosch had complained that Afrikaans was the
language of "oppression" and that using it put some Black students at a
disadvantage. When Afrikaans is banned, you just watch and see how many
additional rocket scientists, engineers and neurosurgeons start pouring out of
Stellenbosch University! (rolling eyes sarcastically)
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In addition to the usual anti-White Marxism flavor of the protests, there does seem
to be another agenda at work. You see, as corrupt and as incompetent as the
government of South African President Jacob Zuma is, much like the lefties of
Brazil and Venezuela, Zuma's gang is a semi-independent bunch that has been
bucking the New World Order on issues ranging from "Climate Change TM to
relations with Iran to support of the Palestinians to international trade. Though still
somewhat protected due to leftist love for "the new South Africa" -- as the 'S' in
Putin's BRICS trade bloc, South Africa's relations with the U.S. have been bumpy
in recent years.
In condemning the violence, Zuma has stopped short of fingering foreign elements
as the hidden hand behind these protests; but he has hinted that there are fringe
elements behind the students working to create a climate of instability in the
country. South Africa has also come into conflict with some of the NGO's (NonGovernmental Organizations) which the CIA uses as tools of destabilization.
If there was a sliver of hope of South African Whites ever getting a fair deal under
its Black Marxist rulers (purely hypothetical), one can be sure that the anti-White
Globalist hand would never allow it, anyway. The New World Order thrives on the
internal instability of target nations. South Africa's racial situation and its libtarded
"students" (including a few stupid White ones!) are easy buttons for their agents to
push whenever they need to. And with the rise of Putin's BRICS, they evidently
feel the need to do so.

1- South Africa has always maintained good relations with Iran.
2- Putin and Zuma have struck many business deals, including BRICS and
an agreement for the Russians to help build nuclear energy plants in South
Africa.
3- Zuma pays lip service to 'Climate Change' TM, while being critical over
how the "solution" will damage South Africa's economy.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed in The New York Times today about
the student protests in South Africa. The Afrikaaners want to impose their
language on the Blacks.
Boobus Americanus 2: Although Apartheid is gone, it will take many, many
years before the tragic legacy of racism can be totally rectified.
***

"You %$@#*& mentally disseased sself-hating libtardss!! The only 'racistss' are
the Black Marxisst mobs who would kill every lasst White cat and persson if they
could."
(They will figure it out one day -- when they are too old to do anything about it.)
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FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Chris Christie Endorses Donald Trump and
Calls Marco Rubio „Desperate‟
By MICHAEL BARBARO, MAGGIE HABERMAN and ASHLEY PARKER

The endorsement from Gov. Chris Christie of New Jersey, who bowed out of
the presidential race on Feb. 10 after a disappointing sixth-place finish in New
Hampshire, comes a day after Donald J. Trump came under withering attacks
from his rivals at the latest Republican debate.

REBUTTAL BY

In the final dramatic scene of the 2000 blockbuster film, Gladiator, the character
Quintus, faithful head of Caesar Commodus's feared Praetorian Guards, finally
defies the orders of his cruel master by allowing the hero, Maximus (played by
Russell Crowe), to finish off the tyrannical Emperor in a death match that
Commodus had tried to rig in his own favor.
Evidently, after years of killing at the behest of his ungrateful psycho of a boss,
Quintus had built-up resentment towards Commodus. When the moment came in
which the tyrant could actually be killed by Maximus, Quintus's loyalty to
Commodus turned out to be paper-thin. As the injured and suddenly disarmed
Commodus pleaded for a replacement sword, Quintus ordered his men to deny the
Emperor. Maximus then finishes off the tyrant -- before dying of his own wounds.
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Commodus: "Quintus -- sword. Give me your sword!"
Quintus (to his men): "Sheath your swords! Sheath your swords!"
When the tyrant Commodus finally became vulnerable, it turned out that
Quintus (Images 1 & 2, in purple) wasn't so loyal to his boss after all!
Maximus was then able to kill the evil Emperor.
What is the lesson of the closing scene of Gladiator? Simple -- when a hero starts
to rise, the tyrant's throne rests on a shaky foundation!
Now don't misunderstand our position here. 'The Donald' has a long way to go
before we here at The Anti-New York Times will be 100% sold on the sincerity,
as well as the viability, of his repeated pledge to "Make America Great Again". But
in all fairness, Trump's bold defiance of the Government-Media complex - even in
the face of not-so-cryptic death threats now coming from the Establishment - is
approaching heroic proportions.

The Jewish-Supremacists have inspired a red-hot hatred of Trump that
puts him in very real danger.
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Headline: The Times of Israel:
Trump's America is bad, very bad, for the Jews
And what exactly is the parallel between the Quintas-Maximus-Commodus
dynamic and Crispy Creme's shocking endorsement of Donald Trump, you ask?
It's obvious.
Like the ambitious Quintus, the Jersey Fatboy faithfully served his master ZOG
(Zionist Occupied Government). As a U.S. Attorney, he helped them to cover up
the 9/11 false-flag attack after the fact (by threatening to prosecute a New Jersey
Sheriff who was onto something that he wasn't supposed to be). After propelling
him into the Governorship of New Jersey in 2009, ZOG media then built him up to
superstar status by hyping-up "the great job" he did in "rebuilding New Jersey"
after Hurricane Sandy in 2012.
Christie further boosted his 'stock price' with the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) by
hugging Obongo just days before his 2012 re-election (which the PRC, including
GOP nominee Mitt Romney, had already determined to gift to Obongo); debasing
himself on late night TV shows; donning the beanie at Jerusalem's Wailing Wall;
banning 'gay conversion therapy'; kissing the proverbial ring of Zionist billionaire
Sheldon Adelson; and even promising to go to war with Russia.
And after two years of teasing the odds-on-favorite candidate for the 2016 GOP
nomination with the prospect of the Presidency, what did the PRC do? They
dumped his lying lard-ass like a greasy-hot-potato-stuffed-with-bacon-anddrowning-in-sour-cream and put their money and media behind a little homosexual
boy from Florida. Crispy Creme can barely contain his contempt for Marco Rubio
-- that Floridian faggot whom he unaffectionately and repeatedly referred to as
'The Bubble Boy" for his admitted history of attending "foam parties".
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Believing that he would be the GOP nominee in 2016, the Jersey Fatboy
happily degraded and debased himself at every opportunity. He did
everything he was supposed to do -- but the PRC anointed a boyish little
Cuban queer instead. A scorned Crispy Creme belongs to Trump now.
Crispy Creme's unexpected endorsement of Trump represents payback against the
PRC, which he feels has wronged him, and it is a hopeful sign. As much as we
detest the likes of Crispy Creme and Sarah Palin (also "cheated" out of her higher
ambitions), this is the type of 'Quintus Effect' that could serve as the catalyst for
weakening the PRC. Surely, there must be many other fear-filled big names with
pent-up resentment, or even some with a secret desire to do right, that would relish
the opportunity to finally defy their cruel alien masters by jumping aboard the
Trump bandwagon.
Let us hope and pray that more and more 'Quintuses' begin to emerge from beneath
the rocks they have been cowering under for so long, and take to heart the inspiring
words of Maximus: "What we do in life, echoes in eternity."
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For daring to endorse Trump, Cristie's name was linked to the "suddenly
revived" Ku Klux Klan by the New York Daily News, a Marxist rag owned by
Mort Zuckerman (cough cough).

Meet the "new" KKK --- libtards in White robes.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that the
Republican Establishment is really angry with Chris Christie for endorsing
Trump.
Boobus Americanus 2: Coming on the heels of former KKK leader David
Duke's endorsement of Trump, this makes Christie look really bad.
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***

"The KKK have really cool uniformss."
(Sugar, let's not go there.)

FEBRUARY, 2016

NY Times: Oscars 2016: Chris Rock Scores and „Spotlight‟
Takes Center Stage
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES

The newspaper drama about the Catholic Church cover-up of sexual abuse by
priests snatched top honors over “The Revenant,” considered the favorite by
many.

REBUTTAL BY

The 2016 Academy Awards was a great event for the anti-White / anti-Christian
cultural Marxists who own Hollywood. On a night when the very unfunny, vile,
vulgar, hate-filled sub-human-piece-of-filth "comedian" Chris Rock mocked
Hollywood for being so "White" (cough cough), 'Spotlight', a film about Catholic
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priests and child molestation, won top honors. We now anxiously await a movie
about the well-documented epidemic of child sexual abuses committed by Jewish
Rabbis. Maybe next year? (rolling eyes)
And perhaps the year after that, we can have another movie about the welldocumented epidemic of child sexual abuses committed by Jewish Hollywood
producers and agents. We can't wait! (rolling eyes)

Hollywood and the Piranha Press are obsessed with pedophile priests -but remain silent about pedophile rabbis and pedophile producers.
1 & 2- The cast of 'Spotlight' celebrates being named for 'Best Picture."
3- Rabbi Menachem Tewel of Brooklyn -- one of many Rabbis arrested for child
sex abuse.
As for the "oppressed" multi-millionaire lawn jockey Chris Rockhead, the article
approvingly lists some of the derogatory wisecracks aimed at Whites, and
laughingly approved of by the audience of mostly White self-hating libtards:
―If they nominated hosts, I wouldn’t even get the job." (because he is Black)
Speaking of the 'In Memoriam' tribute, Rock added that it should also honor black
people who were:
“.. shot by the cops on their way to the movies.”
Moving on to the awards, he said:
“You want diversity? We got diversity. Please welcome Emily Blunt and somebody
whiter, Charlize Theron.”
And:
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“It‟s easier to be president of the United States as a black person than be head of a
studio.”
The Academy's President, Cheryl Boone Isaacs (a Black woman married to a
Jewish big-shot), later addressed the "diversity" issue raised by Rockhead with
great sympathy:
“It‟s not enough to just listen and agree. We must take action.”

In response to the idiotic minstrel's incitement against the "Whites" who run
Hollywood, the BLACK PRESIDENT of the "racist" Academy (shown above
with Jewish husband Stanley Isaacs) intends to "take action" to ensure that
more Blacks win awards!
The good news is that TV ratings for the Oscars dropped to their lowest point in
eight years -- and third lowest viewership ever. Evidently, more and more White
sheeple are getting fed up with all the anti-White and 'politically correct' filth being
thrown in their faces.
The bad news is that 34 million people, presumably a majority of them White, still
watched the degenerate spectacle and laughed, even as Rockhead, under orders of
his Zionist masters, spit, pissed and puked in their dumbed-down faces -- right
through their flat-screens. Of course, apart altogether from the hateful anti-White
bigotry, why anyone would care so passionately about which degenerate
mediocrity wins which acting award is beyond comprehension.
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Excessive TV-watching and celebrity-worship are mental disorders.

Boobus Americanus 1: Chris Rock's brilliant use of comedy to make
statements about racial discrimination made a powerful impact at this
year's Academy Awards.
Boobus Americanus 2: Indeed. The utter dominance of Hollywood by
rich White executives is evident by the lack of Black award winners.
***
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"White executivess my cat'ss asss! Hollywood is run exclusively by
#@%^& (&^%!"
(The Boobuses don't understand the difference between Whites and
#@%^& (&^%.)
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MARCH, 2016

NY Times: The Party of Trump
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL, ER, "THE EDITORIAL BOARD"

REBUTTAL BY

The first thing to catch our eye about this latest bit of disgusting and deceitful
hate-journalism from that miserable little-man-behind-the-curtain Andrew
Rosenthal, aka "The Editorial Board", was the graphic of a gray check-mark that
appears to look like falling Twin Towers. These psychos have a long history of
throwing concealed messages - as well as some not-so-concealed messages, in our
faces. They evidently must derive some perverse sort of psycho-sexual thrill from
doing so. Note the similarity between the image and the towers.

Coincidence? Or Sulzberger's seditious Slimes teasing us again?
As for Rosenscum's nasty editorial, it adds further evidence to the already
indisputable truth that the Globo-Zionist PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) is in full
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panic mode over the rising popularity of the imperfect (from our view) Donald
Trump. Let us review the libelous litany of hateful adjectives and outright lies:
Paragraph 2: "shady, bombastic liar" -- "symbol of intolerance and division"
Paragraph 3: "the likes of him" -- "targeting religious and racial minorities" -"flirts with white supremacists and the Ku Klux Klan" -- "ridicules and slanders"
Paragraph 4: "anger-filled message"
Paragraph 5: "months of games" (played by Trump)
Paragraph 6: "darker elements within the Republican Party"
Paragraph 7: "exclusion, bigotry and character assassination" -- "his tactics"
(negative sense)
Paragraph 8: "record of falsehoods and business failures" -- "scam that is Trump
University"
Paragraph 9: "the worst of political impulses"
Paragraph 10: "foul statements" -- "shallow ideas"
Paragraph 11: "politics of rage"
Wow! "Anger-filled message?" -- Projecting again, Mr. Rosenfeces? "Record of
business failures?" Really Rosenstink? The 121st richest man*, in the richest
country in the world, is a "failure" at business?
* Trump maintains that he ranks in the top 50.
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A classic psycho-narcissist -- the little man behind the curtain is full of the
red-hot hatred which he accuses Trump of having.
Sulzberger and Rosenstool's unhinged hatred for Trump, and the people who are
supporting him, is every bit as deep as that of their cross-town competitor / coconspirator -- The New York Daily News of Mort Zuckerman (cough cough).
The only difference between the two newspapers is their respective target
audiences -- with the broadsheet-format Slimes being written for the "educated"
(ha ha!) and the tabloid-format Daily News for the "uneducated". The Daily News
just acts crazier, but make no mistake -- the Yellow Journalists at The Slimes are
just as vile and just as radical -- albeit much more reserved in their presentation.

The "serious" Jew York Slimes and the "outrageous" Jew York Daily News
work in tandem -- spreading the very same lies to different classes of
readers.
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Boobus Americanus 1: The New York Times Editorial Page really ripped
Donald Trump to shreds today. And they did it with tact and gravitas.
Boobus Americanus 2: I have always appreciated the respectable manner in
which The Times makes its points -- unlike the low-brow New York Daily
News with its sensationalist front page headlines.
***

"Idiot! It'ss the exact ssame bull-#^@ brought to you by memberss of the ssame
tribe, but wrapped up in a different package -- that'ss all!"
(The sophist Boobuses are too superficial to understand the complementing
dynamic between the two papers.)
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MARCH, 2016
NY Times: A Fiery Debate on the K.K.K. in 2016. Who
Figured?

By JAMES PONIEWOZIK

Jeffrey Lord, a former Reagan staffer, and Van Jones, a former Obama
staffer, butt heads live over Donald Trump‟s handling of the K.K.K.

REBUTTAL BY

On 'Super Tuesday', two TV talking heads argued about the Ku Klux Klan on
CNN. The "conservative", Jeffrey Lord, argued correctly that this recent
resurrection of the KKK bogeyman has to do with race-baiting to stop Donald
Trump -- while the Black "liberal", Van Jones, an actual admitted communist,
insisted that there are still "racists" TM hiding under every rock.
Although Lord, a typical milk-toast "conservative", made some valid points and
did so with spirit; he missed the golden opportunity to crush his evil adversary by
not saying what should have been said -- something like: "Who the hell are you, as
an admitted communist who helped to incite the deadly Los Angeles race riot of
1992, to denounce the dangers of the virtually non-existent KKK of 2016? Do you
denounce communism?"
A strong comeback like that would have dealt a knockout blow. Unfortunately,
milk-toast "conservatives" don't like to fight. And of course, this Slimes article also
neglects to mention Jones' communism.
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Van Jones is a communist who openly supported the deadly 1992 Los
Angeles race riots!
Jones: "I met all these young radical people of color - I mean really radical,
communists and anarchists. And it was, like, 'This is what I need to be a
part of.'...I spent the next ten years of my life working with a lot of those
people I met in jail, trying to be a revolutionary.... I was a rowdy nationalist
on April 28th, and then the verdicts came down on April 29th. By August, I
was a communist."
Let's dive into to Mr. Poniewozik's propaganda piece, extract a few excerpts, and
rebut them. Hazmat suits on -- into Sulzberger's cesspool we go!
*
Poniewozik: Until this week, the KKK’s loathsomeness had seemed to be a settled
issue.
Rebuttal: A national meeting of today's KKK probably couldn't fill up a library
conference room. The issue of "the KKK’s loathsomeness" is therefore almost as
irrelevant as talking about the excesses of ancient Rome's Praetorian Guards. What
a joke!
But just to set the record straight, the KKK was originally established in 1865, not
long after the War Between the States had ended in total defeat for the South. The
Klan was a necessary self-defense force formed to protect southern women from
the Black rapists who were running wild, and also to resist the brutal political
oppression of the Northern "carpetbaggers" who had poured into the defeated and
Yankee-occupied South for the purpose of legally looting it.
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1- Respected Confederate General Nathan Bedford Forrest was an early
member of the KKK.
2- The 1915 classic silent film, 'Birth of a Nation', presented the KKK as the
heroic defenders of southern women.
3- After a private White House viewing, former Princeton professor and
liberal hero, President Woodrow Wilson praised the film and declared: "It is
like writing history with lightning, and my only regret is that it is all so
terribly true."

Poniewozik: The conversation moved, perhaps inevitably, to Mr. Trump’s
interview on Sunday with CNN’s Jake Tapper, in which he did not immediately
denounce David Duke, the former Klan leader who supports him.
Rebuttal: Again, just to set the record straight, it should be noted that "formerKlan-leader-David-Duke" was also a former State Legislator; and "former-Klanleader-David-Duke" is also an accomplished author; and "former-Klan-leaderDavid-Duke" is also a Phd. historian. Let's give "former-Klan-leader-David-Duke"
(as in 40 years ago!) a break!
Poniewozik: Jeffrey Lord, a former Reagan staffer, defended Mr. Trump —
arguing that the Republicans criticizing him were patronizing African-Americans.
“I hate to say this about the Republican establishment,” Mr. Lord said, “but their
view of civil rights is to tip the black waiter five bucks at the country club.”
Rebuttal: That coming from a "conservative" who is supposedly condemning
race-baiting!
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Poniewozik: Here’s where things got real. Van Jones, a former Obama staffer (and
an African-American), turned to Mr. Lord and argued that Mr. Trump was
“playing funny with the Klan” by not deploring them with the same passion he
directs at other terrorist organizations.
Rebuttal: The difference in Trump's response is due to the fact that terrorist
organizations (though controlled by CIA-Mossad) are real, are growing, and are
killing real people (as well as fake people). The KKK, on the other hand, is today
as tiny as it is toothless. Understood, Poniewozik?

We know that the ISIS "beheadings" are fake and that the ISIS fighters are
controlled. But let us pretend, for argument's sake, that ISIS really is what
the media presents it to be. How could one possibly draw an equivalence
between the two groups depicted above?
Poniewozik: Mr. Lord responded that Mr. Trump had said enough, that Democrats
were “dividing people by race” and besides, the Klan was a “leftist” terror group.
Rebuttal: Good Lord, Mr. Lord! The anti-communist Christian Klan was
"leftist"??? Really? That's the best you can come up with? Communist filth like
Jones needs his head bashed in, and all milk-toast "conservative" Lord can muster
is to make the ridiculous claim that the Klan was "leftist" -- a softball which a
skilled polemicist like Jones will hit out of the park every time.
Poniewozik: Again: This is 2016. And here was a white panelist suggesting that
his African-American peer should really go back and learn his history before
criticizing someone about the Klan. Mr. Jones, calmly but with clear emotion,
dressed Mr. Lord down: “We’re not going to play that game,” he said.
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Rebuttal: The only thing that would have stopped a communist like Jones would
have been to quote his admission to being a communist and demanding that he
renounce the communist genocides of the 20th century. By refusing to counterattack the vulnerable red demon with truth and manly firmness, the de-balled Lord
put himself at a disadvantage. Jones devoured him.
Poniewozik: It was five minutes or so of the most stunning TV of the year. Even
the body language was fascinating: Mr. Jones rested a hand on Mr. Lord’s shoulder
at times, seemingly less as a dominating gesture than to keep the situation from
spiraling out of control.
Rebuttal: Bull-Shine! Resting a hand on someone's shoulder during a heated
debate is a pure attempt at domination and intimidation. Milk toast Lord should
have grabbed his hand, removed it, and said something like, "Get your hand off
me, you communist!"

"Get your frickin' finger out of my face before I bite it, you damn dirty, racebaiting, self-admitted communissst jail-bird!"
That's how Sugar would have handled Jones.
Poniewozik: "I know you,” Mr. Jones said at one point. “I trust you.” It was as if
he were simultaneously battling Mr. Lord and trying to defuse a highly unstable
bomb.
Rebuttal: Milk toast Lord not only allowed communist Jones to assert physical
dominance over him, but actually allowed Jones to make himself seem reasonable
as he was doing so.
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Poniewozik: Cable debates typically end up with two parties yelling over trivia.
The Jones-Lord argument was arresting precisely the opposite way: Two men were
arguing, furiously but in control, over something dead serious.
Rebuttal: Lord held his own at times, but arguing with communist demons
without calling them out as such, is exactly why communists keep winning. Being
"in control" doesn't mean one has to hold back on the truth.
Poniewozik: The 2016 election has dug up ghastly things in American politics that
many of us thought were long buried. But once the Klan robe is out of mothballs, it
needs to be confronted under bright lights.
Rebuttal: Even if all the horror stories about the KKK were true, the group would
still pale in comparion to "the ghastly things" that communists, both foreign and
domestic, have done over the past 150 years. Why are those dirty deeds never
confronted under bright lights", eh Poniewozik?
Poniewozik: In a way, the argument was the 2016 election in miniature. It defied
the political alignments we’ve become used to. Mr. Jones, after all, was a
progressive supporting an argument begun by a conservative fellow panelist.
Rebuttal: Jones is not a "progressive". Well meaning libtards may be described
with that stupid term; but not full-blown, self-admitted communist subversives.
Poniewozik: It unearthed ancient, ugly things in our collective history. It was
arresting, in part because it seemed it could all go terribly wrong.
Rebuttal: Any "debate" about the "threat" of the KKK is already "terribly wrong",
and terribly stupid.
Poniewozik: This probably won’t be the last time this election that the limits of
cable discussion — like the limits of our political system — get tested.
Rebuttal: Yes Poniewozik, it won't be the last time. That's because communists
like CNN's Jones and the Yellow Journalistic scum at Sulzberger's Slimes will
never stop with the damn race-baiting. The sad fact that White milk-toast
"conservatives" are too afraid to fight fire with fire compounds the problem.
*
***
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Boobus Americanus 1: Did you see that debate on CNN between Van
Jones and Jeffrey Lord? It was really intense.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. Intense, yet respectful. It's important for
society to have open conversations about race.
*

"I got your frickin' 'converssation about race' right here Boobus! --- White Cat
Power!
Hee hee hee hee."
(Dammit! Sugar! That's not what we are about!)
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NY Times: An All-American Family Portrait, in White
By LAWRENCE DOWNES

REBUTTAL BY

The Ku Klux Klan continues its oh-so-sudden and stunning 21st Century rebirth by
garnering yet another mention in Sulzberger's Slimes, aka "The Paper of Record".
This time, an actual image of the white-hooded phantoms is paired along with the
heart-wrenching article.
The propaganda piece features a Mexican-Texan artist named Vincent Valdez.
Lawrence Downes, the pink-pantied libtard editorialist who inked this crap,
describes the horrible specter he witnessed in San Antonio:
"In a renovated firehouse near downtown San Antonio, the other day. I stopped
dead, my eyes widened, my mouth made a silent O.
I was looking at his latest painting, an unfinished oil on canvas that has already
reached a monumental scale: over 6 feet high and 30 feet long, in four panels
along two walls. But it wasn’t the painting’s size that made me stare and stare. It
was the people in it, staring back."
We still haven't stopped the "beheaders" of ISIS yet; now we have to worry about
the KKK?
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Be afraid, sista. Be very afraid!
More vomit:
There are about 10 of them, wearing white, clustered as if for a group photo,
which it seems you have just interrupted. They might be a family, but there is no
way to tell. All you can see are their hands, and their eyes through the holes in
their hoods."
Oh the bloody flippin' drama! It's a painting for goodness sake!
He continues:
"One holds a beer, one holds a baby, one checks his iPhone. One, with a woman’s
hands, whispers to another. It is after dark. Dust swirls in the glowing headlights
of a Chevy pickup, the main source of light other than a pinhole moon and the
nighttime grid of a city in the distance.
This painting — ―The City‖ — places us on a bluff, somewhere in the present-day
United States, in the company of the Klan."
Oh horrors! It gets even goofier.
"Mr. Valdez was not planning to be prophetic when he began the painting last
November. ... He could not have known how much the Ku Klux Klan, and white
supremacy, would overtake the 2016 presidential campaign."
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*
Were it not for the deadly seriousness of the imaginary KKK's recent "revival",
this would all be quite humorous. But the deliberate incitement of the Black and
Hispanic elements of America is no laughing matter. The domestic terror group
'Black Lives Matter' and its sympathizers have already burned and looted
businesses; and assaulted and murdered random White people. This latest
incarnation of the KKK (Kosher Kabbalah Klan) - if it continues to "grow" - will
only make matters worse as we approach the summer political season of the 2016
QFS (Quadrennial Freak Show).

Stirred up by the Zionist-Marxist media and Team Obongo, Black radicals
showed up to abuse Whites at St. Loius Rams football games and
Baltimore Orioles baseball games.
And still, this article gets worse:
"Since the night I first saw it, the image has haunted me, along with the thought
that Mr. Valdez has captured, in a single composition, a selfie for 21st-century
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America. The grisaille painting is poetic realism, a fiction that tells the truth about
the country today. It’s a country obsessed with borders and boundaries, full of
people who are comfortable but uneasy, clannish but frightened. People who are
unaware, even in their robes, how ridiculous and terrifying they appear. Or who
do not care. ------ The painting leaves a lot of room for interpretation, he (Valdez) said. “You get
to decide what they‟re plotting.”
In resurrecting the KKK for the 21st Century, the Jew York Slimes is following the
play-book of Marxist strategist and trickster Saul Alinsky (cough cough). Indeed,
the trouble-making Chicago Red, whose twisted ideas influenced both Killary
Clinton and the White House firm of Mr. & Mr. Obongo, once planned a 'KKK'
demonstration which consisted of Marxist activists dressed up as Klansmen in
"support" of a politician that they were actually opposed to!
That's what is going now, and the seditious scribblers at Sulzberger's Slimes
bloody damn well know it. Unfortunately, we expect this "resurgent" Klan problem
to only get worse, and possibly more violent, in months to come -- especially if the
Donald Trump Express continues to roll.

Trump rallies are getting more and more dangerous. As the media brings
the fake KKK back from the graveyard of history, the filthy and ignorant
rabble of America's underclass will become even more prone to violence.
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Boobus Americanus 1: A Mexican-American artist was featured in today's
New York Times. His haunting painting of a group of Ku Klux Klan
members is utterly chilling.
Boobus Americanus 2: It is tragic that the KKK has been able to make such a
comeback in 2016. I suspect that the Trump campaign re-energized them
out of their dormant state.
*

"Hey idiot boy! It wass not Trump who brought thiss fake KKK back from
the dead! It wass the @#$(*& *%$#! at Ssulzberger'ss shitty Sslimess"
(Perhaps not the most eloquent way of putting it -- yet true nonetheless.)
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NY Times: Philippines Will Impound Ship Linked to North
Korea
By FLOYD WHALEY

The MV Jin Teng after its arrival at Subic Bay in the Philippines. Philippine
officials, believing the ship to be North Korean, took steps to impound it.

REBUTTAL BY

Though billed by the warmongers and the Yellow Press as a moral crusade to
liberate the almost-neighboring island of Cuba; the true objective of the lop-sided
1898 War with Spain (which had to be imposed upon a reluctant President
McKinley) was for the United States to steal the Philippines and Guam from Spain.
This marked the beginning of a powerful U.S. (Globalist) presence in the Asian
Pacific. Thanks to President Teddy Roosevelt's subsequent crushing of the rebels
and forced conversion of the islands to English speakers, the Philippines has
remained a wholly owned U.S. vassal state ever since. That is why today's
Filipinos have Spanish surnames but speak the English language.
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1- Neither the Pope, nor the innocent Spaniards, nor the U.S. President
was able to beat back the insane war mania and press propaganda which
followed the false-flag destruction in the U.S.S. Maine in 1898.
2- President McKinley was forced to go along with the warmongers of the
U.S. Congress.
3- On the opening day of the war to "liberate Cuba", Commodore Dewey's
Hong Kong-based fleet, on orders from then Navy Secretary Teddy
Roosevelt, crushed the Spaniards at Manila. The theft of the strategically
vital Philippines - not the 'liberation' of Cuba' - was intended to be the real
prize all along.
With that mini history lesson out of the way, let us now proceed to decipher the
true meaning of this latest anti-North Korean move by the suddenly belligerent
Filipinos. We dissect a few excerpts of this "lie of omission" propaganda piece:
*
The Slimes: The Philippines will become the first country to enforce tough new
United Nations sanctions on North Korea when it begins formal procedures to
impound a cargo vessel ...
Translation: The United States / Israel Axis ordered the Phillipines to start
messing with North Korea. "Don't worry. We got your back."
The Slimes: linked to the reclusive nation...
Translation: "reclusive" = "fiercely independent and totally sovereign"
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The Slimes: The vessel is registered and flagged under multiple countries, but it is
one of 31 listed as being owned by North Korea, Philippine officials said, and
therefore subject to seizure under the new sanctions.
Translation: Piracy is legal as long as the U.N. signs off on it.

Secretary of State Frankenkerry and Secretary of Offense Ass Carter meet
with their Filipino puppet counterparts. The U.S. has been building up the
Philippines' military in recent years. The Philippines in orange, North Korea
in green.
The Slimes: The sanctions are a result of a United Nations Security Council
resolution that was passed Wednesday .....
Translation: As was the case with Libya, Council members Russia and China are
still so afraid of the U.S. that they went along with the sanctions -- in the hopes the
Globalists will leave them alone. On its face, this is disappointing. However, the
good news is that there is concern over whether or not China (North Korea's main
trading partner) will actually enforce the sanctions, given that member state
compliance is only voluntary.
The Slimes: ... after a North Korean nuclear test on Jan. 6 and a long-range rocket
test on Feb. 7.
Analysis: You see, the U.S. and Israel can test missiles and bomb civilians at will.
But when North Korea, which is under constant threat by the U.S. and its South
Korean vassal, decides to test its systems, it's a big no-no.
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American 'Shock and Awe Bombing of Iraqi civilians -- No problem.
Israeli white phosphorous bombing of Palestinian civilians -- No problem.
North Korean missile fired at nothing and no one -- SANCTIONS!
The Slimes: One component of the new sanctions requires countries to inspect all
cargo passing through their territory en route to or from North Korea. Inspections
previously had been required only if there was reasonable suspicion of contraband
aboard.
Analysis: This outrageous baiting is an act of war against North Korea, plain and
simple. The Globalists want North Korea to use force to protect their shipping.
The Slimes: “The world is concerned over North Korea’s nuclear weapons
program, and as a member of the U.N., the Philippines has to do its part to enforce
the sanctions,” Manuel L. Quezon III, a member of the president’s
communications team, said on a government-run radio station on Saturday.
Translation: "The U.S. wants us to pick a fight with North Korea. As long as
Uncle Sam keeps paying us, we will do as he says."
The Slimes: In 2008, the police seized about 1,500 pounds of crystal
methamphetamine, with an estimated value of more than $100 million, in Subic
Bay that drug enforcement officials at the time said had been produced in North
Korea.
Rebuttal: Kim Jong Un is dealing crystal meth now???!!!
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"Yo Dennis. I got some good stuff -- Korean style! We need your basketball
connections to move crystal meth for us in Detroit and Chicago. We can
split the profits 50-50, yo."

*

"Crystal meth --- that's a good one!"
*
Like Poland to Germany in 1939; and Kuwait to Iraq in 1991; and Ukraine to
Russia in 2014-2016; and Vietnam to China in 2015-2016, the Philippines is
playing a very dangerous game of get-paid-to-provoke on behalf of its western
paymasters. That's what this vessel impounding nonsense is truly all about. And of
course, as always, the seditious scribblers at Sulzberger's Slimes bloody damn well
know it.

.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that the
Philippines impounded a North Korean owned vessel. Apparently that Kim
fellow is smuggling crystal meth now.
Boobus Americanus 2: Good for our Filipino allies! That chubby lunatic in
North Korea has got to be dealt with sooner or later. My understanding is
that he wants to nuke Los Angeles.
*

"Yeah, right --- and fifteen yearss ago "your undersstanding" wass that Ssaddan
Hussssein was linked to the attackss of 9/11! -- You frickin newsspaperworsshipping TV-addicted cretin!"
(Sugar, you better add Hussein to your no-say list, along with Soros, ISIS, and
General Sisi of Egypt. All those S's just doesn't work for you.)
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NY Times: Maria Sharapova Admits Taking Meldonium,
Drug Newly Banned by Tennis
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY and MIKE TIERNEY

NY Times: Maria Sharapova‟s Admission Sends Her
Sponsors Fleeing
By SYDNEY EMBER

REBUTTAL BY

Due mainly to her numerous endorsement contracts, the lovely Russian tennis
sensation Maria Sharapova is was the world‘s highest-paid female athlete. In an
instant, her tennis career and endorsement contracts have now gone up in flames.
Her supposed offense? -- She tested positive for meldonium, a "performance
enhancing" drug that was added to the banned list only weeks ago.
Her real offense? -- Maria is a beautiful blond Aryan Orthodox Christian from the
country headed by Vladimir Putin -- who is a big fan of Sharapova. Making
matters worse, she refuses to renounce her Russian citizenship and become an
American, even though she has lived in Florida since she was seven years old.
The Daily Mail: Maria Sharapova Says She is Proud to be Russian and Would
Never Turn Her Back on Her Homeland
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Get the picture now?

1- Carrying the Olympic Torch at the Opening Ceremonies for the 2014
Winter Olympics in Sochi -- her home town and second residence.
2- Love of country and folk is a big no-no in the eyes of the Globalists.
Sharapova maintains that she was unaware of the change before receiving
notification of her positive test. This seems very believable because the obscure
drug was buried in an updated list of banned substances sent to tennis players in
the form of an E-mail! Sharapova said her family doctor began prescribing the
then-legal drug ten years ago, in 2006, after several health problems arose, such as
frequent cases of the flu.
―I was getting sick very often,‖ she said. ―I had a deficiency in magnesium. I had
irregular EKG results, and I had a family history of diabetes and there were signs
of diabetes.‖
Sharapova‘s lawyer said after the news conference that meldonium brought these
ailments under control. But the anti-White, anti-Blond, anti-Russian Piranha Press
is now in feeding frenzy with the gutless corporate response being equally out of
proportion. From the article:
"The commercial fallout was swift. Nike, one of Sharapova’s longtime sponsors,
announced in a statement that it was suspending its relationship with her ―while
the investigation continues.‖ Sharapova has her own clothing line with Nike, with
whom she signed an eight-year extension in 2010 that could reportedly be worth
up to $70 million."
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Typical corporate cowardice: Nike, TAG Heuer, Porsche --- all running for
cover in fear.
The authors of the article that appeared in The Slimes' Sports section, Clarey and
Tierney, ought to be commended for presenting the facts of this case in a fair and
objective manner which almost portrays Sharapova an unfortunate victim of
bureacratic bungling and innocent ignorance. Sharapova's lawyer is again quoted:
"But Haggerty said enhancing performance was never Sharapova’s intent.
―Maria was completely unaware there were any performance-enhancing
capabilities to it whatsoever,‖ Haggerty said. ―All the things, the medical
conditions she was being treated for with this drug, had nothing to do with
enhancing her performance. It had to do with her getting her health to a normal
baseline.‖
Evidently, the Sports reporters of Sulzberger's Slimes are not filled with the same
red-hot hatred for Russia manifested by the felonious fiends who ink the News and
Editorial stuff. This sympathetic portrayal was not the case with the other featured
article by Sidney Ember (cough cough), the headline for which gloats: Maria
Sharapova’s Admission Sends Her Sponsors Fleeing.
Embers breathlessly lists the sponsors who immediately "suspended relations" with
Sharapova -- including Nike, Porsche, TAG Heuer and Evian. At age 29 (getting
old for a tennis player), the two-year suspension being contemplated could
effectively end both Sharapova's stellar tennis career and lucrative marketing
career in disgrace.
One has to wonder if deduce that the sudden banning of meldonium, announced by
adding the drug's name to a long list sent out by E-mail, was an elaborate trap
intended to ruin the patriotic Russian. Meanwhile, American tennis star Serena
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Gorilliams, who will turn an ancient (in tennis terms) 35 years of age in a few
months, just keeps getting bigger and stronger and faster (though injuries do
appear to be finally catching up with her) as the politically correct Tennis World,
fearful of being accused of "racism" TM, just 'looks the other way' at her oh-sobloody-damn-obvious use of steroids.

Serena at age 20 vs Serena at the "old age" of 34 -- bigger, faster, bulkier,
stronger and better than ever. But let's pick on Maria Sharapova for
meldonium - a substance just added to the ban list a few weeks ago!
Will the injustices and double-standards ever cease? Maria Sharapova may not
exactly die of starvation now, but where does this lovely and classy Russian lady
go to get her good name back -- now that the denizens of the Piranha Press have
dirtied it with their deceptive diarrhea? Good Lord! The under-handed nastiness of
the PRC (Predatory Ruling Class) is as clever as it is evil.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that Maria
Sharapova's sponsors are all dumping her over this doping scandal.
Boobus Americanus 2: It serves her right. Performance enhancing
substances have no place in tennis.
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*

"Unlesss you are a Black Tranny ssttaight outta Compton. Then you are entitled to
inject all the frickin' ssteroidss you want!"
(Ha ha ha ha ha. Sugar, there will never be another cat like you!)
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NY Times: Argentina: Navy Sinks Chinese Boat Fishing
Illegally
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

REBUTTAL BY
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What's up with the Argentinian Coast Guard shelling and sinking a Chinese fishing
boat? Fortunately, all 20 + crewmen were saved; but what would have happened if
some of them had been killed? China is already demanding a full investigation of
the matter. Could it be that the recently-forged Argentinian-Chinese love boat may
be "sinking" soon? (pun intended)
Seriously, what the hell is going on with all these cheap shots on China lately?
Whether the boat was fishing "illegally" or not, such an over-reaction against an
unarmed civilian vessel, coming from a very friendly trading partner, doesn't seem
to make any sense -- or does it?

Argentinian Coast Guard vs the Lu Yan Yuan, a harmless fishing boat -- a
bit of a mismatch, yes?
During the 12-year run of the back-to-back presidencies of the since-deceased
Nestor de Kirchner (2003-2007) and his wife, Cristina Fernadez de Kirchner
(2007-2015), the Front for Victory faction of the Justicialist Party had cultivated
close trade relations with China (and Russia). During a 3-day 2014 visit to the
Latin American giant, Chinese boss man Xi Jimping stated:
"Our two countries find themselves at a historic crossroads. We have just marked
10 years in the strategic association between Argentina and China and the time
has come to open new horizons."
Xi and Cristina signed more than 20 trade deals in hydro-power, marine and rail
industries worth $7 billion. The countries also announced Chinese plans to help
Argentina build its fourth nuclear plant. Among the agreements was a "strategic
partnership" similar to one inked with nations such as Brazil.
Xi added:
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"I want to emphasize that we have signed an agreement to raise the level of our
relations in order to turn them into a strategic partnership, along with investments
in oil, mining, the nuclear field, agriculture and plant diseases,"
Less than one year later Ms. de Kirchner visited China. More love --- and more
deals! Combine this romance with China with Cristina's love for Russia, and
Cristina's support for the oppressed Palestinians, and Cristina's support for Assad,
and Cristina's support for Iran, and - let us never forget - her hubby's role in
helping to kill the FTAA (Free Trade Area of the Americas); and the celebration
of Sulzberger's Slimes over the defeat of Cristina Kirchner's hand-picked successor
in Argentina's recent December election becomes easy to solve.

Xi in Argentina / Cristina in China
In spite of being much closer to the left-wing de Kirchner and her Party in terms of
economic idiocy, Obongo wasted no time in telephoning and congratulating
Argentina's new "conservative" President, Mauricio Macri. Obongo and
Sulzberger aren't the only ones puffing-up Macri. The new 'pro-American'
President, who graduated from Columbia Business School in New York, has also
been portrayed positively in the pages of Foreign Affairs -- the mouthpiece of the
world-government-promoting CFR (Council on Foreign Relations).
It is still too early to judge if this aggressive over-reaction, just 3 months into
Macri's reign, was engineered by the very same geo-political forces that have been
prompting puppet Vietnam and puppet Philippines to recklessly poke the Chinese
Dragon in the eye. Let's see what further details and consequences emerge in the
coming days. But our hunch here is that if the Kirchner group had still been
running the show, this event would never have occurred.
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1- Biden and Macri make eyes.
2- New York's Colombia University Business School generally churns out
budding one-worlders.

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that Argentina
just sank a Chinese fishing boat.
Boobus Americanus 2: That sounds like a bit of an over-reaction. Let's
hope that the new President of Argentina can smooth this out with China.
*
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"Don't count on it Boobuss. Macri is CIA!"
(Your instincts are probably right -- again.)
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NY Times: Obama Chooses Merrick Garland for Supreme
Court
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and GARDINER HARRIS

REBUTTAL BY

What's this? Homo-Obongo actually chose a White male to replace the evidently
murdered and oh-so-quickly embalmed Antonin Scalia? Even more shocking is the
fact that it's an Anglo-Saxon White male named Merrick Garland. A surname
doesn't get anymore Old English than that!
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"White Anglo-Ssaxon my asss! Google this character and I bet he turnss
out to be a Tribessman."
You know, Sugar, your hastiness to label everything a conspiracy and everyone a
Tribesman risks undermining the credibility of our important work here at The
Anti-New York Times. But just to shut your little potty-mouth up, let's play your
game of Google.
Search: Merrick Garland Jewish
Result: The Forward
Title: Merrick Garland Offers Poignant Story About Anti-Semitism
―My grandparents left the Pale of Settlement…in the early 1900’s, fleeing antiSemitism and hoping to make a better life for their children in America,‖ Garland
told reporters in the Rose Garden, flanked by President Obama and Vice President
Joe Biden."
That damn cat is always right!

Garland will join Breyer and Hebrew hotties Kagan, Ginsburg, and
Sotomayor (Jewish Marrano ancestry, "of Mayer", on what will be a 5-4
majority kosher court!
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Clearly, the Left's high-minded talk of "diversity" does not apply to White nonJewish males, and especially not to those of Anglo-Saxon, Dutch, Scandinavian or
German ancestry -- pure Aryan sub-groups which still constitute a majority, though
shrinking fast, of the American demograhic. A review of Obongo's appointments to
the Supreme Court, the Federal Reserve, and the most important Cabinet and
advisory positions confirms that race-based discrimination against White males is
in fact official policy.



















Senior Advisor (Handler) to the President: Valerie Jarret (Part Black / Part
Jewish female)
Secretary of State: John Kerry (part White / part Jewish (Cohn)
Under Secretary of State for European & Eurasian Affairs: Victoria NulandKagan (Jewish)
Ambassador to the United Nations: Samantha Power (White female)
National Security Advisor: Susan Rice (Black female)
Chairman of Council of Economic Advisors: Jason Furman (Jewish)
Secretary of Treasury: Jack Lew (Jewish)
Secretary of Defense: Ashton Carter (White male)
Secretary of Health & Human Services: Sylvia Matthews Burwell (White
female)
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development: Julian Castro (Hispanic)
Secretary of Education: John King Jr. (Black)
Secretary of Labor: Thomas Perez (Hispanic)
Secretary of Homeland Security: Jeh Johnson (Black)
Attorney General: Loretta Lynch-Mob (Black) / preceded by Eric Holder
(Black)
Fed Chairwoman: Janet Yellen (Jewish)
Supreme Court: Elena Kagan (Jewish)
Supreme Court: Sonia Sotomayor (Hispanic / Jewish heritage)
Supreme Court: Merrick Garland (Jewish)

Warmonger and Israel-boot-licker Ashton Carter is the only true White
male among the top tier of key appointees (we exclude Biden because the first
Black candidate for President had to choose a White running mate). Even if we
were to accept, for arguments sake, this dubious doctrine of handing down
appointments proportional to the race and sex composition of society at large -about one third of the aforementioned positions still should have been filled by
White men.
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In legal parlance, such a contradiction of the laws of probability constitutes what is
known as 'prima facie' (first face) evidence of anti-White male discrimination -orchestrated, of course, by the usual suspects. This blatant discrimination is as
illegal, as it is undeniable, as it is 'in-your-face'. But dare to point it out and all the
fury of hell will be unleashed upon you!
Yes indeed, you've come a long way, America.

The total dispossession of a great nation: The Anglo Supremes 1910 vs.
The Judaic Supremes of 2015

“If you say in your heart, „These nations are greater than I. How can I
dispossess them? But do not be afraid of them; remember well what the
LORD your God did to Pharaoh and to all Egypt." -- The Torah Book of
Deuteronomy, Chapter 7: Verses 18-19
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that Obama just
nominated a moderate for the Supreme Court.
Boobus Americanus 2: I probably shouldn't say this (glancing over
shoulder, hunching forward, and then whispering) -- but it's nice to see a
White male get thrown a bone from time to time.
*

"White my asss. He'ss of the Assiatic Tribe that hass disspossesssed the
ssleeping sonss of Europa."
(Merrick Garland -- indeed! Sounds like a frickin' English nobleman!)
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NY Times (Column): „Big Government‟ Looks Great When
There Is None
By NICHOLAS KRISTOFF

REBUTTAL BY

Reductio ad absurdum (Latin: "reduction to absurdity"), also known as
argumentum ad absurdum (Latin: "argument to absurdity"), is a form of logically
fallacious argument which is often used to demonstrate that a given statement is
false by claiming that an absurd result follows from its acceptance. Here is how
'reductio / argumentum ad absurdum' might play out between a married couple:
Mrs. Smith: Honey, I test drove a beautiful brand new Lexus IS convertible today
-- only $59,000.
Mr. Smith: That's a bit much for us to be paying for a car, don't you think?
(here it comes)
Mrs. Smith: Well, I am absolutely not going to buy some $500 broken-down,
rusted out '89 Chevy with 300,000 miles on it -- if that's what you're thinking!
(Yikes! Reminds me of --- never mind --- I better not say!)
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1- The Greek and Roman philosophers of antiquity had a term for every
form of logical fallacy and rhetorical trick there was --- which is exactly why
the classics are no longer taught in public government schools!
2- 'Argumentum ad absurdum' can cause a civil discourse to deteriorate
into an ugly argument. That's because the target of the illogic finds it
disrespectful and infuriating.
The seditious scum at Sulzberger's Slimes are as notorious as they are skilled at
utilizing this manipulative form of argument. This column by Nicholas Kristoff
(cough cough) is as outrageous of an example of this logical fallacy as you will
ever find. The point that Kristoff wishes to "disprove" is the opinion expressed by
"Republican candidates" that the Federal government is too big and too intrusive.
To make his case, Crazy Kristoff cites South Sudan! Just get a load of this juvenile
'reductio / argumentum ad absurdum':
"After hearing Republican presidential candidates denounce big government and
burdensome regulation, I’d like to invite them to spend the night here in the midst
of the civil war in South Sudan.
You hear gunfire, competing with yowls of hyenas, and you don’t curse taxes.
Rather, you yearn for a government that might install telephones, hire a 911
operator and dispatch the police.
From afar, one sees the United States differently. Donald Trump and Ted Cruz
seem to think that America‟s Achilles heels are immigration and an activist
government. But from the perspective of a war zone, these look more like national
strengths.
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Indeed, take what Trump is clamoring for: weaker government, less regulation, a
more homogeneous society. In some sense, you find the ultimate extension of all
that right here."
So, you see, if we try to mildly scale back the ever-growing cost of our $4 Trillion
per year Federal Government (about $40,000 in tax extortion per household!), not
only might the sounds of "gunfire and hyenas" terrorize us, but there won't even be
any 911 dispatchers and police to come to our assistance! Those damn
Republicans!

"Hyenas and gunfire, oh my! Please don't cut my taxes! Oh please, please don't cut
my taxes!"
Jerkoff Kristoff continues with the manipulative horror story:
"No regulation! No long lines at the D.M.V., because there is no D.M.V. in the
conflict areas. In practice, no taxes or gun restrictions. No Obamacare. No
minimum wage. No welfare state to breed dependency. No sticky rules about
eminent domain. And certainly no immigration problem."
Dear Lord, please restrain me from taking that 30 minute bus ride into Marxist
Manhattan and stomping this evil little putrid punk like the filthy cockroach that he
is! Even by the low-down and deviously dirty standards of Sulzberger's Slimes,
this extreme form of 'reductio / argumentum ad absurdum' is surprising to behold
because the Yellow Journalists are generally more subtle in their application of
logical / rhetorical fallacies. Jerkoff Kristoff's nonsense is so transparent that it
doesn't even warrant rebuttal. It is a caricature of itself. But we must point out that
the legitimate government functions mentioned in this idiotic piece (police and
emergency dispatching) are performed at the local city / town government level,
not the Federal!
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Tragically, many a libtard will repeat the cunning cockroach's convoluted
argument without even pausing to consider that maybe, just maybe, there exists a
reasonable 'middle-ground' between South Sudanese lawlessness and societal
breakdown on the one hand, and an ever-expanding Federal government - that is
racking up $1 Trillion dollar deficits, year after year after year - on the other.
Oh, by the way -- Sulzberger's Slimes were big cheerleaders for the artificial
Globalist creation of the new state of South Sudan and hence, the "paper of record"
is partially responsible for the civil / proxy war. And that, dear reader, is the real
reason why the region is such a chaotic disaster. But we digress.

1-Jerkoff, Kristoff is the one on the left.
2-"Hey, I resent the comparison! At least I don't lie to millions of people!"
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read an op-ed piece by Nick Kristoff in today's
New York Times. Kristoff cites the chaos in South Sudan as an example of
what a society without governance deteriorates into. Conservatives ought
to take note.
Boobus Americanus 2: That's an excellent rebuttal to right-wing whining
about government being too big.
*

"Krisstoff iss laughing at you frickin' idiotss! Haven't you ever read Greek
philossophy?"
(Those dopes couldn't even figure out the lessons behind Aesop's Fables!)
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NY Times: European Union Reaches Deal With Turkey to
Return New Asylum Seekers
By JAMES KANTER

The move to send migrants who arrive in Greece back to Turkey was a
significant step amid a crisis that has left tens of thousands of people in
squalid conditions.

REBUTTAL BY

Constricting snakes instinctively 'know' that the secret to killing their prey before
eating them is to tighten the death grip each time the rodent exhales. Each new
exhalation (emptying of the lungs) provides the snake that much more space to
constrict the poor exhausted creature further and further.
As it is with snakes, a clever Globalist-Marxist knows when to pause the pressure
on his squirming victims (us!) and when to start squeezing again. That's exactly
what the European Union is doing here. After a 15 month period in which as many
as 1.5 million Turd World invaders broke into Europe, the Globalists feel it
necessary to lighten up a bit on their death grip. In doing so, the growing outrage
and passionate political activism of the native European people will soon yield to
an "exhalation" -- followed by an even tighter constriction.
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Squeeze - relax. Squeeze - relax. The EU snakes know better than to try
and kill their victims too quickly.
This much-publicized announcement, which decrees that new migrants passing
from Turkey though Greece are to be returned, will pause some of the pressure.
But the mostly male roaches who have already scurried into the house of Europa
are there to stay; and the ones arriving in Italy by way of post-Qaddafi Libya will
keep on arriving as well. In due time, we can expect the Turkey-Greece return
policy to go unenforced, if it ever gets enforced at all. A ton of media hype about
the new "crackdown", combined with a few diversionary football (soccer) games,
and Boobus Europiticus will soon be able to "exhale" again -- rendering him
primed and ready for the next level of strangulation.
Until Boobus Europiticus (and Americanus) comes to understand that the great
game is not meant to end until the very last non-Jewish White Man has been
genetically blended out, or died out due to old age -- the snake will resume his
death grip again and again and again. It won't stop until Europa is too tightly
squeezed and exhausted to offer any resistance at all. That is the basis of the
"Kalergi Plan".
Richard Coudenhove Kalergi
Kalergi was the son of an Austrian diplomat named Heinrich von CoudenhoveKalergi and a Japanese woman named Mitsu Aoyama. With his movement
financially backed by Zionist billionaires such as Rothschild, Baruch and
Warburg, Kalergi, thanks to his close contacts European aristocrats and
politicians, managed to attract the most important heads of state to his project for
European integration -- what Winston Churchill openly referred to, in 1945, as the
"United States of Europe."
Very few people know that Kalergi, one of the main "founding fathers" of the
process of European integration also designed the genocide for the peoples of
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Europe. As far back as 1922, Kalergi founded the "Pan-European" movement in
Austria, which aimed to create a federation of nations led by the United States.
European integration would be the first step in creating a future world government.
With the rise of Mussolini in Italy, The Great One in Germany and Franco in
Spain, Kalergi's 'One Europe' project was put on hold. But after the defeat of
Germany, Kalergi's New World Order, thanks to the support of Winston Churchill,
the Jewish B'nai B'rith and major newspapers like the New York Slimes, began to
take its first visible steps toward fruition.

In order for Kalergi's openly-described New Europe to rise, European
Fascism had to fall.
In his book 'Praktischer Idealismus', Kalergi boldly declares that the citizens of
the future "United States of Europe" will not be White people anymore. In his own
words:
"The man of the future will be of mixed race. The races and classes of today will
gradually disappear due to the elimination of space, time, and prejudice. The
Eurasian-negroid race of the future, similar in appearance to the Ancient
Egyptians, will replace the diversity of peoples with the diversity of individuals.
Of course, Kalergi's chosenite paymasters will not be replaced by this "Eurasiannegroid race of the future". Writes the hired hack of his paymasters:
"Instead of destroying European Judaism, Europe, against her will, refined and
educated this people, driving them to their future status as a leading nation
through this artificial evolutionary process. It's not surprising that the people that
escaped from the Ghetto-Prison, became the spiritual nobility of Europe. Thus, the
compassionate care given by Europe created a new breed of aristocrats. This
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happened when the European feudal aristocracy crashed because of the
emancipation of the Jews."
The Kalergi plan is the New World Order plan, and it's not just for Europe. White
genocide is very real and is playing out exactly as Kalergi and his handlers
envisioned it. That is the real reason why World War II was imposed upon Hitler
and Mussolini; and it is also the real reason why the Marshall Plan contained
hidden provisions for unifying Europe; and it is also the reason why the Frumpy
Frau of Germany is acting as "stupidly" as she is. Speaking of manly Marxist
Merkel; for her slavish devotion to European Unionism, the wicked wench
received the "prestigious" Charlemagne Prize in 2010 --- mistakingly referred to
by some as the Kalergi Prize because Kalergi was its very first recipient.

1- Merkel shows off her 'Kalergi Prize' in 2010
2- What's being sold as "tolerance" among the races is really a fiendishly
cunning Jewish Supremacist plot to genocide all Europeans out of
existence.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that the European Union is
cracking down on the mass migrations passing through Turkey.
Boobus Americanus 2: They have taken in more than enough. It's a good call.

*

"You sstupid #@&^%! That nassty %&@$ Merkel will jusst find another
way to them in!"
(Sugar, if you don't clean up that potty-mouth of yours, I'm going to feed
you to that Boa.)
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NY Times: Donald Trump Courts Wary Jewish Voters
By JONATHAN MAHLER

Donald J. Trump, whose disregard for the sensitivities of various religious and
ethnic groups has hit a nerve among Jewish organizations, faces a difficult sell
Monday.

REBUTTAL BY

The annual freak show of AIPAC (the Israel Lobby) convenes today with a 'Who's
Who' of America's political big shots bowed, broken and ready to pledge their
undying allegiance to Zion. Killary Clinscum will speak; Ted Cruz will speak;
John Kasich will speak; and, unfortunately, Donald Trump will also speak.
In fairness to Trump, the dirty game of reality politics requires that due respect be
paid to these people. At that level of the game, a direct frontal assault against the
Beast and its many millions of deluded Christian-Zionist cheerleaders would
amount to a political suicide mission. The way to work around these mighty
maniacs is to bow before them as you plot against them. Rent 'Godfather II' and
observe how masterfully Michael Corleone (Al Pacino) plays the Jewish mobster
Hyman Roth (Lee Srasberg) -- who also plays against Michael at the same time.
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Godfather II - Michael Corleone and Hyman Roth -- Master chess players
who duel to the death as they smile and praise each other. Michael wins in
the end as Roth is arrested and assassinated.
This is not to suggest that Trump, whose own daughter is married to an Orthodox
Jew, is a secret enemy of Israel and the Jewish elite. But as even this article
confirms, Trump's independence and stated willingness to pursue a "neutral"
Middle East policy has got more than a few "wary" chosenites up in arms. His
'America Firstism' certainly isn't endearing him to the notoriously
cosmopolitan Jewish One-Worlders either.
From the article:
"They cringed at his trafficking in Jewish stereotypes and recoiled when he
hesitated before denouncing David Duke, the Ku Klux Klan figure."
--"Mr. Trump also stumbled when he waded into one of America‟s most charged
foreign policy issues, promising to remain a “neutral” broker between Israelis and
Palestinians.
For the many Jews who side with Israel in its dealings with Palestinians — a
number of whom are AIPAC members — “that was like fingernails across the
chalkboard,” said Ari Fleischer, the former spokesman for President George W.
Bush. Mr. Trump later modified his position to be more pro-Israel, but his
wavering left many unconvinced."
If Bush mouthpiece Ari Fleischer is "wary" about Trump, then that's a definite
plus. The notorious 9/11 PNAC plotter William Kristol is also "wary" of Trump:
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―Israel benefits from a strong, consistent, reliable America,‖ said William Kristol,
the editor of The Weekly Standard, who has been one of Mr. Trump’s most vocal
conservative critics. ―I don’t think that would be Trump’s America.‖
And the Harvard Marxist and noted "anti-racist" Alan Dershowitz is equally
"wary":
“The way he dillydallied with David Duke basically sent a message that was
perceived by many in the Jewish community as he‟s looking for any votes he can
get from the hard right,” said Alan M. Dershowitz, the defense lawyer.
To Mr. Dershowitz, the problem is not simply Mr. Trump; it is the white
supremacists who have rallied around his candidacy. ―It’s quite frightening to see
who supports him,‖ he said.
With enemies like Fleischer, Kristol and Dershowitz, Trump's decision to speak at
AIPAC isn't as disturbing as a patriot might believe at first glance.

Fleischer -- Kristol -- Dershowitz: three wretched monsters who are "wary"
of Trump's speech before AIPAC.
Though not mentioned in this article, Trump's respectful words for Vladimir Putin
and his stated desire to "get along with Russia" have also ruffled the feathers of the
'Greater Israel' crowd that had hoped to topple Assad of Syria -- only to see those
hopes dashed by Russia's military rescue of the Assad government. Speaking of
Putin, those who have read 'The War Against Putin' will recall how Bad Vlad
initially courted and negotiated with the Jewish Oligarchs who had raped Russia
during the Yeltsin years. Once Putin had consolidated his power, the gangsters
who weren't thrown in jail ended up exiled in Israel or the UK. As Don Corleone
would say, "Keep your friends close. Keep your enemies closer."
Might 'The Donald', a man that no one - in light of the fact that his own daughter is
now a Jew - can accuse of being "anti-Semitic" TM, be plotting to carry out some
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lesser variation of a 'Corleone-Putin' scenario? We cannot say for certain at this
time. But neither can the Zionist Mafia -- which is why they are so "wary" of Don
Trumpeone.

1- When Zionist mobster Khodorkovsky was all-powerful in Russia, the new
President Putin played nice-nice with him.
2- After Putin established himself, the tables were turned. Khodorkovsky
was arrested in 2003 and spent the next decade in jail.
Putin: "I have eaten enough dirt from that man (Khodorkovsky)."
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that many Jews
are wary of Trump's intentions.
Boobus Americanus 2: I don't blame them. Trump said he wants to be a
neutral broker -- as if there is actually an equivalence between Palestinians
and the Israelis!
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*

"You're right Boobus! There iss no equivalence. Bibi Ssatanyahu
resspondss to the alleged killing of 1 Issraeli by killing 1000 Palestinianss in
retaliation!"
(Not to mention the fact that they terrorized them off of their historical lands
and farms without paying so much as a dime in compensation.)
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NY Times: Donald Trump Calls Himself „Lifelong
Supporter‟ of Israel
By ALAN RAPPEPORT

Donald J. Trump expressed his solidarity with Israel in passionate terms on
Monday, promising a gathering of the American Israel Public Affairs
Committee that as president he would always stand up for it against
its enemies in the Middle East.
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REBUTTAL BY

The enigma continues. Donald Trump's speech before the kosher kings of AIPAC
was disgusting at times, and music to our human and feline ears at others. As we
said in yesterday's rebuttal, how much of the 'tuckus'-kissing is for political show
versus how much of it is real cannot be known until he actually becomes President.
The bullet-points of Trump's speech:
The Bad






Vowed to dismantle the "disastrous" nuclear agreement with Iran.
Referred to a mythical "Iranian terrorist network"
Backed-off on his controversial pledge of "neutrality" regarding Palestinian
and Israeli negotiations.
Condemned the "anti-Semitism" TM of the Palestinian culture.
Supported Jerusalem as "the eternal capital of the Jewish people."

It was observed that Trump's raw red-meat pleased the Judaic jackals that
"warmed" to the bellicose rhetoric with cheers and applause.
The Good




Called for the U.S. to diminish its role in NATO
Said he would work closer with President Putin of Russia
Called upon South Korea to take charge of its own defense
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The North Atlantic Terrorist Organization has got to go!
Though having to tightly hold our noses through the obligatory rah-rah-we-loveIsrael-always-and-forever crap, Trump's non-interventionism and unprecedented
questioning of America's role in funding NATO compensated nicely. Parts of the
speech could have been written by Ron Paul! Let just hope that the anti-Iran and
anti-Palestinian garbage were just hollow bones that Trump had to throw to these
kosher carnivores to keep them at bay.
Trump's jabs at NATO prompted House Speaker and Globalist butt-boy Paulie
Ryan to come to NATO's defense during his own subsequent speech before the
kosher council of kookdom. We can only imagine what the scum in Brussels,
Berlin, Paris, London and Rome will soon have to say about Trump's
"isolationism" - TM.
On another positive note, Trump just reaffirmed, during a meeting with the
Editorial Board of the Washington Compost, that he is indeed serious about noninterventionism. He told the Compost:
"I do think it’s a different world today, and I don’t think we should be nationbuilding anymore. I think it’s proven not to work, and we have a different country
than we did then. We have $19 trillion in debt. We’re sitting, probably, on a
bubble. And it’s a bubble that if it breaks, it’s going to be very nasty. I just think we
have to rebuild our country."
He added:
"I watched as we built schools in Iraq and they’re blown up. We build another one,
we get blown up. We rebuild it three times and yet we can’t build a school in
Brooklyn. We have no money for education because we can’t build in our own
country. At what point do you say, 'Hey, we have to take care of ourselves?' So, I
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know the outer world exists and I’ll be very cognizant of that. But at the same time,
our country is disintegrating, large sections of it, especially the inner cities."

1- Trumps non-interventionism sounds much like that of Ron Paul.
2- Trump-basher Paulie Ryan leaped to NATO's defense.
Trump also listed members of a team chaired by Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-AL) that is
counseling him on foreign affairs and helping to shape his policies: Keith Kellogg,
Carter Page, George Papadopoulos, Walid Phares and Joseph E. Schmitz.
Proclaims the Globalist-Communist 'Daily Beast' in its headline about Trump's
advisers:
Donald Trump‟s New Foreign Policy Advisers Are as Rotten as His Steaks
By Shane Harris / March 21, 2016
Harris especially hates Carter Page for his position on Russian relations. He writes
of Mr. Page:
"Page has criticized the Obama administration's policy towards Russia, going so
far as to accuse Victoria Nuland, an assistant secretary of state, of “misguided and
provocative actions” and “fomenting” the revolution that ousted Ukrainian
president and Putin ally Viktor Yanukovych from power in 2014."
Another positive point in favor of Trump!
In the grand scheme of things, Trump's undeniable desire to work with Putin and
weaken NATO "trumps" (pun intended) the mushy manure he had to spread thick
before the AIPAC tribunal. Surely, a man as intelligent as Donald Trump knows
that Russia and China will allow no harm to come to Iran. Therefore, Trump's
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tough talk won't mean much. Even if some level of sanctions is reinstated to
appease the chosenites, fast-developing Iran can make up the business elsewhere,
as Russia has.
As for the Palestinians, a President Trump, like his predecessors, will probably
have no choice but to keep his mouth shut as Bibi Satanyahu continues to torment
these poor people -- weak little lambs who may have to be sacrificed if Trump is to
retain enough first-term political clout to defuse the Globalist drive for World War
III.

Putin and Trump can save the world from Killary and World War III

*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in today's New York Times that Trump
came out really strong in favor of Israel during his AIPAC speech.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. He seemed to take a much stronger proIsrael line than he did previously.
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"Trump sshould have gone full Hitler and told AIPAC to go @^&%
themselvess!"
(That's easy for us bloggers to say, Sugar. But in politics, you have to kiss
ass before you can kick it.)
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NY Times: Brussels Airport and Subway Explosions Kill 34
By ALISSA J. RUBIN, AURELIEN BREEDEN and ANITA RAGHAVAN

REBUTTAL BY

Your cautious editor here at The Anti-New York Times generally prefers to
restrain his fanatical feline sidekick and wait a day or two before upgrading a false273

flag hypothesis to a confident statement of fact. But these 'crisis-actor' false flag
attacks have by now become so frequent, so predictable and so transparent that
we're going to have to let Sugar out of her straight-jacket to fully rip on these
bombing events that just went down in Belgium. Go ahead, sweetie.

"Fake! Fake! Frickin' fake! As fake as the Sandy Hook non-shooting! As
fake as the Boston Smoke-Bomb! As fake as the Charleston Church nonshooting! As fake as the San Bernadino non-shooting. As fake as
Moochele Obongo's womanhood! As fake as ..."
OK Sugar. We get the point! Let's at least be grateful for the fact that the
clandestine services appear to have stopped killing innocent people and are using
invented identities, 'crisis actors' and red paint instead. How merciful of them!
Let's review a few of the soon-to-be "iconic" photos of these two fake false-flag
attacks (Brussels airport and Brussels Metro).

1- Bloodied man on floor -- looking directly at the camera as person just
casually walks by him, not even noticing. Say "Cheese" buddy!
2- Same man -- with side of face covered in theatrical dirt. Red paint all
over the floor around him -- but none on his pants? Notice the lack of any
grimace and no evident concern for his "leg wound".
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*

1- No 'crisis actor' scheme is complete without the distressed woman on
her cell phone. Fake blood on her hand. Fake dust all throughout her
friend's hair and face as she looks into the camera.
2- The usual fake scene at the sidewalk -- just like the Boston Smoke
Bomb Hoax.

*

1- Debris pattern resembles stage props more so than the chaotic
aftermath of a massive explosion.
2- Cop or security official of some sort looks at "victim" as he just walks
right on by? Nice multi-cultural touch by having the Black guy carry an
injured little blonde boy to ...to....to where?
*
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1- Fake blood stain on her left knee and one on her right ankle as she looks
for a camera. A few stains on her son's jeans too. Why does he seem so
bored by the whole affair, and not even concerned with his own injury?
2- This is NOT how to transport injured people! Soldiers and security
officials would know that. Where's the stretcher? Where are they bringing
him to? Are there no ambulances in Brussels?
*

Too much wrong with this photo: Face splattered with fake blood in an
impossible pattern and not even being wiped -- being given oxygen but not
being treated for lacerations-- still holding her cell phone as if nothing
happened -- as the hero shows us his best drama look, straight into the
camera.
*
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As the stupid story goes, an unnamed Iraqi intelligence official is claiming that an
unnamed source in Syria told his agency that ISIS is behind the terrorist attacks in
Brussels (he said that he said). What does this really mean? It means that the CIAMossad complex hasn't given up on its obsession to drag the U.S. and the E.U. into
Syria for the purpose of fighting ISIS terrorists overthrowing Assad. Expect the
pressure on Obongo the reluctant to "do something" about Syria to intensify. These
damn Zionists NEVER quit!

1- Some really bad acting. Next time, use an onion, sweetie.
2- The subway blast occurred at 9:11 Belgian time on 3-22. How
conveeenient!

*

Boobus Americanus 1: What a tragedy in Brussels, eh?
Boobus Americanus 2: Sickening! Obama has got to do something on
the ground in Syria to stop ISIS.
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"It'ss frickin' fake! It'ss all frickin' fake! Once we get tricked into Ssyria the
misssion will change to overthowing Asssad sso that Issrael can expand!"
(Preach it, Sugar. Preach it!)
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NY Times: Obama Declares a New Partnership After Talks
With Argentine Leader
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS and JONATHAN GILBERT

NY Times: Crisis in Brazil Widens With Report of Firm‟s
Payments to Politicians
By VINOD SREEHARSHA
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REBUTTAL BY

The tricky thing about fighting cancer is that if you don't kill all of the cancer cells,
the deadly disease will return. As it is with cancer, so too it is with Globalism.
Unless all of the cancer cells (agents and dupes) are uprooted and killed, the
seemingly recovered patient will ultimately succumb once again.

Unless every last cell is killed, the threat remains.
*
Funded by western bankers (cough cough), the cancer returned with a vengeance to
Tsarist Russia in 1917 -- a full 12 years after the 1905 Communist Revolution had
been put down and its leaders arrested or exiled.

The Czar was able to put down the 1905 Revolution (Image 1). When the
domestic cancer returned in 1917, it cost him and his entire family their
lives.
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*
Funded again by western bankers (cough cough), the cancer (in the form of FDR
1932) returned with a vengeance to the United States -- again, 12 years after the
Globalism and Marxism of Woodrow Wilson had been thoroughly repudiated and
reversed with the 1920 'America First' election of President Warren G. Harding
and Vice President Calvin Coolidge.

After enjoying the benefits of consecutive 'America Firster' Presidents, FDR
was installed in 1932. America hasn't been the same country ever since.
*
Funded again by western bankers (cough cough) and the CIA, the cancer (in the
form of the 2014 coup) returned to Ukraine -- just 4 years after pro-Russian Viktor
Yanukovych was elected President.

Ukraine and Russia were building a warm and mutually beneficial
relationship (Image 1) -- but then the cancer, fed from the outside, came
back to Kiev.
Now, more than 10 years after the South American giants of Brazil and Argentina,
socialist and corrupt though they may be, killed the Globalist scheme to establish
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the Free Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA), both countries are in danger of
being sucked back into the orbit of evil -- as this double-dip coverage in
Sulzberger's Slimes clearly reveals to those of us who monitor these developments.
Argentina:
From the article:
―The United States stands ready to work with Argentina through this historic
transition in any way that we can,‖ President Obama said at a news conference
Wednesday with the Argentine president, Mauricio Macri."
As we exposed in our Anti-New York Times piece of March 16, Argentina's
brand new President, Mauricio Macri, is an Ivy League globo-boy, recently puffedup by CBS's '60 Minutes'. That's why Obongo went to Argentina to "repair
relations" with Argentina; and it is also the real reason why the U.S. is "opening
up" to Castro's Cuba.

Now that Putin's girl in Argentina is gone, wonder-boy Macri is being
puffed-up by Globalists and their media mouthpieces.
Brazil:
From the other article:
"Political leaders are bracing for more revelations to emerge that could further
tarnish a broad spectrum of Brazil’s political class. Among the 594 members in
Brazil’s Congress, 271 face serious charges."
The revelations of these scandals (real or not) as well the convenient outbreak of
"the Zika virus" (real or not) and many other anti-Brazilian moves have all been
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engineered by the Globalist hand. The goal for Brazil is the same as it was for
Argentina -- to replace an independent-minded socialist President / government
with a cancerous New World Order socialist President / government. Should this
project succeed, it would only be a matter of time before the FTAA, or some
watered-down variation, is reintroduced.
Yes indeed; unless you mercilessly kill every last one of its cells, Globalism, like
cancer, never quits.

Throwing bricks at BRICS -- the Globalists are trying to stir up a "color
revolution" in Brazil so that they can bring back the FTAA scheme.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that big
changes are happening in Argentina and Brazil.
Boobus Americanus 2: Yes. Brazil especially seems to be going through
turmoil.
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"Nothing is what it sseems, Boobuss. It's all one big frickin' consspiracy!"
(Yes it is. Once you know the code, seemingly unrelated and complex
world events become very easy to read.)
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NY Times (International Section): Israel Soldier Detained in
Shooting of Palestinian
By ISABEL KERSHNER

REBUTTAL BY

In this day and age of 24-hour news coverage and I-phone / You Tube viral videos;
there are times when members of the Israel Defense Forces will commit, on
camera, an act of such bloody and brazen brutality that Sulzberger's Slimes, in
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order to retain the illusion of "objectivity", has to -- repeat, has to report about the
incident. When this happens, you can be sure the story will be covered only for a
day and usually in the back pages. That's the trick.

Regarding those rare cases when the "objective" Slimes is compelled to hit
its fellow Tribesmen in Israel, the attack will be brief and usually buried in
the International Section.
And so it is with the Slimes' report of this beyond barbaric murder of an unarmed
and unconscious Palestinian man -- shot in the head for good measure as he lay
helpless on the ground. The story is duly watered-down and buried on page 6 of
the International Section. An Israeli spokesman, quoted by Slimes reporter Isabel
Kershner (cough cough) assures us:
“The I.D.F. views this incident as a grave breach of I.D.F. values, conduct and
standards of military operations,” Lt. Col. Peter Lerner, an army spokesman, said
of the event, referring to the Israeli military. “A military police investigation has
commenced and the soldier involved has been detained.”
You see, Kershner's cover-up neither denies nor justifies the shocking incident.
That would be far too obvious of a whitewash in light of what was actually
captured on this horrific viral video. The trick here involves blaming a single outof-control soldier; and then highlighting how "Israeli authorities" are "detaining"
him while they "investigate" the matter.
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The Palestinian man lying in the street is either unconscious or playing so
out of fear. After moving his head, the Israel soldier (with rifle in air) cocks
his weapon and blasts him in the head. That's when the blood starts
flowing.
Even more disturbing than the execution head-shot is the cold-hearted indifference
of the numerous soldiers and security officers seen in the video. After the killershot is fired, no one even so much as bats an eyelash or says to the killer, "Oy vey
dude! What the heck is wrong with you?” Clearly, the problem here is much more
widespread that just this one soldier.
Again, just to make it look good, the article, in its lower paragraphs, quotes a
"good Jew", Ms. Sarit Michaeli, who blames ―the public climate in Israel" and
"virtually every politician condoning the notion‖ (that Palestinian attackers should
be killed).
Lost in this whole "debate" about how many soldiers are "out of control", and what
exactly constitutes excessive force, is the "big picture" of a terrorist state -- armed,
funded and protected by the wholly kosherized United States -- that has been
brutalizing the dispossessed Palestinians for the past 70 years now. The problem
isn't this one killer-soldier, or even hundreds of killer-soldiers. It's Zionism itself.
But don't hold your breath waiting for Yenta Isabel Kershner to touch the broader
topic.
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Shhhhh! Let's slap a nobody soldier on the wrist, but don't ever talk about
the "big picture" behind the problem.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Israeli
military officials have detained a soldier who shot a Palestinian man in the
head as he lay on the ground.
Boobus Americanus 2: Oh? I must have missed that story. I guess it was
in the inner pages. At least Israeli authorities are disciplining him.
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"You frickin' moron! Issraeli authoritiess are the ones who caussed this
murder and thoussandss more like it!"
(Right on Sugar! In the big scheme of things, the murder of this poor fellow
is nothing compared to Bibi Satanyahu's phosphorous terror bombings of
Gaza.)

MARCH, 2016

NY Times: In Donald Trump‟s Worldview, America Comes
First, and Everybody Else Pays
By DAVID E. SANGER and MAGGIE HABERMAN

In a 100-minute interview, Mr. Trump said he might halt purchases of oil
from Arab allies like Saudi Arabia unless they commit greater resources to
fighting the Islamic State.

REBUTTAL BY
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Though written by a pair of chosenites and tagged with a mocking headline, this
article itself is actually fair and objective. Unfortunately, it is the headlines that
leave the strongest impression. 'America First' may come as music to the ears of
the average patriotic red-blooded American man-in-the-street-of-Heartland-USA -but to New York City chosenites, Globalists, Marxists, Zionists and assorted
libtards, the phrase is a Pavlovian attack bell that gets them to instant salivation
and attack mode.
The article quotes Trump:
"Not isolationist, but I am America First,‖ he said. ―I like the expression.‖ He
said he was willing to reconsider traditional American alliances if partners were
not willing to pay, in cash or troop commitments, for the presence of American
forces around the world. ―We will not be ripped off anymore,‖ he said.
Admiral Chester Ward, once a "window dressing" member of the worldgovernment-promoting Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), put this term in
proper perspective:
"In the entire CFR lexicon, there is no term of revulsion carrying a meaning so
deep as 'America First'”

In the book 'Kissinger on the Couch', co-authored with Phyllis Schlafly,
Admiral Chester Ward gives us an insider's perspective on how much the
term 'America First' repulses 'The Establishment'. Mrs. Schlafly (above,
Image 3) has endorsed Donald Trump.
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Over the course of the last century, in addition to Trump, there have been four
other very well-known public figures whose political activism went forth
unapologetically under the banner of 'America First'. Not at all coincidentally,
each of these men are still hated with a demonic passion by the usual suspects. Hop
into the time machine and see what we mean.
1920: WARREN HARDING
After 120,000 American lives had been frittered away in the Great War (World
War I), Ohio Senator Warren Harding and his running mate, Massachusetts
Governor Calvin Coolidge, ran against liberal Democrat Globalists James Cox &
Franklin D Roosevelt. Harding promised a "return to normalcy" and fierce
opposition to ever joining the Globalist 'League of Nations'. Running with the
slogan of 'America First', the Harding/Coolidge ticket cruised to a historic 2-1
landslide victory. Remember that the next time you hear about some "poll" of
court-historians who always rank Harding as "the worst President in history"

'America First' sloganeering originated with the "worst President", Warren
Harding.
1941: CHARLES LINDBERGH
The 2nd incarnation of 'America First' occurred during the anti-Roosevelt peace
movement of 1940 & 1941. Charles Lindbergh, the famous aviator, became the
figurehead of this powerful force that warned the public that "Roosevelt and the
Jews" were plotting to drag the USA into World War II. The America First
Committee quickly fizzled out after the justifiable Japanese attack on the US Navy
based at Pearl Harbor, in what was then the territory of Hawaii.
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To the dwindling number of modern-day American's who know that Lindbergh
was the first man to fly across the Atlantic (1927), "Lucky Lindy" remains a heroic
figure. But the chosenites of academia have always reviled him for being "proNazi" -- and his father, Congressman Charles Lindbergh (R-MN), for being antiFederal Reserve and "anti-Semitic" TM. Perhaps that explains the bizarre
kidnapping and murder of the great aviator's baby boy -- which conveniently took
place during Passover of 1932.

1- Lindbergh was decorated by German Air Marshal Goering (1938)
2- Dr. Suess cartoons often ridiculed Lindbergh. The one above depicts goosestepping American "fascists" supporting Lindbergh.

1- 1941: Lindbergh speaks before the 'America First Committee' -- warns
about FDR and "jewish influence".
2- "Heil Lindbergh" -- Lindbergh was attacked for accepting a medal from
Hitler's Germany.
3- 2004 bestseller, 'The Plot Against America', by Philip Roth (cough
cough) tells of a fictional scenario in which Henry Ford and "President"
Charles Lindbergh engineered a 'Nazi' takeover of America.
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1991: DAVID DUKE & PAT BUCHANAN
After incumbent Republican President George HW Bush the Elder openly
declared that he was working to establish a "New World Order", former Ku Klux
Klansmen David Duke kicked-off a Republican primary challenge against him.
Older readers may recall that former Ku Klux Klansmen David Duke was actually
quite popular back then; and that the slogan that former Ku Klux Klansmen David
Duke chose for his campaign was 'America First'.
In order to derail former Ku Klux Klansmen David Duke and keep the term
'America First' somewhat "respectable", conservative political commentator
Patrick J Buchanan also threw his hat into the ring and adopted the term. With
the 'America First' vote thus diluted (perhaps by Buchanan's design?) Globalist
Bush was able to fend-off the nationalist challenge.
Buchanan would run again in 1995-96. That campaign (against Bob Dole) started
out well, but crashed after relentless media attacks took their toll on "Pitchfork
Pat". As for former Ku Klux Klansmen David Duke, his name still remains toxic -unfortunate given the excellent books and articles he has written.

The 1990's smear campaign against "America Firsters" Buchanan and
Duke were intense and dishonest.
Yes, Admiral Ward was indeed correct. Say it again, Admiral:
"In the entire CFR lexicon, there is no term of revulsion carrying a meaning so
deep as 'America First'”
Be careful, Mr. Trump.
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Someone just went through a lot of trouble and money to have a Donald
Trump tombstone erected in New York's Central Park
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read in The New York Times today that Trump
is adopting the highly provocative term, 'America First' to describe his
foreign policy.
Boobus Americanus 2: The anti-Semitic overtones of that slogan are very
unsettling.
If I recall correctly, both Pat Buchanan and former Ku Klux Klansmen David
Duke adopted that term for their own Presidential runs.
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"If either Buchanan or former Ku Klux Klanssman David Duke had been
elected Pressident we wouldn't have fought the dissastrous Iraq war that
you libtardss are alwayss crying about. Ever think of that, you sstupid
$#@*&^#!"
(Boobuses don't think. That's the whole problem.)

MARCH, 2016

NY Times (Letter to the Editor): How the Republicans Lost
the Surplus
By JOHN A. LAWRENCE
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A former Chief-of-Staff for former House Speaker Nancy Pelosi drops this
absolute turd of an economic analysis in the form of a 'Letter to the Editor'. John
Lawrence not only repeats the lie that "the Bush tax cuts" caused the Federal
Budget deficit to skyrocket; but he ignores the fact that the unalterable long-term
Obongo/Pelosi budget of 2009 ended up tripling the deficits that Bush and the
Republicant's were racking up.
Let's clean up this Marxist mess.

Pelosi's boy, John Lawrence, inks some massive economic whoppers for
the 'Letters to the Editor' page
To the Editor:
Lawrence: Re ―You Budget. Why Shouldn‘t Congress?,‖ by Nancy Pelosi (OpEd, March 22): As Chief of Staff to Representative George Miller, the California
Democrat who developed the ―pay as you go‖ deficit reduction plan in 1982, I
would like to make two points.
Rebuttal: Well, as Chief-of-Staff of The Anti-New York Times, I would like to
point out that the rhetorical tricks of 'establishing credentials' and name-dropping
may dazzle the easily-impressed, but it is not relevant to the discussion. A case
should be argued on the facts and nothing else.
Lawrence: Although Mr. Miller applied the same standard to all deficit-generating
legislation — discretionary spending or tax policy — House Republicans always
exempted tax cuts from requiring an equivalent offset, asserting that economic
growth would compensate for revenue losses.
Rebuttal: Growth-related revenue increase to the Federal Treasury is not an
"assertion" -- it is a simple fact of mathematics that can be easily measured. Even a
slowly growing economy will produce many billions of dollar in additional,
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taxable wealth. Economic growth drives the level of tax revenue far more so than
any tweaking of tax rates.

Hey Professor Egghead! If tax cuts cause deficits, then why did revenues
grow so rapidly even after the Reagan and Bush 43 tax cuts?
Lawrence: Under President George W. Bush, they went a step further and allowed
the Paygo law that constricted spending in the 1990s to expire.
Rebuttal: Democrats were right there with him!
Lawrence: Unpaid-for tax cuts...
Rebuttal: By "unpaid-for tax cuts", Lawerence means the imaginary increase in
the deficit caused by the minor tax cuts. Again, it is growth that drives revenue, not
minor adjustments in rates.
Lawrence: the enactment of Medicare Part D...
Rebuttal: Even broken clocks are correct twice a day. Lawrence gets this one
right. Of course, he neglects to mention the fact that without the strong support of
the Democrats, Bush's Medicare scheme would never have happened.
Lawrence: ... and spending for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan soon dissipated
the surpluses that had been projected because of Paygo discipline.
Rebuttal: The broken clock is correct for the second time. Of course, he neglects
to mention the fact that without the strong support which 70% of the Democrats,
including then-Senator Killary Clinscum, Bush's wars would never have happened
either.
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The bloody bitch, along with many other Democrats, was right there in
Bush's corner as he launched the genocidal and budget-busting 'War on
Terror'.
Lawrence: Republican Congresses have since sought to impose offsetting cuts
only on domestic spending, including disaster aid, while ignoring such offsets for
tax cuts, with predictable results.
Rebuttal: Again, it is not necessary to "offset" tax cuts because revenues increase
automatically due to economic growth. Even the Globalist socialist Economist
Magazine conceded the reality of this economic maxim:
"America has seen high top rates of tax in the 1970s, followed by Reagan tax cuts,
Clinton tax increases and Bush junior cuts. None of it made much difference to
the overall take. The two years with the lowest take were under the supposedly
"socialist" Obama (admittedly a function of the weak economy) and the highest tax
take was under Clinton, at the height of the dotcom boom in 2000." (Oct. 14,
2014)
*****
Get it now? Boom = revenue growth = diminishing deficits or surpluses. And to
the extent that tax cuts stimulate economic activity; those tax cuts, paradoxically,
will often increase revenue!
Conversely, a sluggish economy, combined with exploding welfare and warfare
budgets, increases the deficit massively. Obongo, the Democrats, and the
"moderate" Republicants have done exactly that -- which is why the United States
is approaching $20 TRILLION in debt with unfunded liabilities of much more.
That's the truth about the debt crisis; but don't expect scum like Lawrence and the
libtard economists at the Slimes to ever tell you that.
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All that being said; we would like see tax rates, spending and revenues drastically
fall because the money belongs in the private economy (our pockets).
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read a Letter-to-the-Editor in the New York
Times today that explained how the Bush tax cuts and the relaxation of
pay-as-you-go policies led to the current budget crisis.
Boobus Americanus 2: Republicans still believe that discredited myth
about economic growth compensating for revenue loss caused by tax cuts.

"It's not a myth you sstupid %$#@^(&. Even that commie-fag John
Maynard Keyness undersstood that growth drivess revenuess."
(Where did you learn about John Maynard Keynes, Sugar? That explains
the scratch marks on so many pages of my library books!)
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NY Times: Israel Changes Tack After Standoff With Brazil
Over Dani Dayan
By ISABEL KERSHNER

REBUTTAL BY

Not many countries have the ability to resist Israeli pressure -- typically applied via
its "super-power" American bitch. But the growing Latin American power of
Brazil just did exactly that. Bravo Brazil! By the way, this is the same Brazil that
the U.S. media (cough cough) has been relentlessly dumping on over the phony
'Zika virus', overspending on the upcoming Summer Olympics, environmental
degradation, "income inequality", risky banking practices, rampant corruption and
even its disappointing football team. How conveeenient!

In addition to its rejection of an American Union scheme and its affiliation
with Putin's BRICS, Brazil's hard line on Israel is another reason why the
CIA / Mossad Axis of Evil has targeted the nation with bad press and "color
revolution" attempts.
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We learn in this very revealing article that after a months-long standoff over plans
to install Dani Dayan, a West Bank settler leader, as ambassador to Brazil, Israel
has finally backed off — reassigning the loony Likudnik to a position in New York
City (surprise surprise) after the Brazilian government steadfastly refused to
approve his appointment. Dayan will now focus his abilities on "bringing about a
revolution in Israeli public relations in North America."
Speaking on Army Radio in Israel, Dayan, who made a fortune running an
information technology company, said his reassignment should not be seen as
giving in to Brazil. But that is exactly what just happened! He said, ―Those that did
not want us in Brasília got us in New York, the capital of the world.‖ Interesting
that Dayan should refer to New York as "capital of the world" while at the same
time talking about "bringing about a revolution in Israeli public relations." He
almost sounds like one of those "anti-Semites" TM who traffic in "conspiracy
theories" TM.

Satanyahu vs Dilma Rousseff -- Brazil's condemnation of Israeli brutality
and recognition of pre-1967 Palestinian borders has put the developing
giant in Zionist cross-hairs.
The story tells us that Brazil, in 2011, formally recognized Palestinian statehood
within the 1967 boundaries of the West Bank, Gaza and East Jerusalem. Any
American politician who would openly support such boundaries would be crushed
by "the Lobby" and blackballed from polite society.
As the impasse dragged on, Israel dug in its heels and threatened to downgrade its
relations with Brazil and send a lower-level diplomat if Mr. Dayan was not
accepted. As the standoff became increasingly embarrassing for Satanyahu, the
reassignment of Dayan to New York provided a face-saving way out.
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In Brazil, Israel‘s capitulation is seen as a victory for the embattled president,
Dilma Rousseff. But don't get to comfortable Dilma! These patient devils NEVER
quit. Expect the anti-Brazil campaign to intensify as the Olympics approaches. And
watch out for an attack by 'ISIS' too!

The Globo-Zio press will do whatever it takes to put a sour note on Brazil's
Olympic Games this summer.
*

Boobus Americanus 1: I read a story in the New York Times today about
a rift between Brazil and Israel.
Boobus Americanus 2: What wrong with Brazil lately? All I read is bad
things about that country.
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"That'ss becausse all you read is Zionisst $#@*- @#&!"
(Sugar, you have a unique talent for getting right to the point!)
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NY Times: Exxon Mobil Climate Change Inquiry in New
York Gains Allies
By JOHN SCHWARTZ
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For the past decade or so, the Globalist Rockefeller Crime Family has been
trying, to no avail, to "persuade" Exxon Mobil (a spin off of the Great Grandpa
Rockefeller's legendary Standard Oil company), to understand the "dangers" of
Global Warming TM. In February, 2016, Neva Rockefeller Goodwin, daughter of
David Rockefeller, in condemning Exxon-Mobil's "denialist campaign", wrote in
an Los Angeles Slimes Op-Ed:
"My great-grandfather, John D. Rockefeller Sr., created the Standard Oil
Company and I inherited shares in the companies it spun off, including Exxon
Mobil. But this year I donated those shares to the nonprofit Rockefeller Family
Fund's Environmental program, which sold them and is using the $400,000
proceeds to fight global warming.
I lost faith in Exxon Mobil's future value. A prime reason is that Exxon's valuation
is based largely on the immense untapped reserves of oil and gas it owns. And yet
if future generations are to inherit a livable world, most of those reserves must stay
in the ground."

One of the premier New World Order families of oil and banking: John D.
Rockefeller begot John Jr. -- John Jr. begot David and his four brothers.
David (now 101!) begot Neva and five other children.
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Incredibly, Goodwin-Rockefeller, a Co-Director of the Global Development And
Environment Institute at Tufts University, goes on to suggest that corporate
"deniers" can be held liable for damages. The blue-blooded bitch bellows:
"After it was revealed that tobacco companies knew smoking caused cancer even
as they funded hack scientists to deny it, they had to pay billions in fines and
damages."
Just last week came word that the Rockefellers are totally divesting themselves of
all holdings associated with Exxon Mobil. But that was just the prelude for the
coming war not just on Exxon-Mobil, but upon free speech and free thought. This
is some really scary stuff folks. From this New York Slimes article:
"More government officials are asking what Exxon Mobil knew about climate
change.
Attorneys general from Massachusetts and the Virgin Islands announced Tuesday
that they would join Eric T. Schneiderman, New York‟s attorney general, in his
investigation into whether Exxon Mobil lied in decades past to investors and the
public about the threat of climate change.
The additional participation was announced during a news conference at Mr.
Schneiderman‟s offices in Lower Manhattan announcing support from 15 states,
the District of Columbia and the Virgin Islands for the Obama administration‟s
Clean Power Plan.
Attorneys general from Vermont, Maryland, Massachusetts, Virginia, Connecticut
and the Virgin Islands, as well as former Vice President Al Gore, attended the
event."
Yikes! No wonder the Rockefellers are divesting! How long before "climate
deniers" in academia and conservative media begin losing their own jobs, or start
being dragged into court for harming the public interest? Ironic, given the fact that
it is the Warmist hoaxsters who should be put in jail for conspiracy, embezzlement
and treason!
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Stalin would be proud! On the basis of a HOAX, corporate "deniers" and
real scientists could soon face legal problems. Will bloggers be far behind?
As for these 17 Attorney Generals; all of them are Demoncrats, mainly from states
that known to be "blue". As the never-ending hordes of new Turd World voters
continue to be strategically imported into the "red" and "purple" states, it is only a
matter of time before this type of straight-up Communist tyranny goes national /
federal.
The only hope for nipping this extremely dangerous assault on American
sovereignty, private enterprise and free speech / free thought will be the U.S.
Supreme Court with its generally 5-4 conservative / "moderate" majority. ---- Oh,
that's right, we forgot. Justice Antonin Scalia recently died of "natural causes" -- in
an isolated desert refuge -- alone -- without security -- under the control of
Democrat operatives -- with no autopsy. Therefore, any 4-4 votes will not be able
to overturn challenges to the Marxist mischief of these State Attorney Generals. --Preach it, Church Lady.

The consequences of Scalia's conveeenient death have already been felt
with the recent 4-4 deadlock that failed to overturn a decision in favor of
corrupt and politicized government unions. The worst is yet to come with
the kosher court.
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Boobus Americanus 1: I read a story in the New York Times today about
17 State Attorney Generals going after Exxon-Mobil for rigging Global
Warming studies.
Boobus Americanus 2: This reminds me of how tobacco companies used
to mislead consumers about the dangers of smoking.

"Not exactly, Boobuss. You ssee, whereass Climate Change is communist
bull-@$#&, the dangerss of ssmoking have been scientifically proven!"
(Boobuses really suck at analogies.)

Be sure to collect 2015 / Quarters 1, 2, 3 and 4
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